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THE COBB FUNERAL

TALK OF THE TOWN

Committal Service Held This Morn
ing At the Achorn Cemetery

A Rockland business firm recently
Accompanied by the daughter. displayed a window’ full of Hoover
and Smith signs. It may be only a
Advertising rates based upon circulation
Miss Ruth Cobb, and Edward S. happenstance that nearly all of the
and very reasonable.
Healey,
president
of
the
Glencoe
Hoover signs have disappeared, while
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Albert T. Crockett, who had devoted
The Rockland Gazette was established In
Lime & Cement Co. of St. Louis, the there are still plenty of the Smith
will be made on
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established a lifetime to the cauee of music, and : River View Farm. Cushing, home answers were obtained to a series of
ashes of the late Mr. and Mrs. signs.
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. who for more than 60 years had been Of the McCarters for almost two interrogations.
The Free Press was established lu 1835 and
“
How
do
you
account
for
living
to
Charles <W. S. Cobb, whose deaths re
an
instructor
of
violin
and
piano
Centuries, was the scene Sunday of
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
R. U. Parker of New York, passen
he 100 years old?” he was asked.
music, died last Thursday night at
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
cently took place in St. Louis,
one of the most interesting events
“That’s pretty hard telling,” came reached Rockland by the 8.10 train ger traffic manager of the Eastern
the home of Charles M. Harrington.
that has ever been chronicled in the the reply. "I’ve always worked hard this morning and w’ere taken to Steamship Lines, Inc., was a visitor
••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••«•■•••
••• •••
$e ! 81 Summer street, where he had
in Rockland Saturday, spending the
•••
••• j resided since the death of his wife town’s history. Gathered on the lawn, and been regular in my habits.”
Achorn cemetery, where in the pres entire day in conference with G. E.
—
Timely service, like timely gifts, Is ••• some months ago.
Mr.
McCarter
used
tobacco
for
a
ence
of
a
considerable
company
of
and fanned by the mellow breezes
after
Dunton, general agent, and R. S.
— doubled In value.—George MaeDon- ••• ! The funeral services were held there
long time hut knocked off about 20 or
which swept across a long stretch of 25 years ago because he was afraid relatives and friends a committal Sherman, traveling freight and pas
aid.
Sunday afternoon, Rev B. P. Browne,
service was conducted by Rev. Wai
••• '
former pastor of the First Baptist field and pasture, were nearly 200 it was affecting his heart. He smoked ter S. Rounds, pastor of the Con senger agent.
••• ••• •••
Church officiating. Rockland Lodge, persons who had come from far and pipe and cigars but never chewed. gregational church, at the monument
Danny Maher, maker of motion pic
F. & A. M., conducted its ritual hear to help Uncle James McCarter Liquor he has used but scantily. of the Cobh family lot, in which in
“In wartimes,” said he, “they used to terment was made.
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
tures, has been in the city more or
service. Many old friends were pres Celebrate his 100th birthday.
give us quinine and whiskey.”
ent to pay their last respects, and
The beauty of a perfect summer less the past few days looking up
Uncle Jim follows the newspapers day graced the simple but impressive good subjects for the news reel. He
For President
around the casket lay floral expres • In this assemblage were the memsions of sympathy^ The interment b» rs of the family; neighbors who as regularly as any city man, and occasion and flowers from friends reports a chilly reception at South
HERBERT C. HOOVER
R. U. COLLINS, Tax Collector
was in Achorn cemetery.
had known and loved him since they although he is deprived of the sight lent their note of decoration to the Bristol where he went to film the
of California
The deceased wa3 84 He had been were “so high;” members of his com of one eye is able to read without the spot where the service was held.
heavyweight champion, Gene Tunney,
aid of glasses.
He retires about
confined to his home the past month,
Among the pieces was a basket and thinks that while Gene has won
pany
in
the
21st
Maine
Regiment,
8 o’clock.
For Vice President
and death was incidental to the
of white roses and purple orchids, a crown there are still lots of things
Rockland, Me., Aug. I 1.
inroads of old age—the quiet falling who recalled how he had once oeen j Mr. McCarter was horn on the same sent by the National Lime Associa he has to learn about common cour
CHARLES CURTIS
96-97
to sleep of one who had lived a serene IX'ft on the battlefield lor dead; and spot where his father and grandfather tion, hearing the message, ’*To tesy.
of Kansas
were horn, and he thinks his great Colonel Cobh.” It was by this title
life.
<ui official representative of the Maine
Prof. Crockett was horn In this city, fublic Health Association who pre grandfather was likewise horn there. that Mr. Cobh was know’n to the
Bids were opened by the State
For United States Senator
a son of Capt. Jonathon and Eliza sented a gold medal to Mr. McCarter His father (also James McCarter) | members of that countrywide busi Highway Department Friday having
FREDERICK HALE
died at the age of 87 and his mother
(Spear)
Crockett.
Rockland
was
ness organization, by whom he was to do with the several Federal Aid
As one of the features of the day’s at tlie age of 84.
of Portland
His father once
always his home except for those festivities.
held in an affectionate regard not projects in hand. The bids for the
listened to an address by George
comparatively
brief
periods
when
he
usual among men busy with affairs. construction of the proposed stretch
ft “Uncle Jim” was shot again during Washington
For Representative to Congress
was in Portland, Boston and New jhe day. hut this time by a battery ,
Mr. Cobb, a member of the asso of cement concr?tc road westward
WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.
Most remarkable of all of Uncle
York
studying
his
chosen
profession.
bf cameras trained upon him with Jim’s faculties is his wonderful mem ciation from its formation, attended from the entrance to the cement plant
of Lewiston
In Portland he was a pupil of Katz- (
OF THE
all its meetings, where his counsels were: Amos D. Bridges Sons, Inc.,
ory. On his 100th birthday he recalled
schmar, whose name is so prominently
W’ere given high valuation by his Hazardville. (Conn., $51.72*1.00; 'Stew
For Governor
incidents which occurred when he was
identified
with
Portland's
history
of
associates, with whom he was recog art & Williams, Augusta, $52,743.00;
WM. TUDOR GARDINER
10
.veal's
old.
He
also
harks
back
to
a
music.
Rockland
nized as the dean of the lime busi Vito Minlnl. Biddeford. $57,101.10;
Rockland Savings Bank,
of Gardiner
November 70 years ago when he was
Prof. Crockett was brought up in
ness of the United States and be
B. Perini & Sons, Ashland, Mass.,
able to plow. He remembers of sell
the
family
of
the
late
George
’
W.
i
loved by everybody.
Rockland
For State Auditor
Security Trust Company,
ing
potatoes
at
20
cents
a
bushel
and
$57,777.00; Manzie I. Rogers, Bangor,
Brown, whose estate on Broadway, |
ELBERT D. HAYFORD
butter at 18 cents a pound.
'$57,785.00; James H. Kerr, Rumford,
between Limerock and Masonic
of
Farmingdale
Thomaston
Thomaston Savings Bank,
Uncle Jim was a Democrat before returned from the war, and how that $62,5500; Sawyer
Carlisle, Ells
streets, was one of the show places of
the Civil War.
the city. Mr. Brown was a patron
friendship had ripened down through worth, $63,292.00.
For State Senator
“>Why did you change?” he was the years. The speaker told of Mr.
of music, and himself a musician of
The provisions of Section 48, Chapter 144, Banking Laws of
ZELMA M. DWINAL
asked.
no mean ability.
McCarter’s valor in fighting for the 1 Ueut. Cushman of the State High
1923, require the State Banking Department to VERIFY PASS
of Camden
“Well, you see,” said Mr. McCarter, Union and of his splendid record as way Police spent an hour at the en
The Orpheus Club, famed in Rock
BOOKS OF DEPOSITORS IN SAVINGS BANKB AND SAVINGS
“
those
fellow
’
s
who
were
firing
at
us
land’s early music annals, held its
a citizen. The speech was a gem of trance of Warren village Sunday to
For Judge of Prohate
w’ere Democrats.”
DEPOSITORS IN TRUST COMPANES at least once every three
first meeting at the Brown homo in
oratory and sentiment.
watch the effect of a “Stop” sign at
MELZER T. CRAWFORD
Uncle
Jim
’
s
last
ballot
was
cast
in
1873, and Mr Brown bore the expense
“Mac” Gilchrest who is well nigh one of the intersecting streets. Of
years. The regular verification at the above named hanks is now
of Camden
1904
for
Theodore
Roosevelt.
of the prganization at that time. The
indispensable on an occasion of this the 45 cars which passed during that
being made by the Banking Department, and, for the sole purpose
Mr. Harriman, who had been listen- sort, recited "The Irishman’s Dream,”
surviving members of the Orpheus
period 25 stopped as the law requires
For Clerk of Courts
I
ing
with
interest
while
this
other
of correcting errors or omissions, you are requested to bring your
Club are Mrs. James Wight, George
and it was so well received that he and 18 kept on farming. Of this lat
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
I
man,
slightly
his
senior,
was
talking,
book, or send by mail, TO THE BANK promptly, Verification
E. Torrey, William F. Tibbetts, Wal
W’as obliged to give four selections ter number half said they did not see
of Rockland
! worked 10 years as a section hand on in all.
ter G. Tibbetts, Arthur L. Torrey and
closes Aug. 17, 1928.
the sign, one-third of the remainder
•
the
Knox
&
Lincoln
Railroad,
and
Mayo P. Simonton. Prof. Crockett
Judge Frank B. Miller gave some said they did not understand why it
For SherlfT
l
after
that
“
w
’
orked
at
most
everyvery interesting points concerning
played first violin.
JOHN G. SMITH,
FRANK F. HARDING
i thing,” as he expressed it. He has Mr. McCarter’s ancestry and told how’ w’as there, and the balance gave mis
He continued to make his home
cellaneous reasons. All of them were
of Rockland
Bank Commissioner.
J
had
pretty
good
health
all
his
life
with the Brown family after the
James McCarter’s great-grandfather, cautioned against repeating their in
except
last
winter
when
he
was
death of Capt. Brown, and until the
John McCarter, obtained his wife.
For County Attorney
Augusta, Me., Aug. 6, 1928.
1 “hauled up with rheumatism," and Briefly given tho story is that an discretion, and Lieut. Cushman made
widow’s marriage to Henry M. FalLEONARD R. CAMPBELL
it quite plain that the law will be
guessed
he
must
be
"getting
a
little
95-98
cina. He was a cornetist in the
emigrant ship was wrecked at Isle au strictly enforced. The minimum pen
of Rockland
old.
”
Rockland Band and Singhi Band and
Haut in 1740 and several of the men
Mr. Harriman has used tobacco for W’ere drowned. The widow of one of alty is a fine of $10 and costs.
for some years was leader of an
For County Commissioner
both
smoking
and
chewing
purposes.
organization known as Crockett’s James McCarter, New England’s Old
the victims was married to Mr.
MARY PERRY RICH
“I’ve chewed up piles of It,” he told
CharleR Lucas who owns one of
Orchestra.
est Civil War Veteran, Who Cele The Courier - Gazette reporter, "and McCarter.
FROM ROCKLAND TO
of Rockport
Prof. Crockett was a staunch Re
Col. William P. Hurley in his usual Union’s best know’n farms, recently
brated His 100th Birthday.
I guess that's what hurt me.”
gracious manner thanked the assem expressed a desire Lo know who some
publican, but never held political
For Representatives to Legislature office except to fulfill the nominal
• • » •
blage for making the celebration so of the former occupants were. To
Rockland—George L. St. Clair.
duties of election clerk in recent most amiable intentions by news
Mr. McCarter’s venerable neighbor much of a success, and Charles E. this end IHarry C. Pease began an
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston, years. Everybody knew him as kindly paper representatives and friends used to be a great fox hunter in his Gregory joined in an appropriate examination of the Lincoln records
Winter Harbor
of Knox County. He found that the
Friendship. Cushing and Owl's Head and courteous, a gentleman of the who wished to perpetuate the mem day and “a tarnation good shot.” sentiment.
property was conveyed to John Tay
• • ♦ •
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
old sehool, liked and respected. He orable occasion.
He
’
s
a
Democrat,
hut
doesn
’
t
work
Mr.
McCarter
’
s
A comfortable and interesting motor trip of only 100 miles
lor by Thomas Fluke**, et als, under
Rockport. Warren, Union
and was the last of a large family, another hand Army comrades were “shot” at it a great deal, for he seldom if ever
Dr. E. N. Merrill of Augusta, honor
Here we have on Frenchman's Bay, opposite Bar Harbor
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of notable member of which wa« the/, n a similar manner, and OA usual goes to town-meetings. His hearing ary president of the Maine Public deed date of Sept. 30, 1774, in consid
■4 — a - nr.
• »VYV
al- ■ T.*
..z\. -1m* 4 of
. . F TY
..
.,
.. _
..
.
-1. ditto
.11, 4.1.?..
I ..L *
. .. .iw-w..—.......... ■fine
A well appointed hotel,most delightfully located
E. Crockett
Boston,
a
is.........
good;
his ..sight
they did not flinch under fire.
Health Association, presented Mr. eration of “3000 pounds of lawful
■
money." This original deed must have
Caunden. Hope and Appleton— famous swimmer, whose interesting
The suggestion that an airplane McCarter with a gold medal.
Mr. McCarter told The CourierFresh Sea Foods Served Daily
covered about all of Union, for It
George E. Allen of Camden.
articles appeared in these col urns for Gazette reporter that he arose a little might fly over the scene of the cele
Mr. Merrill said:
GOLF, TENNIS, HIKING, BOATING, ORCHESTRA
embraced 34,560 acres of “good land,
Vinalhaven, North Ilaven,
St. many years.
before 6 Sunday morning. This ap bration led somebody to ask Mr.
•’It is granted to few to look back
George, Isle au Haut and Matinicus
Prof. Crockettt was a member of pears to he his fixed habit in sum Harriman if he would like to make ward along a vista of 100 years. bad land and water.” Taylor was a
A. O. JONES, Manager.
Granville Bachelder of St. George.
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M. (for mer, hut this time he brought out his a flight.
95-100
Travel on land by horse or oxen has physician and resided in Limenburg.
many years its tyler) and or King trusty razor, and operated it so well
“No, siree," was the emphatic reply. given place to express train and Wtorcester County, Mass. This was
Solomons Temple Chapter and King that his features were faultlessly “Down here’s good solid foundation, automobile, the speed of each still in “the 14th year of His Majesty’s
Hiram’s Council. He was with the smooth when he was ready to face and I’m just going to stay down here.” increasing—the days Journey of 30 reign.”
Masonic
delegation
which
was the biggest day in the 36500 or more
But the chances are good that he or 40 miles has become 400 and 600,
The big crow’d present at the Rockwrecked on Robinson’.; Ledge, result that he has spent on earth.
would go if -Uncle Jim would.
and in luxury. On the water sail
ing in the organization known as ' Perhaps the earliest arrival at the
Mr. Harriman has interesting ances has been displaced by steam and :
Trotting Park Saturday nignt,
King Hiram’s Shipmates.
occasion of the dosing of the
McCarter homestead was Oliver J. try. He is a grandson of Conrad electricity. Under-the-surface travel * °n
Johnson, who officiated as chairman Heyer, first white child horn in *Wb.l- was then unknow’n. Not satisfied Old Home Week festivities was indi
A famous artist of the Keith Cir of the reception, and who -seemed to doboro, who died at the age of 106 with increasing conquest of land and cative of what might have been ex
cuit w’ill present two numbers at the have the faculty of being in many years, 10 months. His (Mr. Harri water the air has become man’s high pected of the whole week if the
Lehing Concert. Crescent Beach, to places at one time, the soul of cor man's) mother lived to the age of 95. way. Messages have become possihlo weather had been suitable. The fire
Caleb Gilchrest. a comparatively around the world in shorter time works display Saturday night was
morrow’ night. The Samoset Orches diality.
Another early : rrival was Elijah young fellow’ of 85 came next, and than to one’s neighbors 100 years the finest ever presented in the
tra will play for the dance.—adv.
P. Harriman of Cushing who shared Uncle Jim was powerful glad to see ago. The candle has been replaced vicinity of Rockland, and it is a great
Friend—‘Why did you send that dish honors with the guest of honor for the him, for they w’ere shipmates together by electric lights many times the pity that everybody in Knox County
hack if there was nothing w’rong with reason that he lacks only four years a long while ago:
candles light, and commanded by a could not have been there to enjoy it.
Things were going on out in the finger’s pressure. Speech is audible The Ben Williams shows had a lively
of being 100, and is smart as a cricket.
it?
Scotchman—Well, mon, if ye gie Adelbert Benner of Thomaston saw workshop meantime—five bushels of thousands of miles distant as plainly night, all of the excellent features
the impression that ye’re no satisfied to it that he was present on this occa elams being steamed, and many pots as then across the room. The human being well patronized. The feature
wi’ the service the waiter’ll no ex sion. Mr. Harriman was a hit modest of beans being baked and a boiler of voice has been permanently record known as “Over the Falls” was the
about going into so much company, coffee being prepared. The visitors ed, to he reproduced at will through most talked of attraction Rockland
pect such a big tip.—Passing Show.
but he finally yielded and was mighty brought their own bread, sweets and out the ages, and the radio brings has seen in many a day, and certain
cutlery.
glad he went.
entertainment to millions through it is that Niagara had nothing on it
REPAIRING
In charge of the culinary prepara the air without aid of even wires.
The Courier-Gazette reporter, who
for grandeur of scenery. IMr. Wil
ETTA BLACKINTON will do rearrived at Mr. McCarter’s shortly tions were three Voses— Horace,
“The realms of space are increas liams, the proprietor, took his week
pairing, relining, ladies’ and men’s
before noon found the two venerable Warwick and Henry. Convinced that ingly yielding their secrets to the
of hard luck good naturedly .and
citizens seated side by side in the things were going all right. Horace telescope, the camera, and the analy
clothing. Sewing of all kinds so
philosophically. “It’s all part of the
Vose
would
pause
every
now
and
then
kitchen.
Mr.
McCarter
is
a
victim
of
sis of light. At the other extreme
licited at 49 FULTON ST., Southand wring tuneful music from an man is becoming acquainted with the game,” he told The Courier-Gazette.
severe
deafness,
hut
with
the
aid
of
end. Tel. 960-J.
94*T97
Mr. Johnson and om* of his daughters accordion, of which he had undoubted microscopic world and chasing the Two wonderful days of racing only
emphasized what the turf fans missed
mastery.
ultimate unit of life to its lair. The by not being able to see that great
• ♦ • •
X-ray, radium and the Milliken ray
The McCarter children, Lillian, reveal anatomy to such an extent free-for-all. The fair was, of course,
All THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS
Catherine and George were ideal that to harbor an indiscreet thought a losing venture for that energetic
and courageous group of men which
hosts, constantly looking after the is unwise.
are called for payment September 15,
was doing so much and expending so
comfort of everybody. The farm con
• • • •
much to put Rockland on the map.
1928, and interest stops on that date.
sists of 136 acres (40 in field) and its
“
The
ox
has
been
replaced
by
the
But the park is still there and the
location on the St. Georges River con
tractor,
vacuum
cups
instead
of
hu

plant is still there, and there’s another
STEAMER
stitutes an earthly Paradise. George
man
hands
now
gently
coax
the
milk
We would be pleased to handle bonds
year coming when the fog may not
McCarter is one of Knox County’s
Will Make Round Trips Daily to Monhegan. leaving Creighton's
from
swollen
udder.
The
well-sweep
be so fur inland and the clouds so
most successful farmers, and the
Wharf, Thomaston, at 6.30 A. M„ Standard Time
for collection, or will accept same up to
18x12 American flags which came and oaken bucket are a memory, gas close to the earth. All honor to the
and
electric
pumps
now
draw
the
SPECIAL RATES TO PARTIES OF TEN OR MORE
September 5, 1928, at 100 and interest to
Rockland Trotting Park Association.
from a Camden-built schooner had
every reason for floating proudly over water for house and barn. Gone the
This trip allows you five hours on the island
September 15, for deposit at our Savings
spinning
wheel
and
homespun
gown,
this homestead.
For Further Information Call Thomaston 36
Department. Deposit will draw interest
Lots of mail matter reached the gone the days when it required the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
McCarter
home during the day—let fleece of three sheep to clothe a
from September 1.
HOTEL, FISHING AND BATHING
Poetry Is the greatest literature, and pleas
ters,
postcards
and, yes, one letter woman. The product of one silk
8STtf
ure In poetry Is the greatest of literary pleas
which had sped by air-mail all the worm now reveals the female charms ures.
—Viscount Grey of Falloden.
to
the
satisfaction
of
both
sexes
way from California.
THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS held
Dinner was served on the lawn on Each step in woman’s progress to
LOST LIGHT
by us as custodian will be collected and
improvised tables, and the first course ward emancipation has seemed to My heart Is chilled and my pulse Is slow
had barely reached the hungry guests demand the shortening of the skirl But often and often will memory go.
proceeds placed on deposit in our Savings
“ At the S i < ,'i
when two Grand Army delegations— and lessening the number of gar Like a blind child lost In a waste of snow,
?! North Nation
Department to the credit of the owners
the days when I loved you so—
one from Augusta and one from Rock ments. Who is bold enough to vision Back to The
beautiful long ago.
land arrived. In the Augusta party complete emancipation?
thereof subject to their order unless other
We now hear the gospel of health I sit here dreaming them through and
were Comrades Charles F. Tibbetts,
through,
wise instructed.
81. and Charles H. Davis, 82, who and the slogan “Keep Well." Scien The blissful
moments I shared with you—
served in Mr. McCarter’s company; tists. Hospitals, Health Associations, The sweet, sweet days when our love was
n w,
together with Mrs. Lillian Heffernan, official and un-official, Samaritans,
was trustful and you were true-?—
secretary and treasurer of the 21st nursing associations, and many al When I Beautiful
days, but few!
Maine Regimental Association, to lied professions all serving to pro
long life. It is eminently fitting then Blest or wretched, fettered or free.
which Mr. McCarter belongs.
Why should I care how your life may be.
The delegation from Rockland com that one of these health organiza Or
whether you wander by land or sea? ’
prised these youngsters: W. N. Ben tions, the M.P.H.A., student of long I only know you are dead to me.
/
Ever and hopelessly.
ner, 87, Albion Alden, 93, of Hope. evity—the promoter of the Three
Some day that boy of yours will he a Man. Will
Century
Club,
should
William H. Maxcv. 87, William P. Quarter
Oh, how often at day’s decline
he be a real man, or will he he destined to go
through
its
representatives
come
Hurley, 82, F. S. Phllbrick, 84, Capt.
I pushed from my window the curtaining
through life a failure? A good deal depends on
vine,
H. R. Huntley, 82, James F. Woodsum, here to greet you on your 100th an
niversary.
YOU.
To see from your lattice the lamp light
86, Thomas H. Benner, 83, (the only
shine—
“
To
live
long
is
not
In
itself
a
living survivor of the 1st Maine Heavy
Type of a message that, half divine.
Open an account for him at our Bank. NOW.
worthy goal, but to live long and
Artillery
in
Knox
County),
Allen
A.
Flashed from your heart to mine.
Show him the value of saving. Teach him how <o
Kelley, 83, Fred Snow, 86. W. H. well is. Having gained the century
make the account grow’. With* a right start the
Once more the starlight Is silvering all;
Rockland
Camden
Vinalhaven
mark
it
is
the
wish
of
the
M.P.H.A.
Morse, 83, James E. Ulmer, 83, and
The roses sleep by the garden wall:
race is half won. When he reaches manhood’s
E. J. Pease, 84. The aggregate ages that you may have many more years The night bird warbles his madrigal.
estate if he has a fund at the bank which he has
of
service,
and
live
to
a
ripe
old
age.
”
Union
Rockport
Warren
And 1 hear again through the sweet air fall
of the 14 Civil War veterans seated
helped EARN and SAVE, he will he ready for big
The eveulng bugle-call.
at Mr. McCarter’s table was 1103
ger things.
Tickets to the Lehing Concert, But summers will vanish and years will
years.
wane.
After dinner there was a brief Crescent Beach, tomorrow night, may
And bring no light to your window pane;
period of speechmaking and the sev he obtained at Knowlton’s Market, Nor gracious sunshine nor patient rain
eral orators were wittily introduced Carver’s Book 'Store or Johnson’s Hat Can bring dead love back to life again :
1 call up the past in vatu.
by Deputy Sheriff Earl C. Ludwick, a Shop.—adv.
lifelong friend of the McCarter family
My heart Is heavy, my heart Is old.
Zip O Jack Blouses for Girls and And that proves dross which I counted gold;
Edward S. Vose spokesman for
the town of Cushing told how his Boys.—'Brown and Red, sizes 4. 5 and I watch no longer your curtain’s fold :
Street The window Is dark and the night Is cold.
acquaintance with Mr. McCarter 6, $3.75; sizes 7-14, $4.50.
And the story forever told.
97-98
dated back to the time when the latter Floor. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
—Elizabeth Akers.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie who
an oath declare* that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Aug. 11. 1028, there was
printed a total of 6270 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLS*.
Notary Public.

▲

Be not overcome of evil, but over
come evil with good.—Romans 12:21.
Mr. Hoover's speech of acceptance
leaves nothing to be desired by the
supporters of the party which has
selected him for the presidency.
Upon the topics which advance
themselves for chief consideration in
the present national campaign, in
particular prohibition and farm re
lief. his clear and straightforward
announcement of views evokes the
warmest approval. His pronounce
ment for religious freedom will es
pecially endear him to the great body
of thinking people. As we note the
countrywide editorial reception of
the speech, the conviction grows that
in Hoover is perceived to he not
alone the man of broad, practical
experience and culture, but as well
a statesman capable of filling with
high credit in the eyes of the world
the exalted position of chief ruler of
that world's greatest Nation.

Not the question of naval arma
ment but of poison gas is what the
governments of the world should give
grave attention to, if civilization is
to escape being annihilated in anoth
er war. Such are the conclusions of
the Earl of Halsbury, who in an ad
dress to the House of Lords last
week described some of the gases
being produced in Germany for
industrial purposes but which could
be instantly switched into an article
of deadly warfare should occasion
arise. Quoting from a war office
manual report upon the subject he
read:
“In man. slight and transitory
nasal irritation is appreciable after
an exposure of five minutes to as
little as one part of diphenylchloroarsine in two hundred million parts of
air. and as the concentration is in
creased the irritation shows itself
sooner and in rapidly increasing
severity. Market symptoms are pro
duced by exposure to one part of
diphenvlehloroarsine in fifty million
parts of air, and it may be stated in
general that this concentration forms
the limit of tolerance of ordinary
individuals for an exposure lasting
five minutes. .
.The Germans
state that diphenylcyanroarsine is an
even more powerful irritant than
diphenvlehloroarsine.
These . sub
stances are generally used to bause
such sensory irritation that the vic
tim is unable to tolerate a respirator,
and they are therefore often followed
by an attack of asphyxiant gases. ’
A single bomb filled with these
gases dropped in the heart of Lon
don, the speaker said, would create
an atmosphere which would kill
every man, woman and child withal
a radius of miles. A few such bombs
would in a few’ moments wipe out
the population of a huge city. The
book from which Earl Halsburg
quoted is accessible to the public and
he hoped that every adult in his
country would read it, to the end
that such a wave of indignant and
righteous horror should be created
that people would do anything to
make some agreement which would
put these things under international
control and| prevent their use in
future warfare.
Jeff Smith was a visitor in the cit>
last week—a brief visitor, for every
part of Maine has to be looked in
upon by this busy friend of boys,
and it is a rare day that he finds
himself anywhere except in the
saddle. For a quarter of a century
Jeff Smith—the name by which every
boy knows him—has been the chief
director in a work among the youth
of Maine the immediate proportions
of which and their far-reachin
results are impossible of measure
ment. In that period of time nearly
fifty thousand boys have come into
direct touch with the activities of
■which Jeff is the core and central
vital figure. Not only within our own
borders, but active in the affairs ol
distant States, these boys, with the
background of high character and
ambition created by early contact
with this work, are filling places of
high responsibility.
Wherever h
travels in the four quarters of the
country young men step out of their
places of trust to shake his hand and
recall the inspiration to climb high
that came to them out of the Maine
•Boys’ Conference and the Summer
Camp. “I’m glad to see Rockland so
well represented at the present
camp,’’ Jeff said. “A tine bunch
boys.” If Ave were asked to name the
man who during this quarter century
had done the greatest thing for
Maine, the one name that would in
stinctively rise to the lip would be

“Jeff.”

Clint the worst week of our mi.lnmer weather should have reTed Itself for the days set apart
the public entertainment and
arts at the trotting park made a
tural occasion for regret. We trust
wever that even such an amount
water may npt dampen the amhlns of the management to make of
> celebration a yearly event for
s corner of Maine.
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BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING DATE OF ITS SALE ON FRIDAY, AUGUST 17
HIT

I

Here Is Our First August Sale. Every Piece of Merchandise of This Great $100,000 Stock Is Marked Down To Nearly Factory Cost.
Specials Offered For 10.00 A.M. Every Day. FROM 20% TO 50% DISCOUNT ON EVERYTHING!
,

TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED ON ANY PURCHASE
Bridge Lamps

$1.98
New style bridge lamps
with polychrome stand
ards and colorful shades
$1 00 a Week

LJ'L.
y;

T-

Bassinette

$3.98
Attractively fi n i s h e d
bassinette, sturdily
built — comfortable

X
■■■■■

spring.

1.00 a Week
■f / "

X,

k\

Gateleg Table

$17.95
Built of hardwoods in a
rich mahogany finish.
A handy table and prac
tical.
$1.00 a Week

Three Piece Kroehler Bed Davenport Suite
Made by Kroehler—means the utmost in satisfaction, comfort, style and quality. This suite will give service for years.
Every feature that goes to making fine living room furniture is embodied. Excellent spring construction throughout,
covered in handsomely figured velour of durable wearing quality. Club chair, fireside chair and davenport that opens
to a full-size bed in a single motion. You do not need a spare bedroom in your home if you own this wonderful new
style Kroehler suite !
PAY ONLY $10 DOWN—BALANCE EASY

N

a

iA

Natural Finish.

Chest of Drawers

$4.98

$14.98
Built of hardwoods
richly finished. Lots of
drawer space.
v
$1.00 a Week

100-Pc. Dinner Set

$16.95

Upholstered in Jacquard Velours Three Pieces-High Grade Velours
A suite to be proud of ! Each piece is skilfully tailored in
genuine figured Jacquard velours, contrasting fabric on the
outside backs and sides, reversible cushions—spring filled
construction and a luxurious carved frame—

A new style suite just received from the recent furniture
market. A suite of style, beauty and comfort at a low price.
Consists of davenport, club and fireside chairs. Covered in
fine velours—spring construction—tassel trimmnjgs—

$109

$98

Easy Weekly Payments

Easy Weekly Payments

Many styles and colors.

Porcelain Top
Table

$4.98

Odd Steel Beds

White base and a
drawer

$7.98

Your Choice of All Four Pieces

New Style—9 Charming Pieces

Bow-end bed, dresser, chest of drawers and vanity. Con
structed of genuine walnut veneers and other desirable cabi
net .woods and finished in a delightful walnut. Note the
floral spray decorations—

Nine pieces in a stunning new style ! A large buffet, oblong
extension table, host chair and five side chairs. Built of
genuine walnut veneers and other desirable cabinet woods
in a dull-rubbed finish. China cabinet also included—

$119

$129

Easy Weekly Payments

Easy Weekly Payments

Overstuffed Chairs

$29.95
Chairs left from high
grade living room suites
— velour covered —
spring construction.
$1.00 a Week

Porch rockers in the natu
ral finish with rush seats.
Limited number at this
price.
Easy Terms

Close Woven

$16.95
It has an adjustable hood
and is closely woven, rub
ber-tired wheels and very
comfortable springs.
A
carriage that you'd bo
proud to own.

f
Lf

A number of steel beds
with heavy continuous
posts and sturdy fillers.
Easy Terms

TOMORROW’S SPECIALS!

BURPEE FURNITURE CUMPANY
361 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

large

Porch Rocker

$5.98
Extra large size double
woven cane seat and back,

ItUK •

Fibre Fernery

$3.49

Day Couch

$24.98

finished in walnut and in
cluding galVaiAfed pan.

Day Couches with metal
ends. Open to a full-size
bed. Complete with mat
tress and spring.

Easy Terms

Easy Terms

Every-Other-Day
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LEHING CONCERT TOMORROW NIGHT

IMONTON’

DEPARTMEN
410-12 MAIN ST.

August

OUR SIXTH ANNUAL

LUGGAGE SALE

Fur Sale

IS NOW IN PROGRESS
With Special Values in High Grade Merchandise, including—

STEAMER TRUNKS
HAT BOXES
WARDROBE TRUNKS
WEEKEND CASES

GENERAL PURPOSE TRUNKS
LEATHER BAGS, ETC.
VISITING CASES
SUIT CASES

A

We believe you would be wise to select your
Fur Coat Early.

OUR SIXTH ANNUAL SPECIAL SHOWING AND SALE OF

1.

The assortment is larger.

2.

The furs are apt to be of better quality.

3.

We guarantee the prices as we guarantee the coats.

(This reason alone is enough).

This year, style is an important factor in Furs.

ESMOND BLANKETS

Youthful fashion is the keynote of our entire August Fur
Sale preparedness . . . never have We been so well prepared
for misses and juniors . . . even women’s coats are more youth
ful than ever . . . we have emphasized fashion individuality for
all with single fashionable coats moderately priced . . . the
trend is decidedly toward youthful, fashionable Johnny collars
. . . even conservative seal-dyed muskrat has “young ideas”
in trimming, tailoring and lines . . . prices are much lower
than in recent years, which means much to “Miss Averag-?,”
who seeks fashion inexpensively.

Will continue through the Month of August. Everything in the Esmond Line is
both practical and beautiful.

Now is a good time to make selections for those going away to school

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

TERMS

TALK OF THE TOWN
C0MI4G NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug. 14 (to a. at.)—Livestock Development
'rain visits Rookland.
An.. 15 Field meetlnK of Knox Academy
if Arts and Sciences at Knox Arboretum.
Auk. 15- Owl's Head lair.
Auk. 15- Annual State Field Day meetlnK
of Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences at Knox
Arboretum.
Auk. IS—'Martlnarllle Grange hall, Ladles
Circle Fair and Supper.
Auk. 17-18—Friendship Field Day.
Auk. 18— Kent's Hill reunion at So. Thom
aston.
Auk. 18—Annual visitation at Round Fond
Unlv.rsnllst church.
Auk. 22—Thomaston: Library fair on the
Mall.
Auk 23-24 Maine State Amateur Golf
Championship Tournament 111 Baneor.
Auk 25 Sept. 2 Advent Campmeetln. In
WashliiKton.
Sept. 10- State election.
Nov. 8—^Presidential election.
Sept. 3-4—New Belfast Fair.
Oct M-2G States leechers' convention In
Bangor.

Cach Customers (Pay 10% of the cost at time of purchase, pay
balance when you take the coat. Why not sep about open
ing a charge account?

TVInslow-Holbrook Post will make
The picnic of the Fales Circle.
Anal plans at Thursday night's G.A.R., has been postponed from
meeting for the annual picnic of Aug. 22 to Aug. 29.
Aug. 26.

Charge Customers Buy now; we will store your coat till you
Charlie Low has returned from
A large and responsive audience Lake Cobbosseecontee, where he has
want it. Your coat will he charged when you take it.
enjoyed the Manuel Bernard concert been attending the Y.M.C.A. Camp.
last evening, further mention of
which is reserved to the Thursday
Mrs. Lehing is a concert soprano
The Joyce Lehing concert will take
A big Nash sedan turned turtle In
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
issue of this paper.
the ditch at Jefferson Sunday. No place tomorrow night at Crescent with many New York successes and,
body hurt and varnish hardly Beach under the auspices of the Inn radio appearances to her credit. She
Amos Bridges & Son of Hazard scratched.
has made a host of friends and admir
The sheriffs found a still near the
Messrs. Watts and Jewett of the
The Rockland City Band gave an
management as a benefit to tlie New ers during her visits to Crescent
ville, Conn., nave been awarded the
contract for building the new cement
England Hotel Women's Association Beach the past few summers. Mrs. other fine concert in F’ost Office residence of Henry Sheffield in | State Highway Police complimented
Misses Burdelle Strout and Myrtle and the pier. Mrs. Lehing will he Sanborn is a former Rockland woman, Sunday night and won more con Thomaston 'Sunday and a small 1 Sheriff Harding's force on the eviconcrete highway in Thomaston.
Young have returned from a New assisted by Mrs. Ruth Sanborn at composer-accompanist and instructor verts to theh belief that there isn't a quantity of mash and “empties.” Ar- dence of Knox County’s dryness durTheir bid was $51,709.
York business trip in the interests of the piano and little Dorothy Piersons of music in tlie schools of a large better band in the State. The cor raigned before Judge Miller yester- Ing Old Home Week. In spite of the
The dances of the net solos of Kenneth V. 'White again day Sheffield appealed from the sen- , many visitors in the city rarely ever
Stewart will dance. Following the Florida city.
Orlando S>- Knowles died at his Fuller-Cobb-Da vis.
program a dance will he given at the smallest member of the program is directed attention to a local musician
home on Crescent street this morn
nusual talent.
and coats.
use of intoxicating liquor.
ing at the age of 82 years. Funeral
“Shep" Stevens, who has been em pavilion with music by the Samoset interesting ami truly extraordinary.
Tickets for the The concert opens at 8 o’clock and the
services will be held at 2 o’clock ployed at Trainer's Restaurant has Hotel prehestra.
Thursday from the home.
left that position to enter other busi evening may he obt.iined at Johson’s dancing 9.30 to 11.30. A special added
ness. Charlie Higgins succeeds him Hat Shop, Carver's Book Store or attraction will he fwo numbers by a
B. F. Keith circuit head-liner.
Knowlton’s Market.
Mrs. Oscar Dellheim received news
REUNIONS
yesterday of the death of her sister.
Raymond Littlehale and Benjamin
Aug. 15—Vannah family at Winslow’s Mills.
Aug. 13—Winchenbaugh family at J. G. Mrs. Therese Watson Richardson, Harding Jr., were in Lincoln County
AN ELUSIVE COW
OWL’S HEAD
Wlnchenhaugh's grove. Dutch Neck.
which took place in Chelsea Memorial
The Baptist Church will hold its
Auk 15—Calderwood family at home of Hospital Sunday. The deceased was Municipal Court, each being con
victed of intoxication and drunken annual fair Wednesday afternoon In Tired of Long Pursuit Arthur
John Burgess in Waldoboro.
Aug. 15--Smalley family at A. 8. Smalley'!, 37 years of age and a former resident driving. On the latter charge they the Community room and on the
St. George.
_
of this city. She is, survived by her
Packard Sold Her On the
Aug. 15—Shibles family at W. A. Chad liushand and one sister. The funeral were sentenced to 30 days in Knox lawn of the Library Building. Fancy
County jail and fined $100 and costs. articles, aprons, a fish i>ond. cooked
wick's. Thomaston
Hoof.
Aug. 15—Bills family at H. A. Thompsons, services will be held at 132 Park Harding was arrested at his home in food, berries, candy., ice cream and
Friendship.
street Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
Warren by State Patrolman Watts hot dogs will bo on sale. •
Aug. lt>—Gilchrist family at Grange hall,
Two months ago, this paper pub
and Deputy Sheriff Ludwick.
Wednesday afternoon 'at 2 o’clock lished a harrassing tale concerning
HL George.
,
Aug. 16 -Starrctt-Spear families at Reunion
The rumoiSBd sale of Ow's Head
the Owl's Head tax collector, C. W. Arthur B. Packard’s lost cow Those
Grove Farm. Warren.
The annual service held at the Old Livingston, will he at A. R. Borgeer- who recall the yarn will remember
Aug 23- noffses family at Faillee Farm. Inn Is entirely incorrect, according
to Mrs. M. V, Triiscott, who informs German Church in Waldoboro Sun son's store for the collection of that the cow took French leave be
North Cushing.
Aug. 2»-Hills family at Dwight Cummings', The Courier-Gazette that she is hav day was attended by many from Wal taxes
fore Mr. Packard had become fairly
Upton.
_
Miss Cora Merriman of Portland Acquainted with her, and certainly
Aug. 28—-Payson-Fogler families at Penob- ing her most successful season, and doboro and the surrounding towns,
has already been obliged to turn these Rockland people being noted: who has been visiting at C F. CheA before she had given down any such
ecot View Grange hall.
Aug. 21 — Robbins family at the home of away some applicants. This is her Mr and Mrs. G. H. Benner. .Mr. and ter's returned to her homo Saturday.
.
,
,,
. _ ,
quantity of milk as would pay for
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bobbins. Union.
Wendell Leadbetter of, Bralnf^
Aug. 25 — hasietl-Sweetland fancies at ninth summer at the Inn and she is M rs. T. W. Benner, Miss Lucy
so well pleased with conditions tha# Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Packard. Mass, is spending his vacation with
Vletor Grange hall, Searsmont .
Mr. Packard chased the cow seven
she is planning to enlarge tlie es Mrs. Katie Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. A his parents Mr. and Mrs. L. W. country miles, skipping gaily o’er
tablishment.
L. Whittemore and Carl Sonntag. Leadbetter.
Weather Thia Weak
thill and dale, and giving utterance to
Mrs. Addie Strout and family are remarks which are not found in po
Rev. James Laughton who* is sum
Weather outlook for week in North
Many persdns are taking advantage mering at Nobheboro delivered a very- occupying the Bird's Nest cottage.
lite society, even in these days of
nd Middle Atlantic States: A P«Mrs. James Wood and Miss Eliza social freedom.
Iod of showers about Wednesday of the low fare, one day excursions, strong sermon. Mr. Laughton whose
beth
Kesner
of
Philadelphia
are
home
is
in
Scotland
has
had
a
very
to
points
along
the
Bangor,
Bar
Har

The cow kept a few steps ahead of
ind again toward the end of the
He was born in visiting Mrs. L. \V. Leadbetter.
reek, cool at beginning followed by bor and Bluehill lines of the Eastern interesting life.
him, however and even a CourierNorthwestern
China
and
a
large
part
Steamship
Lines.
The
last
Sunday
Gazette lost “ad” was not sufficient
ising temperature middle part
night trip of the Boston steamer will of his life has been spent on a mis
GLENMERE
Jo bring her hack to the fold.
he
made
Sept.
2.
Already
tlie
hookings
sion
ship
in
the
China
Sea.
The Firemen's Belief Association
Mrs. Adams and family are here at •, Reports have come to the owner
westward
are
runing
rather
heavy.
has a meeting in Berry Engine hall
of late that the cow is hiding in the
their cottage for a few weeks.
The last week in August will see the
The 1903 class of Rockland High
at 7.30 tonight.
Mrs. Covalt, Mrs. Washburn and Woods near the Samoset Hotel, occadeparture of the gills from Hlghflelds, School held a reunion at Crescent Mrs. Frank Wiley attended the Fair sionally coming out long enough to
Beach Inn Friday evening to observe in Rockland last week.
sniff the aristocratic atmosphere
Wendell Kiileid is employed at Beaver and Alford Lake Camps.
its 25th anniversary. Mr. and Mrs. I
Mrs. John Brown of Thomaston and make sure that Arthur wasn’t
Snook's Sweet Shop until the vaca
E.
Moulton
of
Auburn
were
honor
Lewis K. Thurlow, one of the own
called on her cousin, Mrs. Charles lying in wait with a lassoo.
tion closes.
Arthur’s patience and adjectives
ers of the ill-fated schooner Gladys guests. Mr. Moulton had the oppor WMey, Wednesday.
tunity to greet many of his former
Frank Harris and Charles Davis have become exhausted, and he has
Brainerd Thurston of Rockville has M. Taylor visited the scene of the pupils when he was principal of the
now hit upon the expedient of sell
joined Troop 2 of Boy Scouts of Rock wreck at Malcolm's Ledge yester high school. It was regretted that are working for A. D. Davis of Thom
ing the animal on tlie hoof. The
day. The vessel has a bad list, and
aston.
land.
a large hole ip the hold, with every Miss Anna Coughlin was unable to
Mr. Anderson is building a porch man willing to take the gamble is
Oscar Carroll, the well known cattle
prospect that she will spend the be present. Lewis Johnson, former on the back of his house.
Esten W. Porter, who has been balance of her days where she class president, acted as toastmaster
Quite a party from Thomaston man, who has some strenuous ex
spending a few days with his daugh Struck.
Mr. Thurlow was accom calling on classmates for a brief re were guests of Mrs. Henry 6haw and perience on the plains and who be
ter in Camden, returned to New York panied by Danny Mahev, camera sume of their lives during the 2 daughter Fannie at her son's cottage lieves he knows how to handle a
yesterday.
than, who made several hundred feet years that had elapsed since gradu here. They came by auto and report gun well enough to pot the runaway
the first time she comes out of her
of motion picture film of the wreck. ation. Mr. Moulton spoke in a very a fine picnic.
interesting manner. The dining room
Arthur L. Rogers is off duty on
Mrs. May Brown of Hempstead X. fastness.
Arthur doesn’t care a hoot what
was darkened and the graduation Y.. was a supper guest of her cousin,
sick leave, meantime entrusting his
The semi-annual meeting and elec
happens now. He has worn out three
Limerock street shop to the capable tion of officers of the Forty Club photos were thrown on a screen, much Mrs. Frank Wiley, last Thursday.
hands of Fred Howard and Stanley will be held at Wessaweskeag Inn merriment being caused thereby
Chauncey Keene was called to New pairs of shoes, burned out 20 gal
Heath. Mr. Rogers -will work part
Many of the old songs were sung, in Jersey last week by the illness of his lons of gasoline and he has had all
next Monday night at 6.38. At yes
of the cow he wants. That one any
cluding the clhss ode. Among let brother.
time until he Is thoroughly rested.
terday's meeting Mr. Justice Riddell
ters and telegrams received was an
Mrs. Elsie Giles and Miss Mollie how.
of Toronto made his second visit to
The ladies of Edwin Libby Relief
air mail letter from Aggie Mills, now Henderson motored to Bar Harbor
the club and was given a cordial re
SATURDAY’S TOURNAMENT
Corps served dinner for 150 Bremen
located in California.
last week and on their return were
ception. The distinguished Canadian
and members of the Rockland Boys'
accompanied by Mrs Laura Sleeper
always draws a large crowd and yes
The grounds were a trifle slow,
Visitation Day was observed at the who spent a few dayswiththem
Band Friday at Grand Army hall, and
terday was no exception. His finished
South Hope Church Sunday after
wish to express their appreciation to
Little Miss Audrey Simmons of owing to the week of rain and fog,
style and the sincerity and depth of
the committee and all those who
noon, the attractive little church be Thomaston passed last week with her which stood a little in the way of
his thoughts In conjunction with a
low scores, but none the less the reg
ing tilled to overflowing with guests
helped make the dinner a success.
decided and different point of view from many of the surrounding towns grandparents, 'Mr. and Mrs. Frank ular Saturday golf tournament at the
Drum Major Emmons of Bath gava
H.
Harris.
made Him ever welcome.
Country Club was not without its
Rev Guy C. Robbins, D. C., of Law
an interesting talk to the Boys’ Band.
Mrs. Walter Barter and niece Miss
interesting features. Even the shower
rence. Mass., who summers at South last week with her husband.
Thomastorfs great annual fair will
that came un in the midst of it failed
Hope, delivered an inspiring sermon
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith and
Tlie regular Wednesday night he held on the Mall Aug. 22. Bene
to dampen tlie players’ ardor however
Features
of
the
music
were
a
solo
by
Thelma
Miller
ot
Portland
passed
Greatest attractions
dance will be held at Owls Head fit Library.
much their sweaters. Dyer had the
96-37 Mrs. Robbins and a duet by Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wiley motored honor of registering low gross with
town hall this week as usual.—adv ever.
Robbins and her son. Picnic lunch to Owl's Head recently
an 88, while in low net Levensaler was
was served under the trees, hot cof
Thurley 'Hocking is passing his
fee furnished by the ladies of the vacation here with his family at Capt winner, with Fifleld the runner-up.
church. Thgse Rockland people were O. A. Andrews' and at Tenant's Har The scores:
K. iS, Levensaler................
92 -40 T2
noted in the congregation: Mr. and bor.
Fred C. Dyer ............... .........
98 i .
Mrs. Eugene Stoddard, Richard 'Stod
Charles Wiley and Byron Davis H. W. Fifleld ........................
99 14 71
W. O Fuller........................
•• • jt : .
dard,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
F.
Berry,
Miss
tried
their
luck
at
fishing
recently
- /
A. W. Fosa .............................
99 is
Mabel F. Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. George and got some nice ones.
A. C. Jones ........................
99- 47 45
St. Clair, Miss Hope Greenhalgh
L. E McRae..........................
94 19 ;
W. s. Rounds....................
99 31 75
Henry Payson. Miss Edna Payson
NORTH
CUSHING
A.
C.
Me
Loon
........................
95—tl9 79
Frederick
Hall,
Miss
Josephine
99 21 79
Lozier Davis and family visited H. A. Ruffian.........................
Thornkide, Miss Ellen J. Cochran
D. W Fuller .........................
199—22- 7K
Miss Alice Fuller, Mrs. Almon Rich his cousin Mrs. I). L. Maloney in
Present
ardson. Mr. and Mrs. Almon B. Coop South Cushing Thursday.
BORN
Out of town guests at I. W. SeaJohnson jB rook line, Mass.,. Aug. 11. to
er, Mrs. Susie Davis, Mrs. Ella Crie
vey
’
s
Sunday
were
Mrs.
Sarah
DolMr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Johnson (Alice Libby)
and mother. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach
a daughter, Cynthia.
and daughter Virginia, and Mr. and ham, Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens.
•
Mrs. Wilbur Cross and three chil Mr. and Mrs. Earl Moore and Harold
MARRIED
Mitchell of Wlarren and Mr. and
dren. Little Alice and Mary Cross
Elwell Snow Hockland, Aug. 11. by Rev.
Mrs. Clarence Dolham and
son Herman
It. Winehenbtiigh, Clifford Elwell
were christened during the service
Robert of West Somerville, M ass.
and Katherine Snow, both of South Thom
the event holding particular signifl
Mrs. Pastorah Cummings spent aston.
cance for Mrs. Cross and the grand
Jovadah-Pegee—Rockland. Aug. 11. by
the weekend with Miss Kate Mc Harry
Bradbury, J. I’.. Prof. Hadjie Ben
mother, Mrs. Ella Achorn. due to Carter.
•lodavah and .Miss Panchctta Pegee, both of
their former residence and church at
Atlantic City.
tendance in South Hope.
A famous artist of the Keith Cir

i

Puffed Wheat

2 Packages

Rinso'S21 cv

Ammonia

1 C )c

2 Packages

2?c

Puffed Rice

23c

A »

Quart Bottle

Red Rose Flour

95c

S&ck

Slack Salted P<ollock

15c

lb.

20c

lb.

Dill Pickles

lb.

Peter’s Haddock

Boneless Ham

w[kiefor

Salt Pork

lb.

.

6c

lb. 3f5c

15c

Creamery Butter 2 lb Roll lb. 49c

Shrimp

2 Cans

MATCHES

6 Boxes

Old Dutch Cleanser

The Dramatic Event of the Season

The Little Theatre Players

21k

2 Cans

22c

15c

MILD CHEESE

lb.

29c

Shelled Walnuts

lb.

5 9c

Smoked Ham Whole or Half lb. 29c

“MEET THE WIFE”
A Farce by Lynn Starling

CREAM starch pk§» 11 e, 3 pkgs. 25c

A Laugh in Every Line

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, ME.

Thursday, Ev’ng, August 16
At 8:00 o’clock

A DISTINGUISHED CAST

Special Summer Prices 50& 75c
97-98

DIED
cuit will present two numbers at the
Knowles—Rockland, Aug. 11 Orlando S.
Lehing Concert, Crescent Beach, to Knowles,
aged 82 years, 5 months, 26 days.
morrow night. The Samoset Orches Funeral Thursday at 2 p. m., from 15 Cres
The 28th annual reunion of the
cent street.
tra will play for the dance.—adv.
Lassell and Sweetland families will
Cushman—’Portland. Aug. 12. Mrs. Vera
M. Cushman of Friendship, aged 31. Funeral
be held at Victor Grange Hall
at the home Tuesday afternoon.
Searsmont, Saturday Aug. 25.
HOT AIR FURNACES i Richardson Chelsea, Mass., A ng. 12,
Mrs. C. E. Luce, Sec.
Therese E. Richardson, formerly of Rockland.
Wood and Coal Burning
LASSELL-SWEETLAND

See the new lot of Wirth-mor
dresses just arrived at V. A. Leach’s
No won display in south window.—
adv.

Tickets to the Lehing Concert,
Crescent Beach, tomorrow night, may
be obtained at Knowlton’s Market,
Carver’s Book 'Store or Johnson's Hat
Shop.—adv.

$80.00 up
Write for circulars. Special prices
on Stoves and Heaters
MAINE FURNACE COMPANY
Bangor, Me.
97T115

, aged 36 years, 5 months, 27 days. Funeral .
! Wednesday at 2 o’clock,
i Walker Garden City. Long Island, N. V .
J Aug. 11, Mary Walker, daughter of the late
j Chester M. Walker, formerly of Rockland,
! aged 39 years. Burial today at Achorn

cemetery.

A famous artist of the Keith Cir- •
ruit will present two numbers at the
Lehing Concert, Crescent Beach, to
morrow night. The Samoset Orches
tra will play for the dance.—adv.

GOLD DUST

large pkg.

PERRY’S

23c

Every-OtKer-Bay
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Oldsmobile Adds Line of De Luxe Models

MISS MARY WALKER

Substantial Basis for
Former Rockland Girl Dies
Most Common Beliefs

Republican Candidates

Suddenly In Long Island
Home.

Herbert Hoover and Senator Curtis as they looked following their first conference on campaign strategy

Fights Tammany

^ecA/anr/, j/lnHf

anMOHNCt //,

S^nntia/

v/ ^ttte

a,,(^
8StC

Rockland friends were greatly
shocked Sunday to learn of the sud
den death of Miss Mary Walker,
which took place at the home of her
friend, Mrs. Anne Pillsbury Yates, in
Garden City, Long Island. N.Y. Miss
Walker went to this home Friday,
and the last person known to have
talked with her was the maid who
called her by telephone from another
part of the town, during an electrical
storm, and requested her to close
certain windows which were exposed
to the elements.
When the maid returned to the
house Saturday afternoon she found
Miss Walker’s body lying on the
kitchen floor. She had evidently
retired or was about to retire, and a
hot water bottle was ’clasped in her
arms.
The remains were brought to this
city this morning, accompanied by
her mother Mrs. C. M. Walker of
Brookline, Mass.: her sister, Mrs.
Grace Dill, and Mr. Dll,, and Mrs.
Walker's sister, Mrs. Grace Richards
of Lynn. Services were held at the
grave at 10.30, Rev. IPliny A. Allen,
Jr., officiating. With this suddenly
bereaved group were a number of
Rockland friends, to whom Miss
Walker’s death came as a personal
loss.
Miss Walker was a product of the
Rockland public schools, and her
achievements since entering the
commercial Held have been such as
to shed lustre upon her alma mater,
Rockland High. She graduated from
Wheaton College, and this was -folwed by a special course at Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn.
Employment with Fuller-CobbDavis paved the way to a better po
sition at Filene’s in Boston. From the
tter establishment she went to the
publicity department
of Amory
Brown’s. Departing for the moment
from her chosen work she accepted a
position in Springfield, Mass, with
the Junior League which exercised
supervision of girls’ clubs.
Her next, and what so unfortu
nately proved to be her final busi
ness affiliation was with the publi
city department of Borden Fabrics,
of New York City.
She was an acknowledged style ex
pert, and traveled in the large trade
centers lecturing before women's
clubs, and addressing sales forces.
The metropolitan press has fre
quently sounded her praises.
Miss Walker possessed a charm
and personality which won success
for her in difficult fields, and the
staunchest friendship of all who
were her personal associates.
THE LEHING CONCERT

ALDERMAN

RUTH

PRATT,

AA whose fight against Tammany
•^A-Hall in the New York City

Famous Artist At Crescent Beach
Tomorrow Night.
What Critics
Say.

Board of Aldermen, of which she is
the only woman member, hag
brought her widespread recogni
tion. has entered the national field
to fight for the Hoover-Cnrtis
ticket.

The Lehing concert will be given
tomorrow night at Crescent Beach
followed by a dance, music by Samo
set Hotel orchestra.
Joyce Lehing began her career as
a church singer In Central New York
and upon her determination to make
music her chosen field of activity, she
came to New York where after sev
eral years of untiring effort under
the country’s best known teachers,
she rapidly forged ahead until today
she is acknowledged an artist of the
first rank. Preferring the concert
stage to that of the opera or theatre,
By NELLIE MAXWELL
she has accepted many unusual op
#***#*******#*********■»-» portunities which have constantly
added to her large host of admirers
Chestnut Dainties
Her song pictures, her sympathetic
HESTNUTS may be served in interpretation and the rare life and
such a variety of ways and in brilliance of her voice” are assets
such a number of dishes that thosewhich are not acquired without per
are fortunate who have plenty to sonal charm and enthusiasm for her
hearers’ preferences.
serve.
"An unusually gifted vocalist"—
Boiled and served as an esealloped dish, they nicely take the Passaic Dally Herald. "The exqui
place of meat; as a cream soup site tonal quality of her voice, and
there Is nothing more delicious. As the tasteful selection of songs of
charming appeal delighted a large
nut losf, Nesselrode pudding, noth
ing takes the place of the delicious and appreciative audience."—Brook
lyn -Standard Union. "Joyce Lehing
nut.
Deviled Chestnuts.—Shell one soloist for the Women’s Clubs of
cupful of chestnuts, cut Into thin New Jersey and again for the D.A.R.
slices and fry until well browned, convention will be the featured art
using enough butter to prevent ist of the evening over W.O.R."—
burning. Season with tabasco sauce New York Tribune.
or a few grains of paprika.
“Her diction which was flawless,
Cheetnut en Casserole.—Remove was the more accentuated by the
the shells from three cupfuls of rare brilliance of her voice and her
chestnuts, put Into a casserole and song pictures kept her audience in
pour over three cupfuls of chicken a constant state of expectancy as each
stock. Cover and cook slowly in selection developed a new angle to
the oven for three hour^ then her seeming endless store of enthu
thicken with butter and flour siasm.—Rutherford Republican. "Miss
cooked together. Send to the table Lehing proved to her audience that
In the casserole.
she Is a true dramatic soprano. Her
Chestnut Croquettes.—Cook one beautiful voice, clarity of tone and
cupful of chestnuts until tender, adherence to pitch were superb."—
put through a sieve, add two eggs,
Passaic Daily News. “• • • a real
a few drops of onion juice, two ta
treat to the club, and her several en
blespoonfuls each of butter and cores to which she responded most
cream, salt and paprika to taste. graciously only whetted the appetite
Shajw a little larger than French
of her audience for more of her won
chestnuts, dip Into crumbs, egg and
derful
singing.”—Teaneck
News.
crumbs again and fry In deep fat.
"Joyce Lehing a noted concert so
Chestnut Gravy.—To any chick
prano charmed the audience with
en, fowl or game gravy add a cup
her marvelous voice • • • and her
ful of mashed chestnuts and serve second group of songs most delight
hot.
fully rendered showed the charm of
Chestnut Souffle.—Mix one-fourth
the singer and her unusual power of
cupful of sugar, two tablespoonfuls interpretation.—Newark News.
of flour, add one cupful of chest
Tickets to the affair may be ob
nut puree (cooked and put through
tained at Johnson's Hat Shop,
a sieve) and one-half cupful of
Knowlton’s Market or Carver’s Book
milk, stirring and cooking for five
Store.—adv.

*#***###***##**##**#***■
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AYER'S
Dog Days ! First it’s hot, then it’s cold—lots of fog and rain.
Pretty hard to keep just comfortable Light clothing and light un
derwear help a lot.
A Dandy UNION SUIT in long sleeves, short sleeves or no
sleeves at all, for men .................................................... $1.00 or $1.50
Boys’ at ..................................................................................... 50c, 75c
DRESS SHIRTS, soft collared, neck band or sport shirts at
........................................................................................ $1.00. $1.50, $2.00
SPORT SWEATERS—these are just the things to wear with
linen knickers, beauties for men at.................... $2.00, $3.00, $5.00
Boys’ sell at ................................................................ $1.00, 1.50. $3.00
GOLF STOCKINGS—very pretty, and prices very reason
able .................................................................................. 50c, $1.00. $1.50
KHAKI PANTS—just the thing to wear when you are rough
ing it on your vacation .................................................... $1.69, $1 S3
WORK SHIRTS of all colors ............................................................ $1.00
We wish you could see the LADIES' SILK STOCKINGS that
we sell—they are beauties. Over 30 different shades—wear !
why they wear so long you get tired of them ........... $1.35, $1.50

WILLIS AYER

minutes, then add the whites of
three eggs, folding them Into the
mixture. Bake In a buttered bak
ing dish until firm. Serve with a
cream sauce.
Baked Chestnuts.—Remove shells
from a pint of chestnuts, put Into
a baking dish and cover with chick
en stock; season with salt and cay
enne and hake until soft, keeping
covered until nearly done. Serve
with a small part of the stock left
In the pan.
(Cl

WHEN IN NEW YORK—rtemember that
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at Botahng'a ,\ewa
Agency. Broadway and 43 8t.

FOR SALE
Standard FI

1927, Western Newspaper Union.)

FLY-TOX is protecting millions of
homes from mosquito Invasion. The
entire home can be freed from mos
quitoes in two minutes. Take an im
proved FLY-TOX Hand Sprayer and
spray FLY-TOX toward and against
, the ceiling until the finely atomized
1 spray reaches every part of the room.
Also spray the hangings, closets and
j screens. It is absolutely stainless, safe,
I fragrant, sure and easy to use. FLYTOX is the scientific product de
veloped at the Mellon Institute of
Industrial Research by Rex Fellow
ship. Every hottie guaranteed.—adv.

ADDRESSOGRAPH
For M Platea

With Gl Graphotypa and Cabinat
All Complete

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

The Courier-Gazette

i

It la a fact proved by actual
count that a large number of per
son* prefer the risk of belDg run
over through stepping from a side
walk into tlie road, than to con
tinue on the curb If by so doing
they are compelled to puss under
some ludder which has been erected
against the side of a building.
This superstition that it Is un
lucky to puss beneath a ladder
dates buck to the time when the
hanging of wrongdoers was a very
common occurrence.
The nearest
tree was usually chosen, but when
towns sprung up and trees were
less available, a ladder propped
against the wall made the gibbet.
The phrase “not worth a cuss”
which is often applied to some per
son or article, wa8 formerly “not
worth a croaa," writes Mr. Charles
Flatt In Popular Superstitious. The
expression, he says, relates to nas
turtiums, which were a nuisance
to gardeners because of their habit
of scattering seeds all over the
place.
The belief that May Is an un
lucky month for marriage Is due,
he thinks, to the fact that the
ItomHns dedicated that month to
old people, which thereby suggests
that young lovers hsd better take
a back seat for a time.

Put Faith in Image
to Frighten Smallpox
Motoring along a country road In
India, the attention of tourists was
called to a curious-looking object
by the roadside. It was a roughly
carved little Image, mounted on a
small stool, with three legs.
The Image betrayed no etgns of
expert workmanship and was quite
clearly the handiwork of some rough
village carpenter. The eyes and
mouth were roughly carved, and
vermllllon paint brought these Into
prominence. The little creature had
also two wooden arms.
Stopping the car, the tourists
waited until some villager came
along the road, and questioned him
as to the reason why this Image
had been left by the roadside. He
pointed out that it had been placed
a few yards over the boundary line
of the village, and that it hud been
there since the early hours of the
morning.
It was an image of the goddess
of the village temple, so common In
south India, and represented the
deity who controls smallpox. The
scourge had broken out and had
laid low a number of people, and
It was felt that unless the goddess
could be persuaded to transfer the
evil more would fall sick.
So the little image was made and
removed outside the bounds of the
village. Naturally, the people In
the next village did not appreciate
this attention, and the custom is to
move It from village to village.
Then sometimes It Is possible to get
a Mohammedan, for a small fee, to
destroy It completely.
Thus does the Indian villager
deal with the troublesome disease.

Upper left, Oldsmobile De Luxe 4-Joor Sedan; Right, Oldsmobile De Luxe Landau. Center, Oldsmobile De Luxe
Roadstgr. Lower left, chromium plated headlamps and radiator shell on De Luxe models; Center, extra wire
wheels carried in fender wells; Right, spring covers and Hydraulic Shock Absorbers.

A PINEAPPLE
•was

CAN’T SING

Male Seahorse Does
Work of Incubator
One of the most remarkable egg
Incubators known In nature Is that
of the small seahorse, the water
creature that gets Its name from
Its remarkable resemblance to the
"horse” used as a knight tn the
game of chess, both resembling the
head and shoulders of the horse.
The seahorse father somehow
opens up a little pouch somewhat
like that of the kangaroo, and the
female lays her eggs In that pouch.
Then the old man seahorse trav
els around with these eggs at the
end of hts body till he finds they
have hatched.
Then the old fellow opens the
ponch and out come several hun
dred little seahorses, perfectly
formed, yet so small that they can
be seen enly with the aid of a mag
nifying glass.

Cafi/ornia’s PriseJ Gem
Kunclte, the exquisite gem, the
most lately discovered of earth's
precious stones, Is found In River
side and San Diego counties In
California, and nowhere else. Ex
traordinarily brilliant, its colors
are pink, lavender and various at
tractive shadee of lilac, and it cuts
adequately into any desirable gem
form you wish. It Is one of the
few natural pink gems, and as a
lilac gem It stands absolutely
alone, as the Tlffanys Immediately
acknowledged by their recognition
of Its rarity, Intrinsic beauty, strik
ing brilliancy and high monetary
value. The best stones come from
the mines near Paia, but they are
also found farther south in San
Diego county, often associated with
other gems, such as beryls, noble
garnets, magnificent tourmalines,
fine opals and alluring aquama
rines.

Where Sea Gulls Nest
Over 60 species of sea gulls are
known, ranging in size from that
of a pigeon to that of-a goose.
Naturally they differ much In
habits.
But generally speaking
they nest on the ground along the
shore, In swamps or on rocky
cliffs. A few species nest In trees.
The nests are composed of moss,
seaweed, dry grass or marsh weed.
When the nest Is in the trees It
is built on a foundation of sticks
and twigs.
Gulls usually nest In
eolonles and the birds set up a
clamorous noise when their col
onies are disturbed.
They perch
on the ground along the shore,
rarely In trees. Sea gulls are found
around large bodies of water In
nearly every part of the world.

Joshing the Elevator Man
The old fellows who run ele
vators In public buildings are no
toriously deliberate and Independ
ent. A Detroit citizen, relates the
News, was recently conveyed by
one of these political favorites In
a slow and dignified manner to the
top of the post office building. Then
the old man stopped and slowly and
deliberately opened the door to let
bis passenger out The passenger
banded him a traffic cop's ticket tor
speeding. It made the old elevatoi
man mad for two days.

“Drink to me only with thine eyes
And J will pledge with mine;
But leave a kiss within the cup
,And I’ll not ask lor wine.”
O sang rare Ben Jonson.

The
pineapple has plenty of eyes,
but it can’t sing. If it could,
it would undoubtedly sing colo
ratura arias because it lends
color and interest to everything
with which it is blended. With
out doubt, if there were pineapple
in the cup, even Ben Jonson
wouldn’t ask for either wine or
kisses.
And there are a myriad of things
with which the beloved pineapple
can be blended.
For instance,
when you open a can of Hawaiian
pineapple you undoubtedly save the
syrup to be used in summer-time
beverages. But did you ever stop
to think of the variety of fruit
juices and other foods with which
the sharp, yet mellow, savor of the
pineapple will blend? In fact, it
might almost be said that the pine
apple does sing an inaudible lilt
of gustatory harmony..

S

An Harmonious Ingredient
For instance, just notice the
wide variety of foods which are
blended with the pineapple syrup
in the following reroes—egg, milk,
tea, ginger, raspberries, orange
juice, grape juice—thesfc are only
a few.

pineapple mixed with a few pieces
of minced Maraschino cherry, are
scattered over the egg white, the
effect is even more delightful.

Punches for Tea
Pineapple-Tea Punch:
Add two
cups granulated sugar to three cups
boiling water, stir until dissolved,
boil five minutes and cool. Put
two tablespoons black tea into a
pitcher and pour over it a quart of
boiling water, cover and let stand
fifteen minutes. Strain this into
the cooled syrup. Now add a can
of crushed Hawaiian pineapple;
also the juice of six lemons and
five oranges, one pint of raspberry
jnice and a quart of fresh raspber
ries. Into the bottom of a punch
bowl put one-half pint of crushed
and bruised mint leaves and a
block of ice. Pour the ingredientsover the ice, and, just before serv
ing, add one quart of carbonated
water.
This amount will serve
about twenty-five people.
Nectarine Mulled Punch:
Boil
slowly together for one hour, two
cups Hawaiian pineapple synip
from the can, one pint grape juice,
one cup lemon juice, three cups
orange juice, three two-inch pieces
stick cinnamon, six whole cloves
and two cups sugar.
Strain and
bottle. When serving, dilute to
taste with tea infusidn, plain or
charged water. Juices from other
fresh fruits may be added. If di
luted with an equal athount of li
quid, this will serve _ sixteen to
twenty people.

Pineapple Egg Nog: Beat yolks
and whites of two eggs separately.
Add two rounded tablespoons
sugar and one-half cup of cream
or milk to egg yolks. Fold in the
stiffly-beaten whites. Add one cup
syrup from canned Hawaiian pine
apple and mix well. This makes
two servings, It is not absolutely
Company Punch:
Make a syrup
necessary to beat yolks and whites
separately; however, the stiffly- from two cups sugar and two cups
beaten whites lend an attractive boiling water. Boil ten minutes.
touch. If a teaspoon of crushed Add juices of six oranges, five lem

SOUTH THOMASTON
August 26 will be Mr. Rehme’s last
Sunday with this church.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow and
daughter Carline ot Woodfords were
Sunday guests of his mother, Mrs.
Georgia Snow.
J. P. Norton of Brighton. Mass.,
spent 'Sunday with his family 'here.
Mr. and Mis. C. L. Sleeer spent
the weekend in Bangor.
Charles Davis was home from
Vinalhaven over the weekend.
Sterling Putnam and Mrs. Sam
uel Jackson and children were guests
of relatives in Stonington last week.
Aug. 2 Barbara, little daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Mitchell ob
served her seventh birthday by en
tertaining a party of little girls.
| Games, an auto ride and delicious re
freshments of birthday cake, ice

ons, two cups strawberries, and the
syrup from two cans of crushed
pineapple. Add one cup tea and
let stand thirty minutes. When
ready to serve place block of ice
in punch bowl and pour fruit
juices and syrup over it. When
chilled add one quart ginger ale
and four quarts ice water. Small
fruits, as strawberries and raspber
ries, may be added if desired.
Delicious Drinks
Ginger Cup:
Extract the juice
from four oranges after one dozen
cloves have been stuck into them
for one hour.
Rub twenty-four
lumps over the rinds of three lem
ons, then squeeze out their juice
and add to the sugar. Add onehalf teaspoon cinnamon, one-third
teaspoon grated nutmeg and let
stand two hours. At the time of
serving add one quart ginger ale
and two cups of pineapple syrup
from the can. Dilute, to the
strength desired with ginger ale.
Pour over cracked ice. This will
probably serve about twelve peo
ple.
Pineapple Orangeade: To three
cups of orange juice (about one
dozen oranges) add two cups sy
rup drained from crushed Hawai
ian pineapple and one cup of ice
water. Serve in glasses set in in
dividual bowls of crushed ice. This
will serve six.
Pineapple Ambrosia: Mix two cups
water and one-half cup sugar and
boil for five minutes.
Add two
cups syrup drained from crushed
pineapple. Chill. Just before serv
ing add one pint bottle of cold
ginger ale. This will make about
six servings.

cream fancy cookies, and rakes fur
nished entertainment for the guests.
Those present were Marion Watts,
Marjorie Sleeper, Aide'. Baum Beverlie Jackson and Elizabeth and Vir
ginia Till besides Ihe young hostess
and her little brother John Albert
Mitchell.
F. H. Maloney figufc^l in a near
tragedy Friday night when he lost
control of his milk .truck and. it
overturned on the hill by Goulding’s
home. Mr. Maloney suffered minor
cuts and bruises as ^^i Woodbury
Maker whom he hac^Naken in to
give a ride. Ned Maker, the other
occupant of the truck was quite se
riously injured.
Saturday Celia, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Crowley, enter
tained a party of little fplks in honor
of her tenth birthday.. The usual
games, an auto ride, refreshments of

birthday cake, fancy crackers, cakes,
and punch furnished entertainment
for the guests. The following were
present Virginia and Richard Brown,
Sylvia Tyler, Alice Baum, Vinnie
Graves, Marjorie Sleeper, Be^erlie
Jackson and Geraldine besides Celia
and Gordon Crowley. Mrs. Isabel
Jackson and Hev. A. C. Rehme were
also present.
Recently the electric light line has
been extended as far as Sidney
Pierce's home on Pleasant Valley
street.
Richard P. Hodsdon Is visiting his
wife and son here at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Green.
WHEN IN NEW YORK - Remember that
you can buy copies of The Courier-gazette,
with the home news, at Hoteling's News
agency, Broadway and 43 SU
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ROCKPORT

'Lookfca?th2

BAXTERS
FINEST

>;

DEALER

I

Haine Itoised-HaineIhcXed4hJs<orri
and Beans-aZan economicalpnas to you

steamers to

BOSTON

The rail of the Knox County Gen- I no respectors of persons and sooner equipped and economical of opera
eral Hospital is universal and far I or ,ate»* everyone has need of the hos- tion.
Tiie enlarged Knox County General
j pital.
reaching. Every person, man, woman j
Hospital has a total capacity of 77
Here in Rockland today stands one beds under normal conditions and in
or child, in the territory it serves, is
of the finest and most complete mod- emergency a capacity of over 100. It
ern hospitals to be found in a com- is one of the most vital institutions
tal regardless of wealth and position munity of this size, search the nation in the being of our community and
in life. Accidents and illnesses are | over. The plant is new, efficient, well richly deserves universal support.

MOW

CAMDEN LAD WON

Isaac Merrill, Jr., Wins Low
Gross In State Champion
ship Tourney.

At The Samoset

STRAND THEATRE
Sailing today and every day at 8
All the gay color and splendor of
P. M. Eastern Time. Music—
Miss Mary Juliet Williams, of New the famous Hof Opera in Vienna be
An 18-year old youth from the
York is the guest of Miss Marjorie fore the war, were reproduced at the
dancing—and sea-cooled rest.
Megunticook Golf Club of Camden,
Lawbaugh at the Samoset.
S. S. “CAMDEN”

'Arriving from New York were Mr.
and .Mrs. F. H. Woodruff Jr., and
Mrs. Anna Page Power.

S. S. “BELFAST”

1 •’sail from Rockland for Boston.

j ' Returning, leave Boston daily at

6

Mr. and Mrs. Albert .Cheseborough
and Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Cheseborough
have arrived from Northport, L. I.

P. M. Daylight Time. Reduced
Mrs. W. J. Collins and Mrs.
rates for automobiles accompan Thomas D. Stinson of .Philadelphia,
are visiting Frank Buck at the Sam
ied by passengers.
oset.

Connections at Boston with
direct steamers to New York

Samoset guests enjoyed an enter
tainment In the ballroom ot the hotel
by the Boston Juvenile Players on
For tickets, reservations and Informa Monday evening.
tion apply Local Agent
Also Mrs. H. 3- Burt and Mr. and
Mrs. Bertram Sears of Bronxville,
and Mrs. L. Nichols and Mrs. Z. D.
Hallett, of Scarsdale.

. .EASTERN
*

steamship tinea

M. Frederic Longhurst, dean of
music at Dartmouth College, estab
lished a new amateur golf record for
the recently altered course at tlie
Samoset when he shot a 71.

Quality
is our aim in preparing and

our

erecting

Cemetery

Me

morials.

I

Let ue quote prices and ad

vise you upon the selection of
a suitable Memorial for your

Cemetery Plot.

W. E. Doman & Son
Inc.
East Union, Maine
Authorized Distributors of
Granite and Marble

l»T-tf

Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laun
dry Work. Family Wash
ing a Specialty.
Wet
Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
Flat Work. Shirts, Collars

Telephone Connection

t

There was been an influx of New
Yorkers, which include Mrs. Frank
lin B. Jourdan, of Roslyn, L. I.; Mrs.
G. iW. Baker and Harold J. Treanor.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Among those who entertained
were Mrs. H. J. L Stark. Mrs. E. S.
Jackson. Miss Betty .Potts. Miss Mar
garet Wilbur, Mrs. Lucy B. Tull
Mrs. Joseph B. Dulany and Mrs
Sheridan W. Scott.
i
Motor parties are constantly tak
ing advantage of the excellent roads
radiating from the Samoset and a
large number of New Yorkers break
their trip here for a few days when
enroute to Bar Harbor and 'Bretton
Woods.

On Saturday morning there was
an Indoor putting contest In the ball
room, which is having quite a vogue
here. Tlie first prizes were won by
Mrs. Herbert A. (Wilcox and R. A.
Stackpole, and the second prizes
were awarded to Mrs. II. J. L. Stark
and F. R. Pierce.
One of the most enjoyable affairs
of the week was the bridge and muh
jong given in the ballroom of the ho
tel by Mrs. Lytle J. Hunter, of NewYork. Refreshments weir served Ir.
the ballroom and those winning
prizes included Mrs. R. R. Bamber.
Mrs. L. C. Guerin. Mrs. A. L? 'Baggot. Mrs. Herbert L. Wilcox, Mrs. J.
L. Porter and Miss Kama Degerberg.
Mrs. David L. Manning, of NewYork was hostess to a large bridge
Friday evening in tlie ballroom of
the hotel. Among the New Yorkers
who attended were Mesdames E. A.
Olds, R. R. Bamber, L. iC. Guerin. L.
J. Hunter, J. W. Wennian, Thomas
A. 'Buckner, L. L. Hall, Alfred E
Ommen, A. d. Cqehran, F. E. Bal
lard, W. H. Caldwell, A. L. Baggott.
H. W. Albro, Charles (Thorley, W.
W. Yenawine and G. R. Westerfleld.
Thursday evening a similar affair
was given by Mrs. Alfred E. Ommen,
of New York. Among the prize win
ners from New York were Mrs.
Charles Thorley, Mrs. Atmore L
Baggott and Mrs. Thomas P. Hunter,

LAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
French Tutor

Marieta Shibles, M. A
• t M.Certificates
and diplomas from Univ. of

Grenoble. La Sorbonne, Dijon and Colum
bia.
(N. Y. State Regents permanent
certificate)
Rockport—Tel. Camden 33-11
88-102
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MEN-FOLKS

IS

Dt HAdt> O’ T>E HOUSE
EN DEY WIFE

IS PE

brains’

OFFICE CLOSED
AUG. 5 TO 20
When I shall take
Special P. G. Work
BLAKE B. ANNIS
Chiropractor
90-tf

Metro-Goldw.vn-Mayer studio when
“The Mysterious Lady,’’ now at the Isaac L. Merrill, Jr., shot the best
Strand Theatre, was filmed with golf of the day in an extra >nine
Greta Garbo in the starring role.
holes play-off with Dr. Forest C.
The story of the new Garbo pic Tyson of Augusta to win the low
ture is one of European military in
gross of the annual State of Maine
trigue. Conrad Nagel plays opposite
the Swedish star as a dashing Austri open Amateur Handicap tournament
an officer who falls in love with her at the Augusta Country Club Sat
and the supporting cast includes urday afternoon.
Gustav von Seyffertitz and Edward
The Camden youngster and the
Connelly.
Augusta man had tied at 75 in the
It takes seven New Yorkers to 18 holes of medal play and the extra
make up the cast of John Gilbert’s nine was decided (upon. Ike Merrill
new starring picture of the New York turnbd in a 37, while the doctor was
East Side, “Four Walls,” which comes some ten strokes behind him and
to Strand Theatre Wednesday and took the runnerup honors.
First net was won by Charles S
Thursday. Gilbert himself was at
one time on the New York stage and Nelson, playing his home course, who
spent several years in that city dur turned in a snappy ’80, the best he
ing his childhood. Joan Crawford, ever made anywhere, and his handi
although not a native New Yorker, I cap reduced his score to 65, the low
is one by adoption. She was dancing est that ever has captured a Maine
in the Winter Garden when Harry State Golf Association handicap
Rapf,- a Metro-Gold wyn*-Mayer ex tourney.
Alton Blake of Waterville won the
ecutive, saw her and gave her the
great chance on the screen. Vera toss in a tie between him and John
(Jordon, who plays the role of Gil E. (Willard Jr., of (Portland Country
bert’s mother, was for years one of Club. Blake’s card was 77-9—68 and
the best known actresses on the New Willard s, 81-12—€8.
A novelty prize for the best se
York stage.
Carmel Myers, who
plays Bertha is another one of the lected nine holes was won by H. H.
Pierce, Jr., of Augusta, after his
millions who in their youth called
name was drawn from a hat from
the great city “home.”
that of two other players tied at 35.
Ix)uis Natheaux and Jack Byron,
They were Robert H. Jones and Sid
who are the villians of the play, have
ney Noyes, Jr., both of Portland.
both spent many months in New York
Merrill and Dr. Tyson started late
while on the “big time” in vaudeville. to play off their tie. The Camden
Robert Emmet O’Connor, who plays lad, holder of the Maine amateur
the New York detective \vho arrests championship showed his superiority
Gilbert, is also to be found in the on nearly every hole, although the
long list of those who have made a Augusta medico played as indifferent
name for themselves on the New golf as he ever has been known to
York stage.—adv.
show on his home course.
There were 81 entries in the tour
nament, a most satisfactory showing.
PARK THEATRE
Tlie weather was ideal with the ex
Tlie feature picture at the Park ception of a short time during which
Theatre today is .Dolores Costello a violent thunder shower sent the
ind Conrad Nagel in "Tenderloin” contestants scurrying for shelter.
and Wednesday “The Matinee Idol” The course was in excellent condition
with Bessie
Love and Johnnie and there was little complaint as to
Walker.
A clever love interest is its physical shape.
woven into the plot and several nov
el situations are introduced. It gives
WALDOBORO
a graphic picture of life behind the
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Cross of New
scenes and the adventures which freBedford, Mass., and Maurice Jenness
juently befall barn-storming players.
of Newport, N. H , are guests of Mrs.
Lois Wilson in “Ransom” will be Cora Nash.
the attraction for Thursday. Friday
Mr. and Mrs, Dennis Buckley of
and Saturday the double features will
be “Win That Girl” witli David Rol Beverly, Maas., are visiting M'*s. Nel
lins and Sue Carroll and “San Fran lie Wellman.
Mrs. Cora McLain and Harlan
cisco Nights” with Percy Marmont.
Mcl^ain have returned from Bremen
—adv.
where they have been for six weeks.
Cha les H. Howard ol Augusta has
been the; guest of his sister Mrs. Dora
H. Yorke.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hastings and
Miss Gladys Hastings of Somerville
Mass, .are visiting Miss Elizabeth F.
Genthner.
Miss Laura Whitcomb has returned
to Portland where she is training for
a nurse at the State S’.reet Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Rolliston Linscott of
Melrose Highlands, Mass, spent the
weekend with Mi’s. Jennie H. Linscott.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jenks of
Manchester, N. H., are visitors at
George Howard’s.
Mrs. J. E. Lockery of Rath was at
Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney’s last week
Mr. and Mrs. John Aspinwall of New
York have been in town enroute to
their summer home *n Bremen.
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Deaver returned
to Philadelphia Saturday.
The Wfeildohoro Band will play for
the Republican Whirlwind Tour to
take place Monday, Aug. 27. The hand
has been engaged to play at the
Monroe Fair this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gay of Green
field. Mast;., who have a summer home
at New Harbor, were calling on
friends in town Saturday.
Mrs. Ralph Morse and Mrs. Isadore
Hoffses were in Rockland Friday.
The Past Grands and the Past Noble
Grands Association will meet at
Penobscot View Grange hall Glencove
'Wednesday evening. Supper will be
served at Oak Grove Cabins with an
entertainment in the evening.
A striking feature, which was
RS. MARY LEAVITT, sister
omitted from last week’s account of
of the Republican candi
the firemen’s carnival, was the leader
date for President, who
of the parade, Master Murray F
used to cook for him. She says ha
Benner. Riding a pony and dressed
never complained of the way his
In a handsome costume of black velvet
steak was cooked. That is another
trimmed with gold iie added much to
reason, she feels, that the house
the appearance of the spectacle and
wives should support him.
mastered his steed with a finished
grace that might be envied by an
older horseman.

Hoover Fan

M

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING, HEATING
Rockland
Talaphona 244-W

IOS Plaaaant St.
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Mrs. George Finn, son George Jr.,
and nephew, Carson Applebee of
Allston, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Achorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Overlook of
Bennington, Vt., are guests of his
parets, Mr. and Mrs. William Over
look.
Herbert Butler of West Roxbury.
Mass., was calling on relatives in
town recently.
Mrs. W. T. Brastow and son Wil
liam of Ambridge, Pa., have been
guests of Mrs. Frances Carleton for
a few days.
Rev. and Mrs. G. B. Wolstenholm
of Bath were guests at the home of
Edgar p. Shibles, Beech street, Sat
urday.
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas
antly entertained Monday evening at
the home of Mrs. Clara Lane. Re
freshments were served.
Warren Oliver ha* returned to
The Birches after spending a few
days at his home in West Newton,
Mass.
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham Is visiting
relatives in Waltham, Mass.
J. Melvin Prior, a student at New
ton Theological Seminary, preached
at the Baptist church Sunday morn
ing very acceptably.
Paul Everett and Charles Mitchell
have returned to Waltham, Mass.,
after a grief visit at the Everett
cottage on Spear street. Mrs. Ever
ett and son Robert and Mrs. Mitchell
and sons will remain for a few days’
visit
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and
daughter Lillian, Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Ames, daughters Mildred and Mar
garet motored to Bath and Dresden
Sunday via Gardiner where they
called on the Alexanders,, their for
mer neighbors at North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Hall and fam
ily of Belfast were at O. P. Jackson’s
Sunday.
Mrs. George Hfintley has returned
from Rockland where she has been
spending two weeks at William But
ler’s.

WARREN
Mrs. Lilia Jones and Mrs. Myra
Kenniston of {Warren accompanied
Mr . and Mrs. Ernest Jones of
Thomaston on a motor trip Saturday
to Oakland where they were guests
over the weekend of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Spear.
An old fashioned surprise party
was tendered Almore E. Spear last
Wednesday evening in honor of his
birthday when 45 guests gathered at
his home with well wishes. Out of
town friends who were there in
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Carroll and daughter of Rockland. Mi
and Mrs. A. M. Achorn and daugh
ter of Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs. Reino
Davidson of New York and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Bean of Waldoboro.
Sandwiches,
cakes,
candies,
ice
cream and cigars provided refresh
ment for the guests during the eve
ning. A vast cake supporting the
correct number of candles was a fea
ture of the evening.
There will he a health conference
at the Congregational church parlor
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
A 1 delicioiis chicken dinner was
given Friday evening by the members of Crescent Temple Pythian Sisters in honor of its seven charter
members, Mrs. Sadie Richmond arrowsjff Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gray, Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Thomas, I. E. Star
rett and N. C. Kallock. This, the
first lodge in the State was insti
tuted in February 1900, and Mrs.
Sadie Richmond Barrows, the honor
guest of the evening, was the first
Most Excellent Chief of the order.
An especially welcome guest was
Mrs. I. E. Starrett whose health has
not permitted many social diversions
for some time. There were about 25
present in addition to the charter
members.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Brown, Mrs.
Forrest Spear, Miss Edna iBoggs,
Mrs. Frank Payson, Mr. and Mrs. G
D. Gould, W. E. Hahn and Rev. C. I).
Paul attended Visitation Day at the
Universalist Church in South Hope,
where Rev. Dr. Guy Robbins of Law
rence, Mass., is supplying for tlie
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Overlook re
turned Friday night from a brief
stay at Old Orchard.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and son
Samuel and Mrs. Amy Fuller re
turned the last of the week from a
motor trip through Aroostook Coun
ty.
Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Bangs who have
been guests of Mrs. Kathryn J.
Overlook the past fortnight have
gone to Lisbon, N. H., for the re
mainder of their vacation before re
turning to their home in Boston.
HOFFSES FAMILY

The 46th annual reunion of this
family will he held at Faillee Farm,
North Cushing, Aug. 23, 1928.
In addition to the usual picnic din
ner. steamed clams will be served.
The usual invitation to all members
and invited friends.
Edith M. Carroll, Sec.
W. M. Hoffses, Pres.
94-101
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QrfAll Owners of
DDDGE BROTHERS MOTOR CARS
' -FAST. PKESENT AND FUTUKE
bi).

Walter. F.Chrysleil
You, more than anyone else,
are entitled to know the pur
pose behind our recent acqui
sition of the assets and facili
ties of Dodge Brothers, Inc.
For upon that purpose de
pends the security of your
investment in Dodge Brothers
products.

In acquiring Dodge Brothers,
Inc. for the Chrysler Corpor
ation, we have secured one of
the largest and most modern
automobile factories in the
world and with it an organi
zation of exceptional ability.

We intend that these facilities
shall be utilized to increase the
value and quality in Dodge
Brothers cars and Graham
Brothers Trucks and Motor
Coaches.
We have secured, in addition,
a dealer organization that has
always been recognized as one
of the finest in the industry.
It is our intention to deserve
the continued loyalty of this
group of substantial, progres
sive merchants by making it
possible for them to enjoy in
creasing prosperity through
the sale of Dodge Brothers
products.
We have secured, moreover,

that which transcends in im-

splendid dealer organization.
For we have become the law
ful heritors of Dodge Brothers
Good Name, with all the sol
emn obligation which that in
heritance implies.

We have become the trustees
of Dodge Brothers good faith
to their customers, and it is
our purpose to execute that
trust witn fidelity.

The priceless identity of all
Dodge Brothers products will
be preserved — as well as the
sound policies that have made
the words Dodge Brothers
synonymous with Honest Val
ue and Dependability.
Dodge Brothers Works will
continue to produce Dodge
Brothers Motor Cars and
Graham Brothers commercial
vehicles. Dodge Brothers
dealers will continue to sell
and service them.

The men to whose capable
support the success or the
Chrysler Corporation is due,
unite with me in pledg
ing perpetuation of Dodge
Brothers ideals, to the end
that a Good Name may be
made still better.

President Dodge Brothers Corporation
Dtrwioo o/Chrpler Corporation

VINALHAVEN
Miss Lillian Ross leaves Saturday
for Newton Center, Mass, where she
will spend her vacation with Mrs.
Robert Groth, who was forrtierly Miss
Doris Carion of this town.
Miss Beulah Gilchrest has returned
from a visit with friends in Thom
aston.
James Ross is spending a few weeks
in Boston.
Marshall Sails returned Sunday
from Boston.
Mrs. Jesse Greenlaw and son Alfred
returned Saturday from Camden
The following party were enter
tained at the Merrle Macs Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh, daugh
ter Frances, Mrs. Margaret Libby,
Mrs. Elizabeth Urquhart and Edward
Condon and family of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Annis and daugh
ters Katherine and Evelyn who have
been guests of Mrs. Della Annis at
Camp Ixiokout, Shore Acres, left
Monday for Rockport.
Mrs. T. J. Lyons, who lias been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Vlnal and
Miss Jennie Lyons and friend Miss
Florence Jenkins, who have been
guests at Rockaway Inn, went Mon
day to Augusta.
Lester Mullen is home from Boston
the guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Mullen.
Lee Ames and friend Miss Steel
have returned to Hartford Conn.
While in town they were guests of
Me. and Mrs. Herbert Ames.
Charlie Mead of Quincy, Mass., is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Colin Wood.
Frank Whitney and Mrs. Whittier
who have been guests of Mrs. Bertha
Raymond left Monday for Rockland.
Mrs. C. E. Roman returned Saturday
from Lisbon Falls where she was the
guest of her son Herbert Roman.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Fraser of Quincy,
Mass, are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Colin Wood.
Mrs. Lillian Prout who has been
the guest of Mrs. David Mills left
Saturday for Quincy Mass.
William Fraser and sister Isabell
of Quincy Mass., are guests of Miss
Thelma Mullen.
Capt. Edward Greenlaw was home
from Dark Harbor Sunday for a short
stay with his family.
The following were members of a
dinner party Sunday at 'Island Home:
Rev. and Mrs. W*. J. Hutchison of
Cleveland, Ohio, Rev. and Mrs. Har
vey C. Hutchison, Columbus, Ohio,
Joe Hutchison and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Newbert.
Mrs. Annie Fish of Rockland was a
weekend guest of Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
Robert Jenkins was soloist at
Union church Sunday morning. Mrs.
A. G. Henderson, Mrs. J. W. Kittredge
and Oscar C. Lane sang a trio selec
tion in the evening. Rev. (William J.
Hutchison of Ohio filled the pulpit
Sunday morning.
Miss Ellen Wareham was given a
birthday surprise at her home Wed
nesday. Games, music with Vlctrola
concert and dancing featured the
evening. At small tables decorated
with pink rambler roses and dainty
place cards, lunch of sandwiches,
cake, punch, ices and coffee was
served.
Tiiere were two birthday
cakes, one in celebration of Carl
Olson's anniversary. The guests were
Phyllis Black, Helen Carion, Dorothy
Cassie, Louise Hardison, Marion
Lyford, Priscilla Smith, Ruth Ross,
Eric Johnson, Fritz Johnson, Henry
Anderson, Carl Olson, Frank Bohgreen, Harry Snow and Carl Pearson.
Guests at Bridgeside the past week

were Miss Mildred Holden, Mrs. R. IT. visiting tbefIr aunt Mrs. E. C. Me
Swift, Auburn; Mrs. Linda Chapman, in tosli.
Damariscotta; Miss Myrtle Fiske,
News was received Saturday of the
Damariscotta; Howard E. 'Calbeth, birth Aug. 11, of a daughter to Mr.
Hanford J. Miller and Lester Beal of and Mrs. Charles Johnson (Alice
Machiasport; Elmo R. Turner, North Libby), Brookline, Mass., which has
east Harbor; Misses Anna C. Stevens. been named Cynthia.
Anna E. Jones, Utica, N. Y.; Miss
Mark I*. Smith, Boston, is spending
Beile F. Carver, Binghamton, N. Y., a vacation in town having arrived
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank JN. Hill, Saturday from a visit with his parents
Cambridge, Mass.
in Norway.
Donald Patterson of New York ar
W. Y. Fossett visited Portland last
rived Saturday.
I week also a sister in Damariscotta.
Gardiner Libby lias returned to
Mrs. Sada Robbins and Mrs. Helma
Boston after a vacation In town.
Webster visited Rockland Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lentineof Med
ford, Mass., and little daughter Bertha
Zip 0 Jack Blouses for Girls and
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Boys.—'Brown and Red, sizes 4, 5 and
Lloyd Webster, returned home Friday. 6, $3.75; sizes 7-14, $4.50. Street
97-98
Mrs. Harriet Jones of Rockland is Floor. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
in town.
Mrs. Minnie Smith entertained tho
Apron Cub at the 'Wigwam, Shore
Acres Friday. Mrs. Julia Lyons ot
Augusta was a guestA
Mrs. Williams has returned from a
visit with relatives in Waldoboro.
Mrs. W. F Lyford and family and
the families of Charles and W’illliam
Chllles, Mr and Mrs. Herbert Patrick
BY THI USB or
«
and Mr. and Mrs. John Moon were
at the Lyford farm, Meadowbrook,
DR. M. HERMANerS
Sunday.
Asthma «n* Hay
Roy and Everett Mowry returned
rEVERMEDicine
Saturday to Rockport having been
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Preserving Supplies
Lowest Price*
GLASS TOP FRUIT JARS
GOOD LUCK JAR RINGS - ■ JELLY TUMRLERS
CERTO “SURE JELL” • - PAROWAX
SLADE’S FRESH PACKED SPICES
AUOUST ISln TO 18th
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The Beta Alpha Club will have a Belfast Fattens Average At And Class 'Reunion 1902
picnic supper at Mrs Leila Smalley’s
R.H S., Was Happy Affair
Rockland's Expense, In a
(Please bring your
next Friday,
dishes.)
—The Prophecy Read.
Loose Game.
Mr. and Mrs, Eliis Copeland. Mrs.
Walter Willey and IMrs. William
The class of 1902. Rockland High
This Week’s Games
Hatings attended Sunday services in
School, held a happy reunion Satur
the Old German church in Waldoboro
Today—Rockland at Belfast.
day evening, at Hill Top Inn. Whrren.
Mrs. Susie Newbe.t will entertain
Wednesday and Thursday—Belfast Twenty-two persons sat down to a
the Baptist Mission circle to a picnic vs. Camden at JBar Harbor.
delicious chicken supper, after which
dinner in the Mattie Tiitus cottage,
Friday—Belfast at Rockland at 2.30 the president of the class read several
Cooper’s Beach, Wednesday. (Bring and Camden at Rockland at 5.
communications from class members
your dishes.)
Saturday—Rockland at Camden.
living at a distance, who could not
Miss Mary Round, Harold Rowell
Note: The above is a revision of attend.
and Ralph Swift of Orono and Mr. the original schedule.
The guest of honr, Lorenzo E.
and Mrs. Henry Kellar and daugh
• • • •
Moulton, principal of the Rockland
ters Dorothy and Arleen of West
High School from 1896 to 1906. talked
The League Standing
Rockport were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
very interestingly, recalling some of
Walter Swift Sunday.
Belfast increased her lead to two the experiences w bile 1902 was in
Miss Anne Tittman and Miss Nan full games last night, while Rock
Peters of New York were Sunday land fell below the 300-mark. This school. It was. indeed, very pleasant
to have Mr. and Mrs. Moulton at the
guests of Miss Hilda George
is how they line up today.
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Lawrence of
P.C.
Lost
Won
Other features were the reading of
Cocoanut Grove. Fla. and Miss Cor I Belfast ........ .... 15
S
.652 the class prophesy, as presented by
nelia Barnard of Portland arc guests | Camden ...... .... 14
.560
11
Harold C. Haskell from the platform
of Mrs. Donald George.
17
.292 of the old Farwell Opera House,
I Rockland ....
ID. N. Pinkham and son of Manches
'before an audience of about 1100
ter. N. 11.. have been lecent guests of
persons: and the reading of excerpts
Belfast 7, Rockland 3.
Stanley Kalloch.
z
from letteres written by the sons of
Mrs. Edgar Morse and children
Baseball had an off day at Com Herbert Kinsley Draper, who are on
Clarence and Ernest who have been munity Park last night, both teams
spending several weeks with Mr. and being far off their stride. While a Ford tour to the west coast, making
Mrs. Walter Swift returned Saturday only six errors are recorded there their way by working in wheat fields.
One of the class members. Mrs.
to Gleneove. The Morses are moving were half a dozen others that were
this week into the house they recently either moral errors or could have Lottie Condon Fleming, rode 250 miles
to attend the reunion, arriving in time
bought of Carl Chaples.
been scored errors instead of hits.
Mrs. William Boynton and brother The crowd was in a peppery temper to present to the president, to be read
William McNamara were up from and some of the local players re at the meeting, the following original
Pleasant Point Saturday on business. sented the remarks that were hurled poem:
O, Tim**! Encircle us with your endless arms.
Edgar Lineken who has been a from the bleachers.
Draw us hut backward to youthful scenes,
teacher in the summer school at the
All of Rockland's trouble came in Let our hanrts rebound, O Time!
University of Vermont is at his home two innings but there was enough of
more from the chrysalis of life
on Dunn street. Mr. Lineken has it to spread over the whole nine. Once
We've come to gather round the festive board, |
decided to go west and in the fall Wild heaves to bases when some of To sine our snugs. to reminisce,—
will enter Ohio State College as them were not occupied was a con To tell old tales galore.
student and teacher, and will study tributing factor in the score. Except To miss those who are not here
And those who have gone before.
for another degree.
for the two innings referred to Aube To scan the faces once we knew so well
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCallum of was effective. Sterling was said to Now changed by you. O Time.
Waterville who have been visiting be suffering from a sore arm; in any Yet have you left In every face
Some line by youth defined.
Mrs. Robert Walsh returned home event Rockland found him for six
Sunday.
hits in the last two innings. Three O Time, all this to you we owe.
Miss Hilda George and Mrs. Stonie of those hits were made in the eighth Your everchangfng moods ensnare us:
Forgetful are we of those we once best knew, I
W. Jameson motored to Union Satur without any score resulting.
Ceaselessly you lead us through vales of joy J
day evening.
and strife.
Monroe made his reappearance in
C. S. Black and D. L. Armstrong, the game, and not only made two Onward and onward through roads undefined
Wu go trudging along with you, O Time!
employes of the Armour Co. in Ban goad catches in his old garden, but
gor. were weekend guests of Stanley cracked out three good singles. Wot- Like the flowers in the fields.
Like the birds in the skies.
Kalloch.
ton also emerged from a batting Our
lives are determined by you. O Time!
Mrs. Leon Anger and daughter slump to make three hits. Mackley Healer of wounds, when thorns fill our paths
Mrs. Earl Brown and son of Portland was the only Belfast player to attain Where roses should bloom, you soothe.
Score-keeper of life, leave as you flee
who have been guests for a fortnight that distinction.
One perfumed breath of sweet memories.
of Mrs. Earl Woodcock returned home
The outstanding feature of this
Those present included Mr. and Mrs.
Monday, Mrs. Woodcock and two game was the one-hand shoestring
L. E. Moulton of Auburn; Miss Annie]
daughters accompanying them.
catch made by Wotton on Paiement’s Carini. Mr. and Mr?'. Elmer C. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs Forres; Brown of Low drive. The local boy got a great
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Benner. Mr. |
ell were weekend guests of Mrs. L. H. hand.
and Mrs. Harold L. Karl. Mr. and Mrs.
Dunn.
The score;
Raphael S. Sherman, all of Rockland; I
Miss Jane Pendleton of Lowell is
Mr. and Mrs. I*. J. Good of Camden; I
Belfast
visiting her sister Miss Eloise Dunn.
Mr. and Mrs. Carus T. Spear of Ban -1
Andrew Lindsey of Boston who has
ab r tbh tb po a e gor; Mrs. Lottie Condon Fleming of I
been visiting his parents returned to Copan, ss ......
4
Leicester. Mass.; Walter O. Frost of |
business Saturday night.
5
Murphy, cf ...
Augusta: Judge and Mrs. Harold C.
Capt. Ross Wilson left Saturday- Kunitz, c ........
4
Haskell of Brookline, Mass.; Mr. and I
night by train for New York to resume Clancy, rf ....
4
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Canton. I
command of his steamship, and will Thurston, lb .
3
Ma ss., and Dr. Fred G. Campbell of [
sail today on a trip to the Pacific Paiement, 3b
4
Warrencoast.
i
4
Mackley. If ...
It was voted to have another reunion I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Creighton McMahon. 2b
4
during the summer of 1929, the af-1
and Mrs. Charles W. Creighton and Sterling, p ....
4
rangements to be left to a committee I
daughter Elizabeth and son Malcolm
to be appointed by the president of |
arrived home Friday night from a
36 7 11 11 27 16 3 the class.
motor trip in New York State.
Rockland
Edward Hanley who returned last
WITH THE RED CROSS
r tbh tb po a
week from a business trip to New
York was a passenger on the 5 p. m. Bachand, ss .... 4
Montoe. if ........ 4
train for Montreal.
Vluch Pre-School Activity In J
Alden Allen who has been visiting Walsh. 3b .......... 5
Evidence—Little Mothers |
his mother Mrs. Hattie Allen has French, cf ........ 5
returned with his two daughters to Aube, p .............. 5
Club.
Conway. 2b
. 5
Millinocket.
Mr. Murray who is in H. B. Shaw’s Wotton. lb
. 5
The nursing activities committee of I
employ spent the weekend in Smith- McDonough, c 5
the American Red Cross held its I
Turner, rf ....... 4
field.
monthly meeting Aug. 3. all members I
Mrs. Nellie Starrett is visiting
42 3 12 13*26 11 2 but one being present. The two public I
friends in Bath.
health nurses gave an itemized report |
• Murphy hit by batted ball.
Misses Louise and Ruth Mossman
who have been in Old Orchard some Belfast ............ 00030640 0—7 of work done for the month of July.
Rockland ......... 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2—3 Nursing care: Total number of visits.
weeks are at home.
Two-base hit, French. Bases on 44: babies under 1 year. 31: pre-1
Simon Hahn of Cambridge is spend
chool (1 to 6). 13; prenatal. «:|
ing a vacation with his parents at the balls, off Sterling 1. off Aube 1.
Metrical. 3: post partum. 46: T. B.
Struck out. by Sterling 3. by Aube 5.
West End.
Sacrifice .itients. 12: chronic, 39; medical. 30: I
F. H. Jordan and family motored Hit by pitcher. Cogan.
hits. Kunitz. iBachand.
Umpires, surgical, 10; infant work—number |
to Portland yesterday.
of babies supervised. 123.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dunbar, Mr. Martin and Loftus. Scorer. Wins
e • • e
and Mrs. John W. Gilmore and Mr. low.
A Little Mothers Club has been J
and Mrs. Scott Golder of Bath were
started with an enrollment of eight I
guests of Warden and Mrs. George
girls around 13 years of age. These!
"ON MY SET”
A. Buker over the weekend.
girls are being instructed in the care I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Dolan and
of an infant, a large doll being I
It seemed like old times Satur
son Earl of Portland were weekend
used for demonstration purposes; the|
day night to be able to get some
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell,
thing beside the Boston stations
proper way to make a hospital bed;
Knox street.
and Springfield. I was on only a
how to prepare baby feedings, etc.
Mrs. Dorothy Brennan is assisting
....
short time, but I had WOK,
in the public library.
KYW. WTAM and NAA outside
The subject of employing a so-called
Stanley Carleton and family of
of the usual Eastern stations.
itinerant dental hygienist was talked
Chicago are visiting relatives in
And they ware coming in very
over and finally voted upon The
town.
Kennebunk Red Cross Chapter has
nicely, too.
Mrs. Bernice Bucklin and Miss Arsecured for part time the services of
line Newbert are at Mattie Titus'
Miss M. Augusta Breck, of Haver
It was not my good fortune
cottage, Cooper’s Beach.
hill. Mass. She is to commence work
to be near a radio set while
Mrs. Alton Weston of Massachu
there the first of September, 1928.
Hoover’s speech of acceptance
setts spent the weekend with Mrs.
Miss Breck is a graduate of The
was being delivered, but I hear
Forsyth-Tufts Training School for
Herbert Newbert.
from a number of sources that it
Dental Hygienists, and has had post
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Smalley,
came in well. And 1 also hear
Miss Ruth Smalley and Mrs. Percy
graduate study in Public Health Oral
that everybody liked not only the
Hygiene and experience. Her serv
Chapman of Worcester, and Miss
reception* but what was said.
ices may be secured for a period of
of Mrs. L. F. Jameson.
*•»*••*•
several weeks under certain condi
Maude Glover of Millbury, are guests
Fair today and Wednesday;
tions. that is, paying her a nominal
Eleanor and Margaret Butler are
somewhat cooler on the coast—
salary, and transportation to the
visiting relatives in Liberty this
was the radio forecast this morn
community; providing the supplies
week.
necessary, and a committee of local
ing.
Edward A. Emery leaves today for
dentists to act in a supervisory capac
California after a shoVt visit with
ity during her stay. The committee
his cousin. Mrs. George A. Buker.
Mr. Staples and family of Belfast and Hrs. Orren Perry of New York lias asked Miss Br- ck for four weeks
called on W. P. Strong and family who are passing the season at Cres of her time as soon as she is available
after school opens.
recently. Mr. Staples was employed cent Beach.
• e • *
Miss Katherin- Stevens is spend
by the Atlantic Coast Co. as black
The matter of establishing a Junior I
ing a week at Winter Harbor.
smith during the World War.
Thomaston friends of ex-Warden Red Cross was talked over and tabled
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Davis and
Miss Helen Davis spent the weekend Lester D. Eaton are pleased to learn until a later date when the subject |
that he has been appointed a United can be taken up with the teachers.
in Portland.
♦•••
Mr. and Mrs. George White of Bos States deputy marshal. Mr. Eaton is
The Red Cross had a tent (kindly
ton who are summering in Bangor a graduate of Wilton Academy.
Albert Gould, esq., of Waban, Mass loaned to the organization by John M.
were callers at the E. K. WinehenRichardson) at the trotting park.
was in town Sunday.
bach home Sunday.
This has served as a rest room and
Supt. and Mrs. Lewis A. Fales who
Thomaston's great annual fair will first aid station (a few minor treat
have been spending a week with their
niece. Mrs. Orett Robinson, left Mon be held on the Mall Aug. 22. Bene ments being given), and where also
Greatest attractions literature could be bad and matters
day for their home in Attleboro. Mass. fit Library.
96-97 of interest to mothers talked over.
Miss Alice Rivers of Worcester is ever.
Babies could be weighed and meas
the guest of Miss Helen Davis.
. ....... .........
A famous artist of the Keith Cir ured there; the preparation of feeding
A. D. Davis & San were summoned
formulas demonstrated, and other
to Portland Sunday to take charge [cuit will present two numbers at the
exhibits noted.
of the remains of Mrs. Vera Cushman Lehing Concert. Crescent Beach, to
of Friendship Who had died in a hos- I morrow night. The Samoset Orches
pital that morning. The funeral wiUJtra will play for the dance. ad\.
CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. Charles Baum hart as guests
be held at the Advent Church in |
“
Friendship at 1 o'clock today. Mrs.» Tickets to the Lehing Concert last week Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Crescent Beach, tomorrow night, may Mathews and daughter Corinne of
Cushman was 31 years of age
Harry and Israel Salzman who be obtained at Knowlton's Market Monson. Mass.
Franklin Miller and daughter of
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Block Carver's Book 'Store or Johnson's H
East Orange. N. J„ and Miss Blanche
have returned home to Dorchester.
Perry of Newark. N. J., were guests
Mass.
for the past week of Miss Elizabeth
Miss Lillian Rnlchleu has gone to
Monaghan.
Bangor to visit friends and relatives.
AT
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brewer. Mras.
Forrest Stone is on a tour through
Roscoe Sanborn and son and Charles
New York and into Canada with Mr.
McLeod of Attleboro, Mass., are at
Pioneer Pavilion
iMiss Frances Butler was happily
their old homestead on a vacation.
surprised by some of her friends at
EAST UNION
her home Saturday evening, it being
her birthday. Music, an original poem I EVERY SATURD’YEVG
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
and contests were enjoyed and ice
cream .and a birthday cake were
Music by
Attorney
and Counsellor at
Those present were Mrs. I
served.
Law
Kuhn Misses Abbie Boggs, Evelyn
Dean’s > Novelty Orchestra
iiyler and Howard Swift and HeriTelephone*—Ofllc* 468; HeuM 698-R
dan Bartlett. Many nice gifts were
73TATh-tf
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Events in the Lives of Little Men

Laborers

yes sir,

ARt you THE
fl^pRlETOR.
OF THIS
BUSINESS?

«> wy

WANTED

R

A FEW GOOD LABORERS—STEADY WORK

J. Leopold & Co.
Vinalhaven, Maine
97-99

In Everybody's Column

,<HANT5>
(Ceyyrtght, W. N. (J.)

L ?*' v

Can They Eat Out
Of The Same Dish?

MICKIE SAYS—

t
. ——--------- X------------------

—.

-

-w boss set. hc oMee kmbw
A MICE OLE FELLER WHO
KEPT A UC STORE SO MED HAVE
SOME PLACE TO HAMS OUT,
AMP HE BEG-Akl "TO ADVERTISE
IU TW' HOME AAPEft AMP SO
AAAMY URU CUSTOMERS CAME
IM AMD BOTHERED HIM THAT
HE ORDERED TW1 AO OUT, SO
IF XR RUMMIM’NBl STORE
3EST -TO HAVE A PLAE6 TO
PLAY (SHBSUERS, POMT
ADVERTISE'.

Ding in New York Herald Tribune

For Sale

FOR SALE—Boy’s bicycle, at 19 MYRTLE
Advertisements ia this column not to ex
97*09
ceed three lines Inserted once for 35 cents, I ST.
3 times for 5# cents. Additional lines 5 cents
FOR SALE—25 ft. boat with cabin,
each for one time, 19 ceuta for three times. ! equipped with Ford engine and starter.
Sir words make a line.
1 Made of cypress, good condition.
C. A.
97-99
. OLIVER. Waldoboro.
FOR
SALE
—
Large
leather
chair
.
also V
Lost and Found
smaller chair with leather seat and back, t
16 GCltPY ST._____________________ 97*99
LOST—Waltham wrist watch on New
FOR SALE—Lobster trap sills, cross pieces
Countv road or Cedar street. Aug. 12. MRS.
1
oak
and spruce laths, wholesale or retail,
EVA MARSH. Thomastou.
97-99
i C. E. OYEltLOCK, Warren, Me.. R F D. 2.
LOST—Ice axe. between Or«n and Grace . Tel. 3-4.
97*99
Sts. on Holmes. State or Fnion 8ts. Would ' FOR SALE—Fine residence. Thomaston.
appreciate Its return. P. L. Havener. Tel. 792.
two lots, fine corner just off Main street,
96-98
$5,999. >2,999 cash. Cali at 12 t’.RWFN ST.
LOST—Cameo bar pin. Valued for senti I____________________________________ 97-99
mental reasons. Suitable reward. Return to
FOR SALE—New 19 ft. V bottom boatr
COCRIKR GAZETTE Office
96-97
second-hand engine and complete equipment.
FOUND—Lady's
pocketbook
containing Price reasonable
K. W. HOFFSES FllSft
money Saturday morning. Apply at 14 SCOTT MARKET, Waldoboro_______________ 97*99
ST.
93*97
FOR SALE—Pigs, 4 weeks old, $4.60 each.
FOUND—Small white dog. Owner may have W. E. WHITNEY, Commercial St., Rockport.
same by calling. Tel. 349-R
96*98
97*99
NOTIGE—Is hereby glv»n of the loss of
weeks old.
FOR SALE—Hound puppies,
deposit book numbered 33$5 and the owner of 25 .1 AME^S ST.. Rockland.
said book asks for duplicate in accordance with
FOR SALE—Grandfather Clock, perfect
the provision of rhe State law SECURITY
TRUST <X).. by Elmer C. Davis. Treasurer, timekeeper. Apply COURIER-GAZETTE.
96*98
Rockland, Aug. 14. 1928.
97-T-103
FOR SALE—8-room houae and ham, with or
without furnishings at South Thomaston Ap
93*97
Summer Cottages and Board ply on premises. MARY McKAY.
FOR
SALE Long established
rooming
If you have a cottage to lev or dealre snm i house. Now well filled with good roomers.
MRS ANNIE M. FLINT, Main St. cor Summer.
mer boarders advertise the faot In thia pa
n«r where thousands will read of It_______ ; Tel. 665-R.____________________________ 95-97
WILL EXCHANGE—Cushing property on I FOR SALE -Hooked rugs ; also orders taken
State highway for camp on lake or shore, for rugs Ixdh honked and braided. MRS G.
95*!ff
MRS A. W JOHNSON. 12 Green St.. Thom- S BLACK. 42 Brewster St.
97-99
aston.
FOR SALE—32-ft. pleasure schooner, used
very
little:
cheap
to
settle
estate.
ORREN
’
FOR SALE—CottaSP »t Cooper's Reach In
95*109
quire of MRS ARTHL'R TITUS, 81 Waldo WALSH. Port Clyde. Me
Ave., or Tel 472-M.
95«»7
FOR SALE Soft wood slabs. 4-ft. length
FOR RENT—Sunny Acres. Owl'a Read, Me or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty.
All conveniences. 12-room house, for Sept, and HAROLD PEASE. Warren. Me. Tel. 10 21
94*105-lf»
Oct. Write, phone or wire owner. MRS.
P 8. MbRRIAM. Owl a Head Me
FOR SALE—Household kitchen range and'
Glenwood
gas
range,
good
as
new.
MRS. ’
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Ingraham
94-tf
Hill, running water and electric lights.
In LEHMAN. 16 Pleasant St
quire MRS. .1. S. PATTERSON. Tel. 784-1.
FOR SALE—House lot on Franklin Street. .
94-tf J. W. SMALL. Gleneove.
92*97
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargain*.
FOR SALE—Dodge sedan. Inquire ROCK<mall and large, summer homea and rest LAND COAL COMPANY.
92-tf
dencaa. mountain, rtrer or lake. Copy free
FOR SALE -Lunch, Ice cream, home cook
ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast. Me
92 tf
ing. etc . small town, excellent chance for man
FOB SALE—Cottage at Hobb’s Pond, Hope, and wife. Will stand Investigation. N. R Cou
Me . one mile from postofllce. all furnished, rier-Gazette.
92*103
readv to occupy; or will let. for the aeasoa
f6A SALE—28-ft. Cabin Cruiser also John
at $150.
Communicate with J. F. BURGESS.
Rockhmd. Me. Tel *26 R or 1188-M
92-tf son Outboard Motor, practically new. H. L.
MASON at Thurston's Oil Station, Park St.

91-tf

Wanted

7-ROOM APARTMENT
I have today a 7-Room Apartment

To Let on Brewster street; South
ern exposure; all new and modern.

Fine neighbors.

Janitor service.

Five Miles North of Skowhegan

Mike Armata

THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS

PARK ST.

Tel. Skowhegan 431. Mail Skowhegan. Each Evg at S Standard Time
______________________

TONIGHT

BROADWAY’S
POPULAR
YOUNG STAR

Week of August 13

______________________

To Let

Week of August 20

FOR SALE
Property known as the

World’s Happiest Play

“The Dawn of
a Tomorrow”

“Two Girls
Wanted”
By Gladys Unger

By Frances Hodgson
Burnett
,

Direct from two years’
metropolitan run

A drama that goes
straight to the heart

Big Broadway Cast

92-It

NEXT WEEK

As “GLAD' in the

In Her Most Recent
John Golden Success

Nydia
Westman

McNAMARA PLACE
Corner of Union and Lindsey Sts.
All modern, and in fine re; air.

Call 188-M
97-tf

Cast of 23 Players

FRI.—LAKEWOOD COUNTRY CLUB—
•TED' ZAHN AivD HIS BOYS
BEST FOOD IN MAINE AT THE LAKEWOOD INN

DANCE

WED.

BREWSTER ST.

FOR SALE—New Guaranteed Cord tires.
30x3Mt, $4.98: 29x4.40. $6.49. PACKARD
89-tf
WANTUD—To buy. old horses. Will give STORE. 56 Old County Road
humane death. C. A. OLIVER, Waldoboro.
FOR SALE—First quality hard wood, fitted
97-99
for stove or furnace. HAROLD PEASE, W’ar89*112
WANTED—sGirl for light housework, at ren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
MRfH NTICOOK LAKE for one week. Tel
FOR SALE-Ford ton truck or Reo 1% ton
Mi w
97-99
________ I truck. W. L. OXTON, West Rockport. Tel.
______________ 96-tf
WANTEO-lUapahTe man at once to drive Camden 152 4.
car and work about place. Tel. 117Q-Y. DR.
FOR SALE—Several articles/of paed"
“ L BMERY. CrescfOt Beach. Emery Star allure. Juzt the kind for your cottage
97-99
Route. Rockland.
camp. TEL. 726 W. 19 FRANKLIN ST.
77-1
WANTED—Washings with or without Ironngs.
All hand work.
Mrs. Fitzgerald.
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long
20 Spruce St., City. Tel 959-R
96*99
per cord, stove length $8 $1 less In Thomai
WANTED—Girl for general housework. No ton. Also laths $7 and $7.50 per M. L.
83
washing. MRS WILLIAM C. BIRD. 86 Ma PACKARD. Warren, Me.
sonic St.
95-97
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas coven
WARTED—Kitchen Kiri at THORXWKfi square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condt^HOTBL.
94-tf tlon, used very little, almost new. ('oppoft*
WANTED—Kitchen Ctrl at WINDSOR HO sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS.
__ 82 tf
TEL.
»4-tf
FOR SALE—Standing grass. Telephonic*
WANTED—Woman for general housekeep
ing. easy and agreeable work, small family, no 1192-W R L. ANDERSON.
FOR SALE-Two-story double tenement
washing. Phone MRS. HUGH MONTGOMERY.
Camden 394-3.
1
93-98 modern Improvements, hot water heat, thre
car
garage. Adjoining lot equipped with o
WANTED—An eld fashioned well sweep, all
wood : else two oaken buckets Io hang in the station and small store. L. W. BENNER.
Lafayette
Square.
92-$^?
w«li. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Da via.
37-tf
FOR SALE—All klmh of hard wood. Htghes)
WANTED—Your summer cottage adver quality at an attractive price. Order now foj
tised In this column. If for rent or sale. Try immediate or future dellverv. Tel. Rockland
67-M. RALPH P ( ONANT. So. Hope
92-<
it and notice the many replies you get.
62-tf
FOR SALE—Cord ami fitted wood ; fitted
WANTED—Cook for summer home. BOX A. wood slabs $8; also lumber. T. J. CARROLL^
Port Clyde.
91-tf P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.

and

Stewart-Warner
RADIO
THE NEW

E. B. CROCKETT 5, ft lfc t« $1.00 STORE

801 and 801-A Receivers

7th ANNIVERSARY SALE

New,

Amazing,

Complete

The Ultimate in Radio

CARROLL’S GARAGE

Friday and Saturday

PHONE 151

THOMASTON

97T&S109

August 17 -18
A FINE HOME

Thrss Are Without Doubt the Best Values We Have Ever Given.
Ladies’ Flatlock Seam Bloomers, pair ...........................................

59c

Bed Blankets, assorted colors; each ..............................................

89c

Turkish Towels, 20x40; each ............................................................ .

15c

Turki»h Towels, 24x50: each .............................................................

25c

Men's Dress Shirts, Broadcloth; each ............................................

79e

Ladies' Silk Hosiery, pointed heel, regular 89c number; pair

FOR SALE OR TO LET
The F. W. Powers house on Broadway, all modern; will be sold or
let. Price is reasonable. Apply on
Premises—395 BROADWAY.
Phone 74
97-102

49c
... 5c

EIGHT ROOM HOUSE

Palmolive Soap; cake ...........................................................................
15c
Table Oilcloth; yard ..............................................................................
..............................................
24c
50c Box Stationery; box ..................................................

For Sale—House centrally located,
corner lot at 120 Limerock street.
Inquire of MRS. ARTHUR TITUS,
3 Holmes St^ Cor. State Streets.

.............................................. 39c
6 Qt. Blue Covered Kettles; each .............................
.............................................. 19c
10 Qt. Galvanized Pails; each ......................................

97*39

............................................. 39c
Galvanized Foot Tubs: each .........................................
There Are Many More Special Values Too Numerous To Advertise.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 17 & SATURDAY, AUG. 18

FOR SALE
FORD COUPE

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE
Rockland, Maine
97-98

For Quick Sal*.

MABEL DORGAN
S3 Pacific St.
T*l. 186-R

,

97-It

TO LET—Furnished apartment, with gar
age. at 80 Pleasant St. ETTA H. SANBORN
Tel. 963 W.
97-tf
TO LET—Rooms furnished or unfurnished,
single or for light housekeeping: modern
Improvements. A. SMITH. Tel. 1084.
97-tf
TO LET—In Rockland, lower tenement and
earage. at 23 Franklfc St. MRS DAVID
OSIER. 13 Center St.. Waterrllle. Me. 97*11

129 Ragjiln St. Inquire of MKS. J. A. JAiME7-tf
SON. Tel 456-R.
*
TO LET -'Furnished or unfurnished flat of
3 or 5 rooms. Also garaxe for one or two cars.
MRS. LERMAN, 10 Pleasant St.
97-tf
TO LET—Two furtfifthed rooms. Inquire
97*99
8 Granite St. Tel. lfiW-J.
TO LET—Five or six room apartment, lights,
bathroom, garage optional. Adults. Apply MRS
A. I. MATHER, 16 Sirftner St.
97*99
TO LET—Foot or six room tenement. Nearly
furnished.
Inquire of DORMAN’S SHOE
STOKE.
96-4*8
TO LET—Two rooms sitting room and bed
room together, first floor ; lighted kitchen priv
ileges; $5.00 week. Inquire L9 Oak St.. City.
96-98
TO LET— Tenement, all modern Improve
ments. situated on Masonic street, best location
In the city. Inquire Kittredge Pharma- '.
95-96
TO LET—6-roora tAement. first floor nt
226 Main St. Inquire $66 MAIN ST. 95-100
oiRe on Rankin St. Bath
TO LET—7-room hotfte
room, gas. electricity and furnace. BENJ.
MILLER, 26 Rankin St. Tel. 692-M.
95*97
TO LET—5 room furnished apartment. All
modern conveniences. Inquire at THE ELMS.
12 Elm St.
8
91-tf
TO LET—Three room furnished apartment,
with modern conveniences. Inquire front door
12 KNOX STREET.
91-tf
TO LET—Modern apartments. Best location.
Al’PL YCUTLER-COOK (X).
88-tf
TO LET—Temement at 36 Mechanic street.
Inquire MRS W. 8. KENNISTON, 176 Main
St. Tel. 278-R.
88-tf
JOHNSON’S ELECTRICAL Floor Water.
$2 per day. ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO..
408 Main St.
92-tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Kemember tt^t
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at Hotallng's News
Agency. Broadway and 43 St
—“ ---------

- -1

SALESMAN
WANTED
An opportunity for the right man
to establish a District Agency for
a life insirrancd|*pmpany that has
been doing business In Maine for
over 60 years.
Applicants write qualifications to
J. L. DAY, General Agent, 903
Chapman Building, Portland, Me.
95-97

FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Malfir*
St.. Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heatp**
electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line*C. s. GARDNER, Rockport. Me.
92-tfc.
FOR SALE—Mill slabs. 4 foot long $6 50^'
Stove length $8. 15 bundles shims $1: alsff*lumber. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D., Thomafig
ton.
92-tf*
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed tw^T*
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster trapaj"”
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumbeiC*
JOEL P WOOD. Belfast Tel 177-14
79-tf*
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove. No. lt»_
good as new, at half price. 64 Summer SL
TKL 186 R.
9«tF

Miscellaneous
STROUT'S FARM CATALOG. Only J200 t<u
$1000 Needed. A money making farm, summer
home or tourist place can be yours on paymentA
of only a few hundred dollars. Strout's cata-*
log. nearly 100 Mg illus. pages has many ber-T
gains. Write at once for FREE copy STROUTC
AGENCY, 813-DG Old South Bldg., Boston;:
Mass.
97-It —
THE POSTPONED AUCTION SALE
T
Simonton farm, will take place next Thursday.^
Aug. 16, rain or shine. 4. H. Simonton. 96-981
OPPORTUNITY AWAITS YOU! A lante loU
of land originally two lota situated side oC.
spur track on M.CR.R. 110 feet. It is th*£
best location left tn til? center of city for aq_.
oil or xraln station or warehouse. It nearTvdol Station, Crescent sntl Main Streets/
Wide road from South Main Street to prop-erty. Price low. Must he sultl to settle ea*
tale. Address AGENT, Box HU. Roeklhn IT
Maine.
35-tt.—
BUT NOW AND SAVE 329 on new ttothoartf
motor. May he seen at Veazie’A Hardware
Store L. A. THURSTON. Tel 1159.
95-tr
FINE CONES—Large size and fragrant*^
from New Hampshire woods, picked and aenL,
fresh after receipt of order. A two-busheU
hag sent parcel postage prepaid to any parfc^.
of U. S. oniv $1. Send to DOUGLAS T’HIL^
BROOK. Phlibrook Farm, Shelburne, N.
G. K. MAYO, representing J. L. Taylor
Co. and Browning, King & Co. wholesale tail
ors, New York City, made to measure, all wool,
suit or overcoat $25 to $50. The fall line Is ln^G. K. MAYO. 32 Masonic St. Tel. 36488-tU
FAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON
work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor
3 Adams 8t. Tel. 194-J.
79-tl
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar wal
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn worl
by the dav or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWLTON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
92-‘
FARMS. C0UN1RY HOMES, C0+TAGE!
and estates; up-to-date property. In the gar-^j
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Wrltw^
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, fte.
_______ ________ 92-tf
NEW YOfiK TAILOR corner Summer and
Slain Sts. Cleaning, repairing arid dyeln
Suits made to measure. Fur coats rellned.
Tel. 738-R.
79-tf

LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mal|
orders solicited. HHLEN C. RHODES.
79-1
REFINISHING CARS by spray syatem. any
eolor; storage. J. A. 8TKVEN8 ft BON. Me-.
Loud St. Tel. 241-»M or I2-M.
. 92-$C

-ttqio-XMAg

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 14, 1928.
Mrs. Nelson Carr is at the Maine
General Hospital in Portland for
treatment, under the care of Dr.
Gehring. She would be pleased to
hear from any of her friends.

IN SOCIETY
.•1
*ln addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happenABs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................ 770

As one of the Educational Club
speakers for next Friday’s picnic,
with Mrs. Lena y\A)ill. must leave
early, members aicvreViuested to be
present l»y 2 p. m., prepared for
Civics lesson on "The County” Chap
’Mrs. Louise Bickford Sylvester en ter XVU. Take discussion subjects
tertained at tea at her home on and current events~rain or shine.
Ifte ch street Saturday afternoon, her
g»ests being Mrs. Charles Emery,
Mr. and Mrs. XaLfian F. Cobh, Mrs.
Miss Kitty McLaughlin and Mrs. Mary Perry and jMlss Ada Perry
Scott Kittredge of New York, Mrs. have returned front a delightful va
Richard Hodsdon of Cambridge, cation spent at Capitol Island.
Mass., and Miss Louise Carson of
Oir.aha and New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper

spent the weekend in Bangor.
•Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Tripp and
Mrs. H. W. Thoftvdlke entertained
children Pauline and Dorothy have
returned to their home in Portland at dinner and ca«U Tuesday for
after spending a week at the W. S. Miss Flora Phoenix of Lynn, Massfavors in cards falling to Mrs. F. L.
Tripp home at The Highlands.
Greene and Mrs. Charles Wilson of
Dr and Mrs. Isaac Park, Mrs. Ma Camden, with guest prize to Miss
bel Hall and Miss Helen Hall of Re Phoenix.
vere, Mass., were weekend guests of
L. O. Irish and .Vernon Hart of
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Smith, Grace
Auburn. Mass., motwrd to this city
street.
Saturday. Mr. Irish Joined his wife
who is a guest of her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Charles Wilson of Camden
and Mrs. Harry S. Robbins at the
entertained at dinner and cards Fri
Meadows. Mr. Hart spent the week
day evening. There were 10 cov
end with his father, George H. Hart,
ers, Mrs. H. W. Thorndike of Rock
land carrying off the honors In cards. at The Highlands.

—

;

Gladys C. IMcInnis and Randall Mc
Miss Rena Bowen of Isle au Haut
has been the guest of her sister, Innis left last night for Boston where
Miss Hattie Bowen. North Main they will visit relatives and friends.
street, and her brother, Charles
Mr. and Mrs. CaH Borgerson. ac
Bowen, James street.
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Peggy Harrington of Brewer ar Joy, spent the weekend at Lakewood
rived yesterday to be the guest of Theatre and enjoyed the final play
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John ing of “The Noose.’’
Nutt, Warren street.
Mrs. Oscar S. Duflcan gave a din
ner party Friday evening at her Holi
Mr. and Xlfs. Z. S. Brewster of
day Beach cottage In honor of her
Janiaiea Plain, Ma£s., and Mr. and
cousin. Mrs. Annie* Maxwell of San
Mrs. Alfred Wahlberg of Hingham,
Mass., who have been guests of rel Francisco and Miw Lillian (Baker
atives for ten days left by motor her cottage guest. Members of the
yesterday for a trip through the Tuesday Evening Sewing Club were
Khngeley region before returning guests.
Home.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarke B. Frost and
children of Lisbon. N. H., are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird, Camden
street.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Simms and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. i
Stokes of Reading. Mass., spent the
weekend with Airs. Stokes’ father. ,
William II. Morse Itt Cushing. Mrs.
Stokes is now the truest of her sister, j
Mrs. J. T. Berry, in this city.

.‘Mrs. Alberta Rose entertained the
outing Club and special guests Friday
Mrs. .George Glidden of Damaris
Mfternoon at Crescent Beach. The
cotta is visiting relatives in the city
oiit of to«;n guests were Mrs. Scott
Mrs. C. E. Johnson of Westfield
Kittredge of New York. Mrs. Richard
N. Y., Is visiting her daughter Mrs.
Hodson of Cambridge, and Miss
Fred Snow, Jr., on .Maple street?
Louise Carson of Omaha and New
York.
Mrs. Jennie Bird find Mrs. Dorothy
A famous artist of the Keith Cir- Bird George motored to Boston Satur
lit will present two numbers at tire day and saw Miss Madeline Bird off
ehing Concert, Crescent Beach, to- on the S. S Celtic hound for Scotland
lorrow night. The Samoset Orches- where she will travel until October
when she enters HTfc University of
•a will play (or the dance.—adv.
London for a coursp- of study
'Tickets to the ’ Lehing Concert,
Zip O Jack Blouses for Girls and
.Crescent Beach, tomorrow night, may
tee obtained at Knowlton's Market, Boys.—-Brown and Red. sizes 4, 5 and
Cfcrver's Book Store or Johnson's Hat 6. $3.75; sizes 7-14, $1.50. Street
Floor. Fuller-Cobb*-Davis.
97-98
Shop.—adv.

Walter Maurer, a former employe
of the Rockland & Rockport Lime
Corp., is now located in Portland, his
address being the Danghurst Farm,
881 Highland avenue, South Portland.
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Bertram Keene, who was recently
, reported in with pneumonia has
I passed the danger point and is on the
rofid to recovery. City Clerk Keene
I and son Chauncey, who were with
i him, have returned.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper of
Somerville, Mass., Mrs. Lawrence
Jordan and son Jimmy of Cambridge,
Mass., and Charles Kilgore of New
Hampshire arc guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Giles, Cedar street.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Weild .daugh
Benjamin Pendleton of The 'High
ters Julia arjd Ruth and Mr. and Mrs. lands was a recent Portland visitor.
Miss Alice Flanagan Is attending
Mrs. John Flanagan Is confined to
Leplc and children Anna and Murray,
a summer camp at Portland for two her home on Willow street by an at
who are occupying Kozykat cottage.
Mrs. Zebedee Simmons is confined weeks.
tack of summer grippe.
Owl’s Head, are visiting Mr. and to her home by a strained shoulder!
Mrs. Oscar Dellheim.
1 occasioned by a fall down stairs,
Capt. J. F. Gregory and Mr. and
Cecil Copping is leaving today for
Mrs. A. W. Gregory left yesterday New York, returning later to join
Mr. and Mrs. Charles .Wixon
, Miss Martha Gordon and Miss on a 10-day motor trip into Canada. his family who are spending August
Winslow were weekend guests of Mr. I^aura Wallace who have been guests
with Rockland relatives.
and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant.
of Mrs. Eugene Gordon at the Hall
Owen J. Roakes of East Boston,
' cottage South Thomaston, have re- is the guest of his mother Mrs. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Noyes spent j
John Leo was home from Philadel | turned home to Union.
L. Vose.
the weekend at Topsfield the guests
phia for Old Home Week.
of relatives.
|
Miss Lena Piper who has been the
Mrs. Ellis DeCoster of Waldoboro
Mr. and Mrs. ‘William Ulmer of gyest of her aunt, Mrs. Charles Hall, was the guest of Mrs. George W
Mr. and Mrs. William Kelley of (
Dorchester. Mass., are making a Ocean street, for the summer, has Foster a few days last week.
Lynn. Mass., who have beep spend
fortnight’s visit at Mr. Ulmer’s homo returned to her home in Providence,
ing the week with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
in this city.
R. I.
Miss E. Maude Johnston
of Brown at the West Meadows left
Quincy. Mass., is the guest of Miss Sunday for a motor trip to Moncton,
Mr. and Mrs . George Porter
Mrs. Oscar Duncan entertained the Lura Whalen for two weeks.
N. B., returning to Rockland the
of Brighton, Mass., are the guest3 Talkaweebit Club at a lobster supper
latter part of the week.
of Mrs. Porter’s mother, Mrs. A. L. Friday at her Holiday Beach cottage,
Byron A. Truscott and Miss Ivy
Vose.
with nine guests present.
Carter of Worcester, Mass., are
Mrs. Elmer E. Marston and two
guests at Owl’s Head Inn.
children of Portland spent Old Home
Miss Barbara Jordan has returned’
Miss Flora Phoenix of Lynn, Mass.,
from a month’s visit with her grand who is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
Jonathan S. Gardiner and family Week at their former home on Lisle
mother Mrs. Albert Jordan in War Smith, Ocean avenue, was honor are on a motor trip into Aroostook street, guests of Mrs. Marston's
father, J. T. Lothrop.
ren.
guest at a picnic party at Smith’s County.
Camp, Waldoboro, Sunday.
Donald Poole and Frank Oakes of
Adelbert Fowlie is home from
Mrs. Ro^e Glidden of Damariscotta
Vinalhaven visited Rockland Old
Mrs. W. I. Elwell and daughter Portland, while having his annual spent the weekend as guest of Mr.
Home Week.
Miss Amber Elwell leave today for a vacation.
and Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Broadway.
two weeks’ visit in Portland and
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Magune Cornish.
Misses Miriam Duren and Grace
Mrs. C. M. Whittier has returned
and family of Worcester, Mass., who
Day of West Concord, Mass., arc
are occupying the Wiggin Cottage at
Fred Tripp of Biewster, N. Y.. ar guests of Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peas- to Rockland after four days spent
Crescent Beach during August, have rived Sunday to he the guest for a lec. Miss Janice Kerr, who has been at Shore Acres, Vinalhaven, guest of
as their houseguest Miss Gretchen \ycck of his grandmother Mrs. Alvora visiting her cousiin, Mrs. Peaslee, for Mrs. Bertha Raymond
Ames also of Worcester.
Clark, and Miss Helen McIntosh, at three weeks, has returned to Med
The Highlands.
field, Mass.
Ralph P. Conant is having a fort
Mrs. Emily Morrison of Jamaica
night’s vacation from Willis Ayer’s
Little Nathalie Smith who has been store. This week, accompanied hv
Plain, Mass., has been visiting her
Mrs. Lilia Fales Mackay, her
aunt Mrs. H. H. Morton and daugh daughter Helen and son Robert of the guest of her grandparents, Mr. Mrs. Conant, he visits (’riehaven and
ter Marion West at The Highlands Pasadena, Calif., Miss
Kathryn and Mrs. Austin Sinith Grace street, Matinicus. Next week they will visit
Grundman of San Francisco and has returned to her home in Portland. Waterville and vicinity.
has returned home.
Mrs. Tyler Hanson 'Bird of Dorches
Mrs. Frank E. Bridges of 'Swan’s
ter, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Bird’s
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Young ar
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Clark Island visited Mrs. Basil Stinson and
who have been guests of Mr. and
rived home Saturday after a 2.000
Walker of 93 Cedar street.
Mr. Mrs. Caro F. Jones last week.
Mrs. Donald Clark, returned to Wa
mile motor trip through Nova Sco
Walker is an uncle of Mrs. Mackay.
tertown, Mass., yesterday.
Sunday
Mrs. Alonzo M. Newbert, who has tia and New Brunswick.
The Mackays cany? across country in
their automobile to Morgantown, been quite ill for the past week at with their house guests they motored
Mrs. Catherine Buker and son
West Virginia, where Mrs. Mackay’s Crescent Beach Inn, is slowly recov to Bar Harbor and went over the
Edward are in Bangor, guests of
newly completed trail built through
eldest daughter Dorothy Louise, is ering.
Mrs. Buker’s father, Charles Galla a professor in the University of West
the generosity of Rockefeller and
gher.
which commands a marvellous view
Virginia.
Mrs. Mackay remained
Mrs. II. G. Morrison who has been
with her daughter until she went the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Herbert of Jordan Pond, the surrounding
country and the ocean. “In all the
Jesse Smith who has been conval abroad for study, then visited rela
escing from a serious appendicitis tives in Connecticut and Dorchester. Morton, and daughter. Miss Marian 2.000 miles we covered on our trip
West,
at
The
Highlands,
went
Sat

we saw nothing that compared with
operation has been able the past week In the latter place the party attend
to visit his many friends at the Lime ed the weddings of their cousin urday to Portland where she will or even approached the scenery of
visit
friends
for
a
week
before
re[
our Sunday ride.
Nothing bents
Rock Railroad Co. plant and receive Frances Helen Bird to Harry Gustav
turning to her home in Jamaica Maine scenery!” Mr. and Mrs. Young
the glad hand.
Hjerpe of Quincy, and their cousin Plain, Mass.
emphatically
state.
Catherine Louise Bird to Arthur
Miss Maryon Keller is in West Olsen of Somerville. Miss Helen
Rockport for a few days the guest of Mackay is school librarian in Pasa
her aunt Mrs. Amos Oxton.
dena. Mrs. Mackay will be remem
bered as Lilia, daughter of Leonardo
John W. Wood and grandson Wil and Melvina (Walker) Fales, former
liam P. Wbod who have been guests ly of this city, and who wer. to Cali
>; Mr*. Chart** p. Libby, chestnut fornia a number of years ago to re
street have returned to their home in side. She is a niece of Miss Louise
L. Walker of Oakland, Calif., a for
Portland.
mer Rockland school teacher. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. E. 11. Charlton (Ruth Grundman, who visits the east for
Counce Wentworth), who have been the first time, is convinced that
visiting relatives in Warren, Hope and Maine has some beautiful scenery.
Appleton, were guests Saturday of
Tickets to the Lehing Concert,
Mrs. Grace Keller, Main street. They
left for their home in Norfolk, Va., Crescent Beach, tomorrow night, may
HEAR MIXER, DOREY and DOUCETTE, SINGING TRIO
yesterday, accompanied by their be obtained at Knowlton’s Market,
PREMIER ENTERTAINERS
■
nephew Roger Cornice who will make Carver’s Book 'Store or Johnson’s Hat
Shop.—adv.
his home with them.

STRAND

GRET A GARBO
In

“The Mysterious Lady’

Always Cool and Comfortable

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

An imprisoned gangster, John Gil
bert, finds there are four walls in life
still stronger.
How he crashes
through them to find himself makes
Gilbert’s most stirring picture since
“The Big Parade”
With

of

JOAN CRAWFORD
And

fn

FOUR

WALLS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
“CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN" with EVE SOUTHERN
and BOB STEELE in “THE TRAIL OF COURAGE”

PARK
PUBLIX THEATRE

DOLORES COSTELLO in

Today

“TENDERLOIN” with Conrad Nagel
THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

LOIS WILSON

“THE

In

MATINEE IDOL”

r,HOT„.Tonight...
~i
JAZZ BAND

With

“RANSOM”

BESSIE LOVE

With

JOHNNIE WALKER

EDMUND BURNS

The perfect comedy of the theatre, which will give you a dclightful evening's entertainment.

manee. mystery and tense dritna.

LEO DOUCETTE

The last Word in glamorous ro-

FRIDAY-SATURDAY—"WIN THAT GIKiL” with SUE CAKi-L

OAKLAND PARK ■I

L

NOW SHOWING

“SAN FRANCISCO NIGHTS” with PERCY MARMONT

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

FOR 16 DAYS

IT’S GOOD BUSINESS, FOLKS

And Every One of the 16 Days Will Be Long Remembered For Value Giving !
Cutler-Cook Co. Will Endeavor to Sell Out ThreeQuarters of This Stock of COATS, DRESSES, MIL
LINERY, FURNISHINGS, ETC., at the Lowest
Prices in History. Bear in mind folks, that this is
not a sale of Odds and Ends or Old Stock. You will
find' only New, Fresh Merchandise Bought This Sea-

To Clear Our Racks and Shelves Each Season
A ctore to be successful must have quick turn
overs. Extreme Low Prices Will Do the Trick. Re
gardless of Sales Values we’ve given in past years,
THIS SALE WILL OUT DO THEM ALL. Wo assure
you now that here arc the Greatest Values in all New
England. Just 16 Days to Grasp This Opportunity,
so plan on coming the opening days and every day

•an.

thereafter.

CLOSED
WEDNESDAY
Entire Sales Force
Working All Night
To Prepare Stock
Ready For Busin esa
THURSDAY
9.00 A. M.

A.- '•i
S

A Complete
Closeout of
Hundreds of

No Refunds or
Exchanges

All Sales Are For

CASH

ON ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE

DRESSES

y

SILK AND FLANNEL DRESSES
Short and Long Sleeve Dresses. Values as high as
$3.79
$10, all at one price—$3.79. Broken sizes.
Beautiful
Crepes in
signs. A
for quick

Printed Crepes, Chiffons and Satin Back
Pastel Shades ahd the wanted Flower Deremarkable collection grouped and priced ®1 1
/Cl
selling.
fllelV

Wc have divided our Summer Coats into three groups for fast
selling $5.00, $10.00, $15.00. Below are listed the number of garments
in each group.

SILK
DRESSES
Printed Silk, also Wash Silk, all
made with French seam and of
very good quality Crepe. Size3
14 to 40.

GROUP NO 1
You have a surprise in store for
you when you see the Style, the
Material, and the Tailoring you
find in this group of Coats. Not
a Coat in the assortment but
what is worth three times thie
price Fifteen Coats at—

HOUSE DRESSES
Values to $2.50,

Nice Patterns; Fast Color Fabrics; Full Size

29c, 4 pair $1.00

59c, 2 pair $1.00

Allen A Pure Silk Full Fashioned

BROADCLOTH BLOUSES AND VESTEES

$1.35

$1.39

RUBY RING No. 1200 Pure Silk and full faahioned

TO CLOSE—ALL HATS—THREE PRICES

50c

$1.79

$1.00

$2.00

ONE LOT SILK TRIANGLE SCARFS—$2.00 VALUES

89c

$1.39

PURE SILK
UMBRELLAS

$3.69

35c

SUEDE BACK
.RA’NCOATS
"Four Shades

$5.00
Guaranteed

VOILE PAJAMAS

$1.49
Sizes 16 to 19
rive Shades

We will place on sale for these 16 days all our FUR COATS at ONEHALF PRICE.

Pick out your coat, make a payment and have us

hold it until this fall.

CORSETS AND

95c

C0RSELETTE8

and

THE POPULAR

Butterfly Sport Skirts
In all the wanted shades—Selling at

$3.98

$15.00

OTHER SKIRTS AT HIGHER PRICES

PULL-OVER SWEATERS

SMOCKS

Wonder Values in Slipons. Selection of sizes and colors
■ re complete. Priced Low. Beautiful Silk and Wool Sweat
ers in light and medium shades. Plain and color combina
tions. Nicely tailored. A bargain at—

Broadcloth and Cretonne in all colors, including Whitt
Sizes 16 to 46

$1.49 and $2.19

GARTER BELTS

69c

White, Yellow and Orchid—Three Prices

FINAL CLEARANCE OF

All Silk Line Fashioned Hose—All Colors

o*

$10.00
Flannel Coats $6.79, $10.79, $13.79
TEN COAT3 AT

GROUP NO. 3
When you see these Coats ex
amine the quality of the fabric,
then note the tailoring and style.
Twenty-three Coats at—

Special Silk Hose—Odd Lot

SILK RAYON HOSE, 6 shades .............................................................

GROUP NO. 2
Choose in this group for Sport or Dress Wear. Nicely
Tailored Coate selling away below actual cost. All
are new, thie season's models.

$5.00

SILK HOSIER Y at CLEARANCE PRICES

CHILDREN’S
HOSE
% Length
55c valuo

M.

OUR SELLING STARTS THURSDAY, AUGUST THE 16th, AT 9.00 A.

Sale of
Coats

$1.59

RAYON BLOOMERS
AND PANTIES

SILK CREPE
BLOOMERS
$3.00 Values

SILK CREPE
STEP-INS

TO CLOSE
ALL REGULAR SIZE
SLIPS

93c

$1.98

98c

$1.59

$1.59

Sizes to 46

Pastel Shades Only

25 to 29 Lengths

Pastel Shades Only

10 Shades

CUTLER COOK CO.
346 Main Street

Rockland

SUITS
1 WEED SUITS
ENSEMBLE SUITS
TAIl 1RED SUITS

$4.75 & $10.75

We have a large assortment of Bathing Suits, 1 and 2-piece c::les,
which are all reduced to guarantee quick turnover.

THIS SALE IS STORE WIDE WITH VALUES GALORE

I
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HOOVER MEETS
FARM PROBLEM
Urges Expenditure of Hundreds
of Million0 on a Work
able Program.

FAVORS A HIGHER TARIFF
Farmer! Should Control and Ad

minister Federal Farm Aid,
Says Candidate,

POINTS FROM SPEECH

It shall be an honest cam
paign; every penny will be pub
licly accounted for.
Having earned my living with
my own hands I cannot have
other than the greatest sympa
thy with the aspirations of those
who toll.
The participation of women
In politics means higher politi
cal standards.
Our workers can buy two and
often three times more bread
and butter than any wage earn
er In Europe.
By blood and conviction I
stand for religious tolerance
both In act and in spirit.
Government should not engage
in business In competition with
ts citizens.
PALO ALTO. Calif.—Herbert
Hoover met the farm question fair
ly and squarely in bis Address of
Acceptance at Stanford University.
Nearly one-tbird of his address
was devoted to this subject, which
Hoover termed “the most urgent
economic problem in our nation to
day."
He declared bluntly that
farm relief must not be delayed by
any monetary considerations, urg
ing that "a nation which is spend
ing ninety billions a year can well
afford an expenditure of a few hun
dred millions for a workable pro
gram that will give to one-third of
Its population their fair share of
the national prosperity."
The Republican candidate pledged
himself to a farm-aid plan in which
farmers shall themselves control
and administer the federal financial
assistance which he proposes to put
Into effect.
"The most urgent economic prob
lem In our nation today is in agri
culture,” he said. "It must be solved
If we are to bring prosperity and
contentment to one-third of our
people directly and to all of our
people indirectly. We have pledged
ourselves to find a solution.
“In my mind most agricultural
discussions go wrong because ef two
false premises. The first is that
agriculture is one Industry. It is a
dozen distinct industries Incapable
of the same organization. The seond false premise is that rehabili
tation will be complete when it has
reached a point comparable with
pre-war. Agriculture was not upon
a satisfactory basis before the war.
The abandoned farms of the north
east bear their own testimony.
Generally there was but little profit
in midwest agriculture for many
years except that derived from the
slow increases in farm land values.
Even of more importance is the
great advance in standards of liv
ing of all occupations since the
war. Some branches of agriculture
have greatly recovered, but taken
as a whole it is not keeping pace
with the onward march in other in
dustries.
Cause and Effect

*

“There are many causes for fail
ure of agriculture to win its full
share of national prosperity. The
after-war deflation of prices not on
ly brought great direct losses to
the farmer, but he was often left
indebted In Inflated dollars to be
paid in deflated dollars. Prices are
often demoralized through gluts In
our markets during the harvest sea
son. Local taxes have been in
creased to provide the improved
roads and schools. The tariff on
some products is proving inade
quate to protect him from Imports
from abroad.
The Increases in
transportation rates since the war
has greatly affected the price which
he receives for his products. Over
six million farmers in times of sur
plus engage in destructive compe
tition with one another in the sale
of their product, often depressing
prices below those levels that could
be maintained.
"The whole tendency of our civi
lization during the last 50 years has
been toward an Increase in the size
of the units of production in order
to secure lower costs and a more
orderly adjustment of the flow of
commodities to the demand. But
the organization of agriculture into
larger units must not be by en
larged farms.
The farmer has
shown he can increase the skill of
his industry without large opera
tions. He is today producing 20 per
cent more than eight years ago
with about the same acreage and
personnel. Farming Is and must con
tinue to be an individualistic busi
ness of small units and independent
ownership. The farm is more than
a business; it is a state of living.
We do not wish it converted into a
mass production machine. There
fore, if the farmers’ position is to
be Improved by larger operations It
must be done not on the farm, but
in the field of distribution. Agricul
ture has partially advanced in this
direction through co-operatives and
pools. But the traditional co-oper
ative is often not a complete solu
tion.
“Differences of opinion as to both
causes and remedy have retarded
the completion of a constructive
program of relief. It is our plain
duty to search out the common
ground on which we may mobilize
the sound forces of agricultural re
construction. Our platform lajs a
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solid basis upon wlilcn we can
build. It is an affirmative program.

co-operative actions an elements
interested in the problem of a par
ticular industry such as manufac
Tariff and Waterways
turer, distributor, worker, and con
sumer have been called in council
“An adequate tariff is the foun
together, not for a single occasion,
dation of farm relief. Our consum
but for continuous work. These ef
ers increase faster than our pro
forts have been successful beyond
ducers. The domestic market must
any expectation. They have been
be protected.
Foreign products
accomplished without interference
raised under lower standards of liv
or regulation by the government.
ing are today competing in our
home markets. 1 would use my I They have secured progress in the
industries, remedy for abuses, elim
office and influence to give the
ination of waste, reduction of cost
farmer tue full benefit of our his
in production and distribution, low
toric tariff policy.
er prices to the consumer, and more
“A large portion of the spread
stable employment and
profit.
between what the farmer receives
for his products and what the ulti I While the problem varies with
every different commodity and
mate consumer pays is due to In
with every different part of our
creased transportation charges. In
great country. I should wish to ap
crease in railway rates has been
ply the same method to agriculture
one of the penalties of the war.
so that the leaders of every phase
These increases have been added
of each group can advise and or
to the cost of the farmer of reach
ganize on policies and construc
ing seaboard and foreign markets
tive measures. 1 am convinced that
and result therefore iu reduction
this form of action, as it has done
of his prices. The farmers of for
iu other industries, can greatly
eign countries have thus been in
benefit farmer, distributor and con
directly aided in their competition
sumer.
with the American farmer. Nature
has endowed us with a great sys
Greater Opportunities
tem of inland waterways. Their
“The working out of agricultural
modernization will comprise a most
relief constitutes the most impor
substantial contribution to midwest
tant obligation of the next Admin
farm relief and to the development
istration. I stand pledged to these
of twenty of our interior states.
proposals. The object of our poli
This modernization includes not
cies is to establish for our farmers
only the great Mississippi system,
an income equal to those of other
with its joining of the Great Lakes
occupations; for the farmer's wife
and of the heart of midwest agri
the same comforts in her home as
culture to th^ Gulf, but also a
women in other groups; for the
shipway from the Great Lakes to
farm boys and girls the same op
the Atlantic. These improvements
portunities in life as other boys and
girls. So far as my own abilities
may be of service, I dedicate them
REPUBLICAN RECORD
[ to help secure prosperity and conI tentment in that industry where I
Our problems of the past sev
i and my forefathers were born and
en years have been problems of
! nearly all my family still obtain
reconstruction; our problems of
the future are problems of con
' their livelihood.
“The Republican Party has ever
struction. They are problems of
: been the exponent of protection to
progress.
; all our people from competition
During these years our popu
with lower standards of living
lation has increased eight per
abroad. We have always fought
cent. Yet our national income
for tariffs designed to establish
has increased 45 per cent. The
| this protection from imported
number of families has increased
goods. We also have enacted re
2,300,000 and we have built
strictions upon immigration for the
3,500,000 new and better homes.
protection of labor from the inflow
We have equipped nine million
of workers faster than we tan abmore homes with electricity, and
! sorb them without breaking down
through it drudgery has been
our wage levels.
lifted from the lives of women.
“The Republican principle of an
The barriers of time and dis
effective control of imported goods
tance have been swept away and
and of immigration has contributed
life made freer and larger by
greatly to the prosperity of our
the installation of six million
country. There is no selfishness
more telephones, seven million
in this defense of our standards of
radio sets and the service of an
living. Other countries gain noth
additional 14 million automo
ing if the high standards of Amer
biles.
ica are sunk and if we are pre
By rigorous economy, federal
vented from building a civilization
expenses have been reduced two
which sets the level of hope for the
billions annually. The national
entire world. A general reduction
debt has been reduced six and a
in the tariff would admit a flood of
half billions. Taxes have been
goods from abroad. It would inreduced four successive times.
j jure every home. It would fill our
We have doubled savings depos
• streets with idle workers.
It
its and nearly doubled life insur
would destroy the returns to our
ance.
dairymen, our fruit, flax, and live
President Coolidge has not
stock growers, and our other farmonly given a memorable admin
I ers.”
istration, he has left an imprint
Prohibition
of rectitude and statesmanship
upon our country.
On the subject of prohibition Mr.
Hoover repeated his recent decla
ration: “I do not favor repeal of the
would mean so large an increment
18th Amendment. I stand for effi
in farmers' prices as to warrant
cient enforcement of laws enacted
their construction many times over.
thereunder. Our country has de
There is no more vital method of
liberately undertaken a great social
farm relief.
and economic experiment, noble in
“But we must not stop here.
motive and far-reaching in purpose.
“An outstanding proposal of the
It must be worked out constructive
Party program is the whole-hearted
pledge to undertake the reorganiza
ly." And he added the following:
"Common sense compels us to re
tion of the marketing system upon
sounder and more economical lines.
alize that grave abuses have oc
We
have
already
contributed
curred—abuses which must be rem
greatly to this purpose by the acts
edied. Investigation of fact and
supporting farm co-operatives the
causes can alone determine the
establishment
of
intermediate J wise method of correcting them.
credit banks, the regulation of
Crime and disobedience of law can
stockyards, public exchanges and
not be permitted to break down the
the expansion of the Department of
Constitution and laws of the United
Agriculture. The platform proposes
States.
to go much farther. It pledges the
"Modification of the enforcement
creation of a Federal Farm Board of
laws which would permit that which
representative farmers to be cloth
the Constitution forbids is nullifica
ed with authority and resources
tion. This the American people
with which not only to still further
will not countenance. Change in
aid farmers’ co-operatives and
the Constitution can and must be
pools and to assist generally in so
brought about only by the straight
lution of farm problems but espe
forward methods provided in the
cially to build up with federal
Constitution itself. There are those
finance, farmer-owned and farmerwho do not believe in the purposes
controlled stabilization corpora
of several provisions of the Consti
tions which will protect the farm
tution. No one denies their right
er from the depressions and de
to seek to amend It. They are not
moralization of seasonal gluts and
subject to criticism for asserting
periodical surpluses.
that right. But the Republican Par
ty does deny the right of anyone to
Will Cost Money
seek to destroy the purposes of the
Constitution by indirection.
"Objection has been made that
"Whoever is elected President
this program, as laid down by the
takes an oath not only to faithfully
Party Platform, may require that
execute the office of the President,
several hundred millions of dol
lars of capital be advanced by the
but that oath provides still further
Federal Government without obli
that he will, to the best of his abil
ity, preserve, protect and defend
gation upon the individual farmer.
the Constitution of the United
With that objection I have little
States. I should be untrue to these
patience. A nation which is spend
great traditions, untrue to my oath
ing ninety billions a year can well
of office, were I to declare other
afford an expenditure of a few hun
wise."
dred millions for a workable pro
gram that will give to one-third of
its population their fair share of
“Shut-ins” Not Dead to
the nation’s prosperity. Nor does
this proposal put the government
All Worldly Affairs
into business except so far as it is
The Woman visited a friend at n
sanatorium the other day—one of
called upon to furnish initial capi
those places in the country where
tal with which to build up the farm
they try to make convalescence
er to the control of his own desti
bearable. She had to wait until
nies.
she could see her friend, so she sat
“This program adapts itself to
down on the porch. At the far end
the variable problems of agricul
a group of women patients were
ture not only today but which will
talking with absorbed interest.
arise in the future. I do not be
The one In th« wheel chair evi
dently had a great deal to tell. Tlie
lieve that any single hum tn being
Woman wondered what It could be
or any group of human beings can
about. She knew the story of those
determine in advance all questions
particular patients. All three had
that will arise in so vast and com
been invalids for years; they al
plicated an industry over a term
ways would be bound to their
of years. The first step is to create
chairs and crutches.
an effective agency directly for
Just then she was called, and as
these purposes and to give it au
she passed the group she heard:
thority and resources. These are
“When I hake tomatoes I All them
solemn pledges and they will be
with bread crumbs and butter
and . .
fulfilled by the Republican Party.
‘That's just the way I fix pep
It Is a definite plan of relief. It
pers, and my husband used to
needs only the detailed elaboration
eav . . .”
of legislation and appropriation to
The Woman went inside.
She
put it into force.
was "smilin' round the mouth, but
"During my term as Secretary of
sort of teary around the lashes”
Commerce I have steadily en
when she thought of that hopeful,
deavored to build up a system of
reminiscent group of cooks.—New
co-operation between the govern
Turk Suu.
ment and business. Under these

I

Tomorrow! The Greatest Sale In Our History!
Our entire stock is included and
we urge you to come, look and
compare our Bargains !
Your
credit is good here.

The Bargains in this Sale will be
the talk of the town for many a
day. You must see the goods to
appreciate the fine quality at such
Unheard of Prices.

Value Supreme---4 Pieces in Genuine
Walnut Veneer for
Even though the price is cut you are assured of the same fine quality
that has built the reputation of this store. A very attractive French
vanity, a new straight foot bed, a chest of drawers and a spacious
dresser are all skilfully built of walnut veneer with other select

cabinet woods and the finish not only reflects the quality of the work
manship, but enhances the beauty of the graining. This is one of the
outeianding values of the sale featured at this low price.

$129

Big Price Reduction on Suites!
Fine Quality
Mohair

$169
The
quality
goes
through and through
and every hidden de
tail below the mo
hair upholstering is
guaranteed.
Where
can you find a value
to equal this !
Other Mohair Suites
$125 to $295.

Refurnish Your Living Room
Conspicuous among living room suites is this handsome suiters
■■
beautifully covered with luxurious upholstering over springV L M
filled cushions and deep spring construction,
$5.00 DOWN—$1.00 WEEKLY

.llllal

fWV

Compare
Prices Now

$95
When price and qual
ity are considered,
you will know that
our values lead! This
charming three-piece
combination is espe
cially attractive for
the small home where

floor space is limited.

Beautiful
5-Piece Sets
: - if; ’

ii

JS?

$95
one glance

Never Were Prices pn Suites Lower

Just
at
the original price tag
shows you that you
will save 25% when
you buy this charm
ing new creation. It
is gracefully built
and the price in no
way reflects its fine
quality.
$5.00 Delivers

It is no wonder that people look forward to our August Sale
as a time when they can buy dining room furniture at slashed
prices. This nine-piece group consists of a buffet, an oblong
extension table, china cabinet, five side chairs and host's chair
all beautifully built of American walnut veneers and other
cabinet woods.
$5.00 DOWN—$1.50 WEEKLY

Distinctive
New Styles

Walnut Veneer
$19.50
Rich walnut veneer is used over ce
dar, and with tight fitting lids, these
chests are guaranteed moth and dust
proof.

$129
Of cc.Tse you will
want
your din ng
room furnished in
the best of tast»
with a r.ew creation.
So why not buy one
of these new suites
during our August
Sale? A typical din
ing room value for
tomorrow

Breakfast Sets

$9.95
Whether you read the
Boston or New York ad
vertisements you have
not seen such an offer.
Comes unfinished so you
can make it any color.
$1.00 Down Delivers

Medicine Cabinets $1
Furniture I ompany

283 Main Street

Rockland

Thrifty home love.s as well as build
ers will be interested in this cut
price. They are of all- metal, bu'lt
with large, clear mirror as pictured.
Plan to be early—the quantity Is
limited.

Every-Oth'er-Day
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Eastern Furniture Company’

Eastern is Turning August into a Gala Month—a Month which Will Always Be Remembered with Gratitude by the Homes into which its Offerings Go
•

„*

Join
the Crowds
Tomorrow!

Starts
Wednesday
August 15 th
Card Tables

Costumers

Folding feather
weight card tables,
usually $1.95, strong
ly made, with green
leatherette tops.

Greatest Values in Our History

Heavy square posts
with
four
metal
hooks for hanging
clothes.

Step
Ladders

itely no doubt about it! Even if you are not going to need a new living room suite for the next six months, it will pay you well to
Positively your1 unrestricted choice of our entire stock of living room furniture, including the newes; styles and most desirable qualities,
lievably low 1 Early choice is best, so act'at once 1
is in 3-piece Living Room Suites, of rich vf*
F*
Regular $235 Living Room Suites of fine Mohair, with Re(ti,/'/

versible Cushions, drastically reduced for this sale to only....
Magnificent carved frame Living Room Suites, of three
pieces in fine Mohair ami Frieze, regularly $325. Sale price
only ............................................................................-..............................

All Tables!
If you are in need of a new Table for your living
room, right now is the time to buy it to best pos
sible advantage. Come and see the beautiful Tables
we are offering and profit by the low sale prices !

Choice of tlie largest stock of Lamps in our history
all new and desirable, and priced within the mea
of every family during this sale 1

Splendid finished End Tables are in the sale as low as $3
Beautiful Walnut Occasional Tables, in newest designs, at ................................................ -..................................
Davenport Tables, worth regularly up to $25; in the .
sale at only ................................................................................. XI 2

Table Lamps, worth up to $18, reduoed to only

JJJ

Bridge Lamps, worth from $8 to $12, sale price—
Junior Floor Lamps, one special group, worth to
$25, now only—

Marvelous Values in Fine Bedroom Suites!
With one of the largest and most complete stocks of Bedroom Furniture in our entire experience,
the opportunity for selection is almost unlimited ! Think of choosing from the very new* it styles at
reductions like this—

Regular $125 4-piece Bedroom Suites.
in handsome Walnut finish, including
Bed, Dresser, Chest of Drawers and

Vanity Dr<->»-r. at ..................................

rtpn
I UH
|f||j

wUU

Beautiful Genuine Burled Walnut ajap
Bedroom Suites, of 4 pieces, regularly I’l’lk
$225; specially reduced for this sale

lrt , jle extremely low price of.............

11 / ||

IjJlfcU J

Other Bedroom Suites cut to $187.50, $239. $335.

For a short time only
this remarkable re
frigerator value is
yours for only $14.85.
Air-tight doors, min
eral wool insulation
and convenient food
chambers.

In golden oak finish
with mineral lined
insulation. A great

saving can be yours
on the purchase of
this fine refrigerator,
at this price.

$1.00 Delivers

$1.00 Delivers

Save on Dining Suites

All Beds, Springs and Mattresses!
A wonderful opportunity for you to refurnish your Bedrooms ! Choice of our entire stock of
Beds. Springs and Mattresses at prices not available at any other time during the year !
Eastern’s Felt TopMattresses, sale
_ « qSilk Floss Mattress, 100% Floss,

Special Link Fabric Springs, re- «n qq
duced to only .......................................... )uivU
Continuous Post Steel Beds, in en_ __
amel or walnut finish;sale price
$u$UU
Regular $18 Steel Bed, with art »n nr
panel ends; sale price ....................... JOivv

_ -Eastern’s CottonFilled Mattress....... $|, |0
Eastern’s Felt Top and Bottom Mattress .... -.................................................... $4.95
*

Every Dining Room Suite in our stock has been
drastically reduced to make this sale the talk of
the town ! Come and take your choice at the
lowest prices in years. For example—
Beautiful Walnut Finislf Dining
Suites, including Buffet, Table
and Six Chairs, regularly $150;
sale price .......

nr

Eastern's Felt Mattress

Entire Stock of Rugs Reduced
Never before at sale time» have we had such a wonderfully complete stock of Rugs. :including
the very newest patterns and the most dependable grades, Here is a real opportunityr for you
to secure new rugs at a substantial saving. Fo example—

9x12 ft. Axminster Rugs, of good
quality. Sale price ....... .....................
High Grade Seamless Axminster
lings, in newest designs. Sale price
Very fine Rugs, regularly $60. Stale
price ...........................................................

Genuine Walnut Dining Room
Suites, including Go-inch Buffet,
54-inch Extension Tabl»j, hand
some China Cabinet and six at
tractive Chairs, regularly $195.
Sale price only

si i oo

Others cut to $155, $190, $235

Your Home/
k Should fame j

Ironing

Boards

Large
Electric
Table
Lamp

k FlltSTl
BASSINETS
DA-BEDS

Bar Harbor Chairs

Usually at
other stores
$2.25

Complete
Ask to see our large Reed
Rockers, cut from $12 to $6.95

Several finishes

ALL DAY BEDS

Iron Cribs reduced to

Windsor Style Metal End
Day Beds, complete with mat
tress and valance.......... $19.50
Attractive Panel End Day
Beds, complete with mattress
and valance ................... $23.50

Complete with cretonne
ered
Mattress, opens
double—to go at nearly
half price.

FERNERIES
Handsome Fibre Ferneries.
Sale price—

Each
Shade $1.00
Base $1.00
Usually $5.
Complete

Startling Bargain !

COUCH HAMMOCK

$4.95
Usually $ 10
Complete with chains, hooks
and mattress

Credit Terms Arranged!

Free Delivery Anywhere!

For the benefit of those unable to pay cash in full, we are glad

Inasmuch as people from far and near will be quick to take

to advise that we have made special arrangements to open

advantage of this sale, we offer the service of our delivery

charge accounts during this sale. Come in and let us explain

equipment, by agreeing to make delivery free'Mnywhere within

how simple and easy it is to buy here on credit !

one hundred miles of the store !

FURNITURE COMPANY

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
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Among the many summer visitors
daily arriving in out' p-ettv little
rural town are Mr. and Mrs. James
Emery and sun Donald of Pawtucket.
R. I., guests of Mrs.rEmery’s mother
^Irs. Adella Gushee; Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wentworth and mother
Clara Wentworth; Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Stanley and daughter Julia
May, visitors at East Senebec of
Mrs. Stanley’s mother and brother;
the Bragg brothers with their
friend from Connecticut, guests of
the Gushee bf others and Maynard
Brown; also Mrs. Minnie Seavey
Averil and son Henry Seavey of
Massach usetts.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Bliss and Miss
Mildred Moses arrived at Squirrel’^
Nest eamp Tuesday. Mr. Blifes and
chauffeur returned next day to Bos
ton in their Lincoln but will join
the campers at the Nest later for a
longer stay. Other guests are also
expected.
+
T. W. Pease of <Bath was a recent
visitor of relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McKusick or
Woronoeo. Mass., were recent guests
at Meadowbrook. Ofh?r callers we?*
Ralph Knight and Richard Aines of
Camden- and Alvah Ame< and fam
ily of I’nion.
The young people enjoyed a picnic
oji the shore of Senebec Wednesday.
Mr. and Mr*. Walter Hill and Al
fred Hill returned Saturday to Lud
low, Mass., after spending their va
cation at Meadowbrook farm.
Mrs. Adella Gushee, Mr. and Mrs.
James Emery and other guests, jx-.tored to Brunswick, Bath Augusta
and other places of interest, having
dinner at a beautiful place enroute.
Mrs. Lucy Marsh and daughter of
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Bennett of Camden were recent
guests at Mrs. Adella Gushees.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Davis are occu
pying the Lyndon Johnson farm for
merly the Milton Robbins’ place.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth of
Camden have moved to the place re
cently vacated by Roy Davis, the for
mer Henry Hilton place.
Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham and fiv°
children are living in the Leslie Hall
rent, formerly the Jason Peabody
place.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Newhall are
occupying the place at the village
known as the Ames mill home for
merly owned by Joseph Ames.
We are reading the many political
pros and eons and wondering how the
100 percent Americans are feeling,
regarding the nearing election. As
to our own personal attitude, words
are inadequate but we feel like sing
ing "Glory, glory hallelujah, Tally
all and vote for Hoover!”. Good
Americans elect a temperance man
and glory in the right!’’

Cooling, refreshing, stimulating and yet so eco
nomical. You can make a gallon for 10c using

SALADA"
486

When your specifications say “clear lum
ber” make sure that you get what’s called
for—s,‘ock free from sap and knots, straightgrainec' and clean. If that’s what’s ordered,
and it comes from this yard, it IS clear
lumber?

Same with our whole line — no matter
what it is. Wallboard, for instance. We
sell and recommend—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard, simply because
it's the best there is. Made of pure gypsu;
rock, by the pioneers in the business.
Perfect for decorations (concealed joints).
Never cracks, wai’ps or buckles. Insulates.
Vermin-free. Pern lanent- Ask tc see sample.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS

453 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 14

MATINICUS
Summer visitors? The highways
and byways are full of ’em. Artists
I ’neverythin.’
Capt. James Teel and mate have
been attending the celebration of Old
j Home Week in Rockland.
Miss Glidys Young is home from
i Rockland and is convalescing rapidly.
| In proportion to its population,
j Matinicus can make away* with more
’ ice cream than any community in
the V.S A. I betcha!
A bright spot on the harbor front
is the little green and white build
ing near the boat wharf. Cliff gen
erally "brightens the corner where
he are."
John Abbott says he is going to

W H AT A
DIFFERENCE
REAL COM FORT
• MAKES ’ -*
d>

w

You’ll notice it first when you settle yourself
comfortably into the deep-cushioned, form-fitting
scat and stretch your legs in its roomy interior.
You’ll be still more deeply impressed when you
take a drive and discover .how its four Lovejoy
hydraulic shock absorbers transform even the
roughest roads into smooth-riding boulevards.
And you’ll appreciate the complete restfulness-thc final touch of fine-car luxury—which rrMnhl
from a rubber-cushioned chassis, a silenced interior
and a new, vibrationless 55-horsepower engine.
Game drive the car that thousands are buying.
Find out what a difference real comfort makes!

925 -.....
OLDSMOBILE
Span_______
/. o. b.

TWO-DOOR SEDAN

PRODUCT

OF

GENERAL

Lansing

MOTORS

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
Rockland, Me.

21 Limerock Street

THE

FINE

CAR

OF

j OSCAR DUNBAR QUITS I

EAST APPLETON

LOW

PRICE

THE HALL REUNION

<! Democratic Leader For 22 Descendants of Ebenezer
Hall Enjoy a Program
Years Can’t Stand Repudi
With Novelties.
ation.

1

2

r- 4

5

b

7

8

9

IO

15
13
IM
12
II
The descendants of Ebenezer Hall,
Oscar H. Dunbar of Machias, for
mer commissioner of sea and shore who was killed l»y the Indians, at
□
it
fisheries, assistant attorney general Matinicus. in the long ago, kept his
and chairman of the Washington
memory alive by assembling for the (
19
is
17
County Democratic Committee, in a
J
lette to E. C. Moran. Sr., chairman annual reunion at Penobscot View
of the DemocKitic state committee, Grange hall, Aug. '8. The second j
£O
21
says that in September he wjll vote Wednesday of August has been the
for William T. Gardiner for governor time of meeting and this Grange hall !
J
28
25> 2b 27
15 2M
and in November for the Hoover
the plat e thereof commencing in 1906. I
and Curtis electors. Republicans.
30
I "iln arriving at this decision I have when the first reunion was held.
29
done so after due deliberation, and Notwithstanding the rather unfav
for one who has always supported orable weather, about 70 were in at
32
31
the Democratic party since 1 became tendance.
X
a \ ter in 1904, tlie step has not
Kindred ties were strengthened at
3b
35
been an easy one to take," continues the tables and all enjoyed the busi
3M i *4 "
33
J Mr. Dunbar in his letter.
ness meeting, enlivened by tlie wit
| "Tiiere are several reasons for my
37 38
-i .
doing so. I have always believed
that a party platform meant some
Mi
M4 M5
M3
Ml
39 MO
thing otht r than mere words. I have
»
r.
felt that it was a document in the
nature of a contract, that is. that
M8
M7
Mb
thc party in convention, through its
representative delegates, in drafting
51
1 °
49
Its platform of principles upon which
to conduct the campaign, became
33
the party of the first part, to the
52
cont . act. and when the candidate was
nominated he thereby assented to
that platform and became the party
Baby lias little upsets at times. of tin second part thereto. That is
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
All vour care cannot prevent them. the r asen why platforms are adopt
21- What nymph was
49-Chllled
1-A
device
for
But you mil lie prepared. Then you ed first and candidates selected after
loved by Pan and
Increasing ■ draft 60- Devold of merit
can do what any experienced nurse wards. If the .person desiring to be
changed Into a
(colloq.)
6-ln Greek mythology,
would do—what most physicians come the candidate of the party can't
reed from which he
61- Prefix. Half
who was the
would tell you to do—give a few subscribe to the party platform, he
made hit pipet?
mother of Achilles? 62- A recourse
drops of plain Castoria. No sooner
should request that it be changed be
22- To confine
jf
63- What are tailors’
11- Every
done than Baby is soothed; relief is
23-What is grain j
fore adaption, or withdraw as a can
heavy smoothing
just u matter of moments. Yet you
12-Glrl’e name
didate.
artificially
Iron*?
have eased your child without use
15- Erudltlon
"This year we have a peculiar sit
germinated by
of a single doubtful drug; Castoria
16- Capable of
VERTICAL
moisture and
is vegetable. So it's safe to use as uation in that thc candidate of thc
reducing
heat?
often as an infant bits ahy little pain party for the presidency has repud
1- What It the bar of
Inflammation
24- The death of « |
you cannot pat away. And it's always iated a certain portion of the party
• balance?
17- What it the edible
person
ready for tlie crueler pangs of colic, platform adopted at Houston.
part of anything?
2- What Is a narrow
No one will question that dele
26-To merit
or constipation, or diarrhea; eirec18- Artlele
way?
27- Awry (Scot.)
tive, too, for older children, 'ficcnfp- gates representing the candidacy of
19- A compaM point
3- What Is an Interval
28-An evergreen tree
/iir millien bottles were bought last Gov Smith were in full control of
20- A Hebrew minor
of
seven
degrees
In
that convention, and the party plat
year.
(pk)
prophet
music?
form adopted there evidently suited
34-Lessens
22-ltallan city famous
4The
smallest
the delegates representing him as
36-Combining form.
for Its violins
particle
there was no opposition to it when
Flower
25-Frothy
5Hurrah
presented to the floor of the conven
36-Tlps or tope
29- A garment worn in
(college-abbr.)
tion. It was adopted without a dis
38- ln
Syria
6-A Juvenile sport
senting vote.
39- An animal's den
30A
tatter
7Otherwise
‘In Maine,, the Democratic candi This profile of Ebenezer Hall is from
40-0no time
S1-Cover
8Whole
sums
or
a solhouette in the possession of his
run for something (h? dunno what) date for governor has likewise repu
41-The queen of
32- Wrath
amounts
on the Demopubliean ticket.
great-grandson. Richard C Hail.
diated a certain portion of the Dem
33- What large river
ancient Carthage
9- What Is the rainbow
Talking with a voter not long ocratic platform adopted at Waterjoint the Mietouri
personified as the 43- Popular name for ■
since, said voter was undecided vill • His situation is a hit strong
near Omaha, Nebr.
messenger of the
dog
which way to vote at the presiden er than that ij£ Gov. Smith, in that and humor of president George Hall,
35-Renders soft and
gods?
44- Tltle
tial election. He said that he was he was a delegate to and sat upon and the program presented.
tough
by
heating
10A
communion
Dr. Charles Dodd Crane "asked the
afraid that if Smith should be elect the floor of the convention when the
45- Where were the
and slow cooling
13- What camel-Ilk^
ed the country would be full of open platform was presented to it., and it blessing.” he having been especially
Olympic gamee
s7-A
saucy
girl
animal lives In
bars right away, and if Hoover was adopted without a dissenting invited to attend and this being his
held In ancient
89-A
burden
Peru?
should be elected that we would be vote. On the day that he announced Hist reunion. Later It was voted
Greece?
42- A part of the Bible 14-Combinlng form.
obliged to go on a diet of brown his candidacy for governor, he stat to “adopt” him into the family and
47- Quick to learn
(abbr.)
One
bread again. Can you beat it?
ed that he stood squarely upon the he was made an honorary member
48- A unit of energy
20-A wreath for the
43- Commlnuted
In a recent issue of The Courier- platform as adopted at Waterville. of the organization.
and work
A pretty tableau staged, without
head
Gazette was a long list of members Later, for no other purpose than
M-Naturally repugnant
of the new Rockland Yacht Club. what I believe he considered political previous preparation, when the old
Solution to Previous Puxils ’I
Reading this list, one wonders just expediency, he throws a certain por est and youngest present were called
Hall, with whom he had met. who
pTa
what percentage of the membership tion of that platform overboard, and for and came forward, the oldest, were prominent and able, talented
t“
Parks linker, 87 years "young” tak
knows what a yacht is.
takes a contrary view to it.
Ei
and consecrated, he also mention
Matinicus is visited by many spe
"If these two-men, at the very out ing the youngest, Gilbert E. Hall, 7 ing, in order that the Halls might
A
cies of birds, including the stork. His set of the campaign, break faith with months "old,”, from hls mother's
P
not feel too highly exalted, a recent
latest visit was at the home of Mr. the party, can you expect them to irtns. and holding him in his arms, newspaper item from which it ap
and Mrs. George Bunker.
•
keep faith with the people if they which the youngster seemed to en peared that one of the name, ap
The four-masted schooner Gladys are elected to the high offices to joy. The applause with which they
pearing before a Judge Hall for some
weie greeted did not disturb him in
Taylor loaded with gypsum is a which they aspire?
filiation of law. received some conwreck on Majeolm’s Lodge. The
"I further believe that the control the least
IderaTion in the sentence given, beA beautiful blue and gold banner,
wreckers are swarming over her like f the Democratic party that has
ause of his name. Doctor Crane told
ants on an anthill. Not for many meant so much to me has passed with the name of the reunion and tho a witty story and closed with a read
years have they had an opportunity from thc hands both in tlie state and late of the first meeting in white, ing. carrying his audience with him,
nation, of those who have held it thejeon, a gift of the living past as lie recited Will Carleton's poem.
like this.
(>n pleasant ’ boat days’’ the "chick sacred, to those who care nothing for presidents. Leonard H. Rhodes, John The Old Home." and portr^ed the
T
W
en roost’’ near the store is well filled the party if their selfish desires arc K. Dunton. Erank H. Ingraham. feelings of the lather as he parted
Woodbury E. Hall, Leonard F. Hall
with "chickens’’ of all ages and of a satisfied."
with tlie log cabin for the new home
Variety of plumage.
Mr. Dunbar has been a member of and George A. Hall was presented to md spoke of the associations, both
5th| INTtPNATlBNAL »VN0lCAT«.
Miss Ruth Young has returned the Washington county bar for 22 the association. The standard for Joyous and sad, connected with tha
from visiting her friend. Miss Laura years and was a member of the the banner, surmounted by an eagle home u)f former years.
MAINE
CENTRAL RAILROAD
Chapman in Damariscotta.
House of Representatives from the with spread wings, was the gift of
Eastern Standard Time
Mr. l’liilhrick gave a pantomime,
Miss Jenny Young entertained Jonesport class district at the ses Leonard H. and Edgar L. Rhodes or recitation without words, for the
Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta, t"-43 a. m., tl.55 p. in., kl.45 p. in.,
of Brookline, Mass., in memory of
company on a recent afternoon.
sion of 1913.
especial benefit of those who could 16.10 p. m.
, 4
their late brother, Fred S. Rhodes, not hear well, and fiddled some live Bangor,
Mrs. Hattie Ames has returned
17.45 a. m., tl.55 p. m., k4.4o p. ni.,
who was vice president of the asso ly tunes in order that a loosely joint- J6.10p. m.
from Harrington where she has been
ciation at the time of Ifis death. d wooden figure of a boy, somewhat Boston, |7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., kl.4o p. m.,
visiting her daughter Mrs. Albert
MICK1E SAYS—
J6.10 p. m.
Doubtless if the late George Roberts similar to a "jumping jaok,” skill- , Brunswick,
Mitchell. She was accompanied by
|7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.4o p. ra.,
an honored member of the family,
her sister Mrs. West.
fully manipulated by Donald llall. of
43
. ,1.55 p. m.
and
Judge
L.
R.
Campbell
had
been
Miss Dorothy Latham of Waltham
-TH' EDITOR AW’ MEjWE V/AUT|
a .._s.a>_ mighta. dance a clog,
........................
Appleton,
which Kcw York, k 1.45 p. ni . JO*IO p. ra.
present they would have tried to the "dummy” did to perfection and Philadelphia, C6*10 p. rn
Is the present representative of the
SOU TO FEEL-THAT THIS IS
convince those in attendance that the in perfect time to the music. This Portland, f7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. in., k4.45 p. m.,
Seacoast Mission. She is here for
VOUft NEWSPAPER AH' WE'D
pi. 10 p. m.
bird mentioned was not an eagle but exhibition brought forth much ap Washington,
the month of August. Services are
C6*10 p. m.
LIKE TO HAVE YOU FEEL FREE
a fish hawk, as they were accustomed plause and the performance had to Waterville, |7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. in., k4.45 p. m.,
held at the church Wednesday eve
TO HELP US WITH MEWS AHD
I
to argue, against all comers, that be repeated. This was something J6.10 p. m.
nings and on Sundays.
Daily, except. Sunday + Daily, except Saturday.
the eagle on tlie Security Trust new to most of those present and •t Pullman
Among the visitors who hav,
’SUGGESTIONS TO BETTER. THE
passengers only, except coach between
Company's flagpole, in Rockland, was needs to be seen in order to be ap
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
been enjoying tlie Matinicus fog ar
PAPERS AHD IF N'CARE TO
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
a
fish-hawk,
as
many
citizens
of
the following:
RECOMMEHO TH' PAPER TO
I
preciated. This Appleton lad must Aug. 21 to Sept. Hi, inc. Tues., Thurs. and Sun.
Vinalhaven w ill recall.
1 Miss Ruby Bickmor? and Raymom
OTHERS, WEO BE TICKLEO
be of an ingenious turn of mind and July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.
Another pleasant feature of the oc
Wiggin from Albion, Me., at Weston
the idea, if original with him. is
PIUK!
J
casion was the presentation of a Ma surely a bright one, while his method
Ames;
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
sonic emblem button by the presi of handling the "jack”'is particularly
Mr. and Mrs. James McKenzie of
STEAMBOAT CO.
dent. in behalf of the association, to skillful.
Somerville, Ma :at Mrs. Geor;
Vinalhaven, North Haven. Stonington and
his brother, past 'president Leonard
Swan's Island
Ames;
F. llall of Boston.
Summer Arrangement
Misses Arnold and Duffey, of Ger
TENANT’S HARBOR
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)
mantown, Tenn., at Mrs. Horace
Mrs. Richard Peterson son John and
IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
Young’s.
When the president called the Miss Myrtle Fuller of Rumford were
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
Mrs. E. P. Cooper and daught
business meeting to order,he greeted weekend guests of their mother Mrs.
VINALHAVEN LINE
Dorothy of Wollaston. Mas>.. at
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
those present with a welcome in John Fuller.
Mrs. A. M. Ripley’s:
Sunday at 7.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. Arriving
verse, which lie had composed for the
The Melrose cottage is being occu at
Mrs. E. II. Clark and children of
Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
occasion and committed to memory pied by parties from Massachusetts turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
Massachusetts at Mrs. Frank Ames
p. m. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
making all feel at home. These offi for the month of August.
IT. and .Mrs. G<erge Bron-r r of
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
cers were elected: President, George
Providence and Miss Marian Clark
The Past Noble Grands and Past
A. Hall. Hope: vice president, Leon Grands Association will meet at STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
. . nford at M i*s. W S 1I Young’?
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
ard It. Campbell. Rockland; secre Penobscot Yiew Grange hall, Glen Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Logan at Mi
at 6.30 a. m.. Stonington 7.30, North
tary, Mrs. Lena Hall, Hope; treas cove, Aug. 15. Supper served at Oak Haven 8.30 ; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Ernest Young’s;
urer, Mrs. Harriet A. Buker, Rock Grove Cabins with entertainment in Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. ul. North
Ralph Patch and daughter Vesta,
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40; duetto ar
land: chairman entertainment com the evening.
Warren Killam and Miss Gladvrive at Swan's Island about 6.00 p. m.
mittee. Frank H. Ingraham, Rock
Trevor, of Reading, Mass., at M
It. 11. STINSON.
Mrs. Frank Sholes and famiy of
land: table committee, Mesdames
General Ag
George Belcher’s;
Portland arc guests of her mother
Clara llall. Lena Hall and Leslie
Valorous Simmons, a former re
Mrs. Amelia Taylor.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Alice) Hall. The nominating com
d< nt; Horace Harding of Stamford
Frank Meservey and family are
mittee, Leslie J. Hall, Ellen Conartt
Conn., at his father’s;
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
and Horatio D. Hall announced that guests of his brother Roy for two
Mrs. G. E. Keighley and daughter
Osteopathic Physician
the reunion would be held at the weeks.
Jane of Houston, Texas., at Mrs
By Appointment—Tel. 136
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nevers are
same time (second Wednesday of
Rufus Miller’s.
occupying their cottage for the month 35 Limerock St.
Rockland
August) and place as tlijs year.
Milton Philbrook. principal
Graduate of American School of
The audience stood with bowed of August.
Westbrook High School and his v. if •
Osteopathy
brads while “Nearer My God To
are spending the summer witli his
Edmund Ulmer and family returned
Thee'’ was played, with Mrs. Stort- Friday to their home in Worcester,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Phil
DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
nie Richardson at the piano arid Mass.
brook.
Farnandp S. 'Phllbrick playing tlie
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Cleveland
Little Edith Berrgren has gone to
violin, in memory of those who Vinalhaven on a vacation of two
Osteopathic Physician
Wallace have returned home accom
passed to the great beyond” the past weeks.
panied by ^Vlrs. Wallace’s brother.
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
year—Fred S. Rhodes, William O
Cleve has his boat all primped up.
Mr. and Mrs. Wi’.iiam McKenzie of
Cummings, Leonard E. Hall, Annie Bridgeport, Conn., who have been
Isaac Philbrook has Returned from
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
Hall. Mrs. George Roberts, Mrs. J. E guests of their parents have returned.
receiving medical treatment in Rock Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
79-tf
Roberts and Mrs. Harriet Hall West
land.
Cael.
The progam included recitations by
<>ne reads The 'Courier-Gazette (or Compound Strengthened Her
DR.
E.
B.
HOWARD
GREEN'S ISLAND
Ml- is Marian Hall. Margaret Hall
any other paper whose lot is cast
Dentist
and Glenys Jlall, also Donald Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins have
witli the Repub!'• an party) and :>
Elkhart, Tnd.—“I had a tired feel
readings by Mrs. Lydia Cumming: returned to Heron Neck Light Station,
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
informed at every opportunity tha: ing and was unable to get out of bed
Mrs. Ellen Conant and Mrs. Oliv
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to I
from which Keeper Rdbhins had spent
this or that life-l* >ng Democrat has
without the help
Gregory. Mr. Phllbrlek gave several a 15-days leave of absence at his
OPEN EVENINGS
deserted the fold and will cast his
of my husband.
violin selections, accompanied by home at Southwest Harbor. Mrs.
BY APPOINTMENT
ballot :
h - ■< ■. One reads a pa
We heard of the
Tai. 1020
per of Democratic • faith and is inVegetable Com JIrs. Richardson, which pleased the Robbins was away four weeks, a part
audience; and Mrs. Lillie Gregory' of which was spent with her sister 407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
formed at every opportunity hat
pound and de
vocal solos were touch enjoyed. All Mv«- J. S. Harmon at Jonesport.
this or that life-lo ng Republican has
cided to try, it.
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
joined in singing "America," "Battle Harry Leavitt of Portland an addi
deserted the fold and will cast bis
I am still taking
Hymn of thc Republic” and “Old tional keeper was in charge at the
nd there y’are!
it an I it sure is
Dentist
Folks at Home.” at different times lighthouse during the absence of Mr.
a help to me. I
400
Main
St.
Rnrklend
during
the
program
period
witli
Mrs.
Robbins.
Lady of the 1 use—I’ll give you
can do my work
Louise Ingraham at the piano.
Andrew Bennett keeper at Saddle Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. 339-M
spftiethirtg' to eat f you’ll chop s ome
without resting
The program is always opened Back Light Station has gone to his
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to t
wood.
before I am
Fvenlnas by Appointment
with tlie reading of the verses writ home at Manset oa regular leave.
through. I know
Hobo—Pardon, adv. but I’m a tree
ten. by the first president. Capt
Sunday was an ideal day and all
that if women
doctor,, and it’s against the rules Of
Hiram Hall and read at the first re were glad to have the fog leave after
will give the Vegetable Compound a
me profession to hold nutopsh
E. W. HODGKINS, M. Dunion. These are of more than or its prolonged stay.
trial they ran overcome those tired
Cleveland News.
dinary merit and were read with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins were Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
and worn-out feelings. I cannot ex
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
fine expression by Mrs. Maude Cun overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs.
press Ihe happiness I have received
and how completely it lias made over
ningham Spear. Dr. Crane was list
Reuben Carver at Vinalhaven Thurs
Appointment. Telephone 184
my home.”—Mrs. D. H. Sibert, 1326
ened to with interest and enjoyment day on their return from Southwest
WANT AOS
Laurel St., Elkhart, Indiana.
a lie spoke of those by the name of Harbor.
'
~*T1ILiniTIMl_TlT TIM III igl i riil.
THOMASTON, ME.
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THE INGRAHAMS

MEXICO IS CALM

Speakers At Annual Reunion
Employ Fact and Fancy.

Ambassador Morrow Confi
dent That Problems Will
Be Settled Orderly.

Fifty years ago, “come” Sept. 18,
the descendants of Job, Joseph, Jo
siah and Nancy Ingraham met, at
“IngraLam Hill,” Rockland, for the
purpose of “forming an Association”
and the “meeting was called to order
by Deacon Henry Ingraham of RockMid, the oldest member of the famthen the “ingraham
Family Association” has met in an
il al reunion each year, with the exeption of two, apparently, as the
ithering Aug. 1, was the 48th reinion.
At 'Penobscot View Grange l#T
hen the clan was then in session, it
as discovered that there is a diference of a half century between the
ars '1878 and 1928, so that there
should, this year, have been cele
brated the “golden” anniversary of
he Association. It may be that,
ven yet, the anniversary may be
hserveil, as the Ingrahams in Knox,
reedom and Thorndike, in Waldo
ounty, ljavo, for several years, deirad to have ' the family” meet with
Sn and Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara was
ppointed to communicate with those
>f the name in the places mentioned
nd ascertain when the pilgrimage
The Maine Central’s special live
should be made, whether this year,
stock train is in thia city and is at
r in 1929.
* * ♦ •
,
tracting mueh attention. It arrived
Among those whose names appear at 10 o’clock and will remain at the
n the list of persons present at the lepot. Union street, until 12.35. All
irst reunion are the following, who visitors are welcome.
ire now living, appearing in the fl
In this project the Maim* Central
owing order: Fred C. Ingraham, El has received the enthusiastic co-opberton R. Ingraham, Blanche B. Inration of the State Department or
raham. Mary S. Ingraham, Edward Agriculture, the University uf Maine
Ingraham (“10 months of age”)
•2d ward B. Ingraham. Margie Helen
the younger generation to set the
ngraham, Leland Mortimer Butler,
mark high and assured them that
V. E. -Ingraham, lEmma Oxtdn. E.
ne’s ambitions, if they aim high,
lont Perry, Maggie Ingraham, John
work and persevere, cannot fail to be*
ngraham. Frank A. Curtis, Sarah M.
fulfilled.
’ayson, Nellie S. Sidelinger, Edwin
The president had asked Judge
ngraham, Lizzie May Butler. Edith
Leonard R. Campbell and "Uncle
. Butler, Frank W. Ingraham, JenFernando” to speak on “Ingrahams 1
ie B. Ingraham (“11 months”) Gr
have known," and these speakers did
ille Brown, E. C. Brown, E. E. l’aywell their parts, making it plain that
on, Jennie K. Ingraham and Ada
not only those of thb past but some
Oxton..
of those present were quite “human”
Perhaps, if it is decided not to
and possessed some‘'of the “frailties
isit the Waldo County Ingrahams
to which flesh is heir.” Enough
his year, it may
arranged to have
fancy was interspersed with fact to
meeting at the place where the first
make the remarks interesting and
athering was held, at “Ingraham
some of their auditors began to won
lill,” in which case a special effort
der what they would say next. Anym^Uld be made to get those, whose
gathering having Messrs. Campbell
^fnes ar* given above, to be present
nd Philbrick among the speakers is
t the celebration of the “golden” sure to be well entertained and in
lilestone. The ’observance of half a
terested, as they both know’ how to
undred years of family fellowship
speak and to speak well.
hould not be passed lightly by and
All present were heard from, Miss
hose of the name particularly those Clara O. Spalding’s* remarks being
ho attended the organization meetespecially applauded. Floyd L. Shaw
ig, should unite in making it a
poke interestingly bf a recent call,
memorable occasion.
on “Mellie" Dunham, at his home in

• ♦ » »

Leland Mortimer Butler of Waren. thanks to Willis Snow and his
utomobile, was prevailed upon to
eave the hay field, where lie has been
ally
employed.
notwithstanding
l.At lie will be 83 years of age, this
lonth. and so the 1928 reunion was
onored by the presence of one who
ttended the 1878 gathering. F. S.
•hi^hrick. though not a descendant
f the three Ingraham brothers, or
heir sister, but the good friend of
lany Ingrahams, was the oldest
resent, with 84 years and some
lonths to his credit, and demontrated that age cannot be reckoned
y years, as he "fiddled” again and
gain, and yet again, to the delight
f his hearers. Mrs. Nancy I. Hall
.as the oldest descendant present,
aving preceded Mr. Butler in her
rrival on this sphere of action, by
..few’ months.
<he youngest present was ..Mar■yRrite Buzzell, of Rockport, eight
ears of age.
Mrs. Stonnie E. Richardson pre
ented a fine program and was again
hosen to perform those duties for
he 1929 reunion. Willis Snow, chairnan of arrangements, and Mrs. Re
becca Ingraham, chairman of the
bituary committee, also being ?Iect(1 as their own successors, in those
apacities. To Mr. Snow, in no small
neasure, is due the credit for the
uccessful reunion.
* * * *
Musical talent is not Jackin
he Ingraham descendants. Mrs.
Cathleen O’Hara’s piano selections
'Scotch Poem,” McDowell and “To
Spring,” Grieg, and Miss Lorna Wesey Post’s vocal selections, “Sweetleart” and '“Annie Laurie,” beinj
■specially enjoyed. Mrs. Mary Kai
och Post was her daughter’s acconi>anist and Mrs. Richardson played
or Mr. Philbrick’s violin selections,
ilso being at the piano when America
vas sung by those present. Gilford
L Butler extended greetings to “the
amily” and paid tribute to the
iturdy stock from which the de
fendants had come and the good citzenship of the forbears, who did
heir part in their day and genera«n.. though perhaps not so promjJtntV’. as some. H> noticed the In
•rajiam nose, as he attended the re
inions in the olden days, as a marked
•haracteristic. Enos E. Ingraham,
ike Mr. Butler, demonstrated that
fhose of this day and generation can
(peak well and he urged those of
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Sell Your Old Flat Iron
for $1.50--and enjoy a

Dwight W. Morrow, American am
bassador, is confident that Mexico ji
W’ill settle by orderly process of law ,
problems which have arisen out of
the assassination of president-elect
Alvaro Obregon. He believes that
Americans and other foreigners
should help Mexico by showing their
Until August 31 we will allow $L50 fc.‘ your old iron, regardless of the condition
faith in the country's future.
it’s in, toward the purchase of either or these nationally known irons.
Speaking before the American
Chamber of Commerce, the Ambas
sador said.
“We who know Mexico and the
Mexicaq people can have a firm faith
that they will solve their great prob- j
lem by orderly process of law and
all peoples are helped always by the 1
faith of other peoples in them.”
He praised the calmness and
steadiness shown by’ the Mexican
government and the Mexican peo
ple since the assassination of Obre- •
gon and the death of Captain Emilio '
Carranza on his goodwill flight.
“The Mexican people,” he said,
have been passing through great
sorrows. Three weeks ago a gallant
young officer of the Mexican army
lost his life in the air after he had
and the Experiment Station. Four of Blanchard,
Cumberland
Center; already won his place in the world.
the animals which will be used to Guernseys from C. E. Morey, Poland. In a peculiar way his death was a I
show the advantage of pure-bred Holsteins from the University of loss to the United States, because he
The Universal Safety Iron, the iron with the
THE (’UlflRENT’—freeing your mind from
livestock come from the’ University Maine, Orono; a milking Shorthorn died while completing a flight bind
famous I'fiiind heel and* temperature control
ill worry of overheating, lire, scorching, etc.
Herd, and the majority of the speak from -Stillwater; Aberdeen Angus ing our neighboring nations closer
at your finger tips. Irons backwards or side
No need to fear leaving to- iron when the
ers who accompany this train repre from Jefferson Farm, Jefferson; and together.
ways as easily as forward—has no sharp
telephone rings or the baby cries. No need
sent these institutions.
a Hereford from J. E. Underwood,
“Before our sorrow ing nation could
corners or edges . . . Wrinkleproof. A lit
to remove and replace the plug.
No time
Livestock from some of the best Fayette.
deliver back to the land of his birth
tle switch at the tip of your fingers to snap
wasted in the usual "fussing” with the
known herds and flocks in the State
Interest in this project is keen all the body of Captain Emilio Carranza
on till the desired temperature is reached
older type of irons, for ’.he Westinghouse
will accompany the train, including over the State and large crowds are there fell upon Mexico one of the
. . . then w’ith the same easy movement of
has a “Built-in Watchman" which is con
Jerseys from the herd of George expected.
greatest tragedies in her history.
the fingers .and you turn *t off.
IF YOU
stantly on the job watchin although you
Two weeks ago the president-elect
K)RCrET TG TURN IT OFF—WHEN IT
may have forgotten, keeping the tempera
General Alvaro Obregon, was assas
REACHES A CERTAIN TEMPERATURE
ture at just the right degree—ready and
sinated.
IT AUTOMATICALLY SWITCHES OFF
waiting for you.
“It is a terrible thing for any
country to lose its president-elect.
He represents the hopes of the coun
MOTOR' PERFORMANCE AND DURABILIT YIMPROVED
try which has chosen him for its
highest honors and for its greatest
post of service.
The regular price of these well known irons is $7.75 but with our annual sum
“The death of General Obregon
mer
offer of allowing $1.50 for your old iron you can—this month only—get
under circumstances which shock the
world has brought to the rulers and
either of these irons at the special price of $6.25 by turning in your old iron.
people of Mexico deep sorrow and
has thrown upon them a heavy bur
Bring in your old Iron (any kind or condition) and save $1.50
den. Those of us from foreign lands
who are domiciled in Mexico have
shared their sorrow’s and have tried
to do anything we could to lessen
their burdens.
“We have been deeply impressed
by the fortitude and tranquility with
which the Mexican people have with
stood these two stunning blow's, with
At any of
oar stores
the dignity and the courage* and the
calmness they have exhibited wheth
er in' governmental positions or the
ordinary vocations of life they have
gone their way. That calmness and
steadiness we may well practice
ourselves and maintain that confi
Oxford County, while Mrs. 'Post
dence (he emphasized the word ‘con
spoke of the early Ingraham reunions
UNION
fidence’) in this country and this
and told how the Kalloch family re
Mrs. Alta Simmons and son Philip
people
which
this
chamber
of
com

unions began, a decade, or more, be
merce has written into its code of were visitors last week at J. C.
fore the Ingraham Family Associa
Simmons.
business conduct.”
tion was formed.
Constructive government Is not
Democracy cannot survive with
Mrs. F. X. P.oy is entertaining her
These officers were re-elected:
DRINKWATER’S THRILLS
sister Mrs. Frost and children and
out a largo supply of capable lead conducted on slogans; It is built on
President. Frank H. Ingraham, Rock
Mi-s. Emery and children of Berlin.
ership and a willingness of the sound statesmanship.
land; vice president! (Charles F. In
The following news item will in
Mr .and Mrs. Waldo Hoyt who have
citizen to exercise his right of
graham, Rockport, secretary Miss
terest the friends of a former Kock-- been visiting Mr. and Mrs. .1.
Sim
The American woman In the
franchise.
Clara O. Spalding. Owl’s Head;
mons have returned to Portland.
kitchen does not want gifts; the
treasurer, Mrs. Susie T. Snow-, Rock
land alderman:
t
most precious thing In her life Is
land.
Virgil Simmons is working for
‘J. E. Drinkwater of Brewer, the
It Is always the children who are
Deaths reported during the last
Harry Edgecomb in the mill.
an houest-to-God job for her man.
foundry
proprietor,
gets
his
greatest
ground
in
the
mills
of
international
year were those of Mrs. Sarah I.
Dwight Collins of Appleton is doing
enjoyment in shooting over the sur carpentry work for Oscar Upham.
disputes, and hone3t charity in
Ingraham, out of the state. Mrs. Jo
The beating of tom toms, throw
quires no further than that.
Mrs. Lewis Lane of East Gardiner.
sephine Buzzell Walmsley of Ban
face of Phillips lake at a 25-knot
ing of mud, malice and hate and
gor, and Mrs. Mary A. Gardner of
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
Wirren
I.ayr
visited
One of 4he striking advances in i A clearance of two thousandths of speed in a new sea sled recently
lies, slinging of phrases and slo
Rockland and _thosd present stood
Mrs. AV. C. Perry Thursday.
car construction is the higher ; an incb
satisfactory; but one of built for him. When he isn't using
If we let the churches, their aux gans are no contribution to na
Oliver
Charron
and
family
have
with bowed heads as a tribute to the motor
, . , .
.
,,
2% thousands causes a rejection and the scooting sled he puts his out
iliaries, and the schools fail this tional judgment.
M . ti
memory of those who had passed on. standards of inspection and assembly. the selection
gone to Providence where Mr. Char
of a new piston.
generation the heritage left to
Mrs. Hannah Perry has also died
ron
has
employment.
board
motor
on
the
stern
of
ills
more
An example is the new’ practice of | This closeness of fit, it is declared
those that follow will afford little
From education comes that In
during the year.
the Hudson Motor Car company in ! is possible because the Hudson sedate and more roomy keel boat for
enough of what has mado America spiration of the spirit that leads
hand-fitting all pistons individual- | pistons are built with a double strut a try at salmon and togue, or the
FRIENDSHIP
men and women from slavery.
I
“FIR TREE LODGE”
a land of promise to humanity.
My into cylinders, even after a num- ; of invar non-expanding steel. It is bass and pickerel. On a recent eve
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Welsh and
her of previous steps apperently said that these pistons can be fitted ning he took two boys, one his
Tenants Harbor Ladies Circle Held
have assured a’ perfect standard of safely to even a closer fit than the young son. out for a trolling trip. friends of Augusta spent a few days
Interesting Fair and Made Money
workmanship. The new practice on old time cast iron ones, and that they Handing his rod to one of the boys recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Hudson Super-Sixes is described as have the additional advantage of and to another the landing net lie Fred Young.
“The prettiest ever” was said of the follows:
lightness to assure rapid accelera directed them to land the fish and
Mrs. Alice McDargal and Miss
annual fair of the Ladies Circle of
himself gave attention to keeping Eleanor Thomas of Middleboro. Mass,
First, the cylinder bores are test tion and smoothness.
All pistons in a set must match the boat out of the rushing and leap visited Mrs. R. IL Thompson Wednes
the Baptist Chu'ch w hich w as held ed for accuracy and for size with
Au . 9. The vestry represented Fir Johansson gauges. Then pistons arc in weight, as well as fit perfectly into ing salmon’s path. Not very well day and called on other friends.
selected for the individual cylinders the individual cylinder bores.
versed in the use of the landing net,
Tree Lodge, a fashionable summei —likewise measured by the Johans
Harry Stone and Miss Mildred
Hudson engineers say that these the boy who held it waited until
hotel. At the entrance was an ar sons. These tests generally are con standards have improved still fur his chum had reeled the fish to the Sfone of Groveton, N. H. and Mrs.
Mabel Johnson and Miss Gertrude
ray of. fir trees. First entering was sidered t6 assure satisfactory re ther the performance and durability boat's side, then jabbed mightily at
Johnson of Roslindale, Mass., who
of
the
motors,
and
are
an
insurance
sults,
since
Johansson
gauges
are
the
beautiful
fish,
each
time
only
to
the appropriate office clerk. 'Fanny
science's most accurate instruments. against piston slap or rapid cylinder sec the fish dart out of reach. have been camping at R^R. Thomp
Long. Then the attractive booths of
But Hudson has now’ added an op bore wear.
Presently the ouanaiche, seemed to sons returned to their homes Thurs
fancy work, aprons, candy and eration of hand-fitting the measured
Hand-fitting hitherto has been an be disgusted with being reeled day.
Miss Marion Lowe of Roxbury and
orangeade.
The decorations were and inspected pistons into the meas operation to be found only in the steadily in—gave a mighty leap, and
l
highest priced cars.
landed flat on the bottom of the boat. Camden was a recent guest at Mr.
orange and tan, all booths carrying ured and inspected cylinder bores.
Even then it required quick work on and -Mrs. John Northcott’s.
out this color scheme.
the part of .Mr. Drinkwater to make
iMrs. Percy Wincapaw and Mrs.
The candy booth consisted of h
POLITICAL BRIEFS
Hoover-Curtis Leader sure of his trophy. The salmon Charles Cushman attended the funer
huge umbrella in orange and ton
weighed between three and a half al of their uncle, Willard Carter
stripe, spread over a built in table of
Addressing a gathering of Demo
and four pounds.”
Thursday at Loudville.
delicious home-made candy, one sign cratic State leaders in Augusta,
reading R.U.M.T.. Nina Leach was in E. Carl Moran. Democratic candidate
Mr. Andrews and Mr. Wakeiy of
HERE’S IONE FOR AL
charge of this booth. Nannie Allen, for governor, expressed the belief that
Jefferson were at IL IL Thompson’s
Josie Conary and Etta Holbrook Maine Democrats are fully alive to
Pierre Dupont “Normally” a Repub Monday.
were in charge of the fine display of the need of party organization this
Roy Cook and daughters of Bald
lican To Support the Wet Pro
fancy-work while Tertna Barter and year and are determined to elect
winville. Mass., are expected to ar
gram.
Mabel Wilson served the apron Smith to the Presidency. Jomi H.
rive in town this week to visit rela
table. The handsome booth, con Dooley of Portland was named chair
,
Pierre S. iDupont, chairman of the tives.
ducted by Ida Rivers, sold orangeade, man' of the State Finance committee
Judge and Mrs. Charles B. Clancy
boards of two of? the largest corpor
and with its clever sign attracted and Daniel W. Hurley of Ellsw’orth as
ations in the country, and nominally and two daughters and son Charles
many tallers. The usual fish-pond chairman of the speakers’ committee.
a Republican, came out flatly in sup of Maplewood, N. J., spent last week
was conducted by Blanche Simmons.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
port of the Presidential candidacy of at Camp Wapello.
Many Did Home Week friends once
Mrs. A. C. Cronheim and son Wil
Governor
Smith Friday.
Gov.
Smith
will
not
include
a
visit
Tenants Harbor residents contribut
liam of East Orange visited Charles
In
a
formal
statement
issued
with

to
Maine
in
his
coming
presidential
ed generously. Mass Mary lliekey
in 24 hours after he had been grant Cronheim for axfew days recently.
gave as a
$40 and Hattie Mont campaign, according to members of a
Miss Bertha Stevens, director of
ed
leave of absence as chairman of
delegation
of
Maine
Democratic
lead

of Hartford. Conn remembered the
Camp Wetona, was a guest at the
the
General
Motors
Corporation.
ers
who
returned
from
New
York
fancy work table., Hattie Rawley
DuPont said Governor Smith has the camp Tuesday. Miss Edith Stokes,
and Mabel Rose were in charge of the after a conference with Chairman
“Strength of character to correct the daughter of G. A. 'Stokes of Camp
Raskob
of
the*
Democratic
National
decorations and much credit is due
evils
of prohibition law enforcement Wapello, is attending Mrs. Stevens’
committee.
Definite
assurance
of
them.
'Supper was served with
and
make
recommendations neces camp.
speakers
to
come
here
was
difficult
waitresses gowned in grange and
Earle Baldwin of Hollywood, Calif.,
sary
for
the
solution of the liquor
to
get.
the
delegation
reported,
but
wliite. The .assistants in the dining
arrived at camp a week ago Friday
problem.
”
\
among
the
possibilities
named
w
’
ere
room and kitohem were: Elizabeth
While ordinarily a Republican. Du and is training the boys for a pres
Gillis. Mabel Barter. Alice Wheeler. Gov. Ritchie of Maryland and Senator
Pont
said, “I have always interested entation of a minstrel comedy “Happy
Brousseau
of
Louisiana.
I Mary Hart, Josephine Tabbutt and
*
*
*
4>
myself
in the plans and policies in Days.” About 40 boys will take part,
Rena Andrew’s.
in the entertainment that will be
volved and in the personality of
Following the suVbcr was an en
Carl Vrcoman, Democrat, of Bloom
candidate more than in a name of staged in Thomaston Aug. 21 and in
tertainment consisting of recitation. ington, Ill..’a former assistant secre
the party and I believe that no Intel Friendship Aug. 23. Mr. Baldwin who
Frances Sholes: readings, Mrs. Ever tary of agriculture, has announced
OX. FRAXKLIN W. FORT.
is with tlie Metro-Meyer-Goldwin
ligent voter can do otherwise.”
ett, Libby of Rockport; vocal solo. bis opposition to the candidacy of
Xew Jersey Congressman
Studios wrote and directed “Happy
Feme Brit to: skewh, “Dr. Wiseas” Governor Smith for the Presidency,
and
veteran
Republican
Days” for the University of South
Douglas Auld; nurse, Ruth Moss; Mr Vroortian’s statement said: “The
GLENCOVE
We will can blueberries at our Rockland
campaigner, who is secretary of
ern California. He has staged all
patients. Ruth Clark and Jennie Wi Tammany Hall campaign idea seems
Miss
Mildred
Packard
has
been
the
National
Republican
Commit

camp
shows
except
the
j>ne
given
last
ley: trio, Messrs, Auld. Reed and to be based on its theory that it can
called to Boston to attend the func
factory
* '
Imlach; recitation, 'Lillian Sholes: sell political gold brick promises to tee.
ral of Mrs. Lloyd Kelley, a very dear
V
recitation, Jennie Coolbroth; piano a bun<*h of hayseeds out West. I am
friend.
duet. Harriet Rawley and Ruth Bar confident the farmers of this country
Mrs. Emma Packard and grand
ter; recitations, "Douglas and Mar will not fall for this latest ‘con’ game
Blueberry farmers please call Rqckland260
daughter Betty of Syracuse, N. Y.,
garet Pratt; recitation. Ruby Sholes; from ‘The Sidewalks of New York.’"
are at A. B. Packard’s for a week
vocal solo, Gilbert Auld; piano solo,
Mrs. Packard has been at Vinalhaven
or write us if you have any to sell
j
Ruth Clark of Cambridge; reading,
THE ROBBINS FAMILY
guest of Mrs. Emma Lane the pastf
Rita Sholes, sketch, Jos^e Conary
The 42d annual reunion of the Rob
month.
and’'Myrtle Taylor; piano duet, Feme bins family, will be held at the home
Thomas Farley of Boston is guest
Sines 1840 this firm hat
Britto and Dorothy Flanders; male of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Robbins in
of Mi. and Mrs. Hudson Barrows. faithfully served ths fami
quartette, “Village . Choir,” Messrs. Union Tuesday, Aug. 21.
This is a symptom of indigestion often
Mr. and Mrs. George Innes of
lies of Knox County.
Kant, Auld. Imlach, -Reed.
May F. Robbins, Sec.
caused by faulty diet, sometimes by Massachusetts were guests at th®
Lady Attendant
96-98 overeating. Less sweets, starches or home of Stanley Gregory Thursday.
Tel. Day 450; Night 781-1
She (at the beach)—Are you just
pickles for n while will help relieve the
Several from here attended the
AMBULANCE SERVICE
flirting w’Ith me, or do you mean
trouble. But be suro to trse this safe 4nd Baptist church fair in Rockport
StAARETT-SPEAR FAMILIES
business?
The Starre|t-Spear Reunion will sure family remedy, “ L. F.” Atwood’s Wednesday.
w
Rockland, Maine
He—Be reasonable, my %ear. This be held at Reunion Grove Farm, Medicine. f>0c bottlo contains 60 doses,
Guests of Miss Wilma Carroll this
trial size 15c.
90-87
is my vacation and I came here to Warren, Maine. Aug. 16, 1928.
week Were Mrs. Mildred Rhbdep of
ROCKLAND, ME.
get away from business.—Montreal
Bertha A. Starrett, Sec.
Rockport and Miss Edna Gregory of
L.
F.
Medicine
Co.,
Portland,
Me.
Star.
95-97
Rockland.
f

Brand New One !

Universal Safety Iron

Hudson Pistons Hand-fitted

or

Westinghouse Automatic Iron

SAVE $1.50 NOW

Central Maine Power Company

HOOVERIZMZ

IA1P SOTS
PR ITSO

BLUEBERRIES WANTED

Acid —or Sour

With its pure
cream, its cool,
fresh fruit, this ice
cream is wonder
ful to taste! Sim
mons & Hammond
Mfg. Company.

THERE’S AN S tv II
HEALER NEARBY

Stomach

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

BURPEE’S

Every-OtKer-Da?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 14, 1928.
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ALL ROADS LEAD TO THIS GREAT SALE
OUR OUTSTANDING MERCHANDISING EVENT OF THE YEAR. AT M1D-AUGUST, EACH YEAR, WE
STAGE THIS HUGE VALUE-GIVING EVENT. EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR GREAT STOCK WILL GO AT
SLAUGHTER PRICES

THIS SALE STARTS TODAY, AUGUST 14th - ENDS AUGUST 31st
SeeThese Specials

We List a Few of the Tremen=

Unparalleled Values I

dous Values=See Before You Buy
I

We Invite Comparison of Price and Quality
Look Elsewhere, Then Study Our Merch
andise and Buy Here—Cash or Terms

I'ei
1$

tgO

Beautiful Three Piece Reed Suite
This handsome Suite consists of Settee, Large Rocket and
Chair. Auto Spring Cushions. Choice of Finishes. Clear
ance Sale, only—

Finished or Unfinished Breakfast Sets
A wide assortment—both Finished and Unfinished—Sev
eral Styles and Sizes. Selected Cabinet Wood. Sale price—

$39.75

■-

$12.75 and up

A Great Nine Piece Dining Room Suite
Table, China, Buffet, Five Chairs and Guest Chair. DisCO
tinctively new in design. Finished in American Walnut.
I |Zlll
Congoleum Rugs and Linoleums

r

The Buffet has a sliding tray lined for silver.
throughout with masterly skill. Sale price—

Finished

Congoleums—9x1 2, 9x10.6, 9x9, 7.6x9, 6x9—20 to 30%
Discount
Inlaid Printed Linoleums. Felt Base Floor Coverings—
20 to 30% Discount

tv

A

Carload of Mattresses

Just Arrived—Combination Mattress. Regular price $8.75.
Sale price $5-75. Regular St. & B. $10.75 Mattress. Sale
price $8-75. All Cotton Heavy Fancy Tick, Rolled Edge,
$14.50. Sale price $10.95. Wool Felt Mattress. Regular
price $16.50. Sale price $12.75.

dr
3-pc. Parlor Suite—Value Extraordinary

i/

OUR GREAT LEADER!
Here is an outfit consisting of Wood Finish or White Enamel

Appealing in every line and curve—it quickly attracts attenReversible Cushions, Mohair, Jacquard Velour, Cut

Bed, Combination Mattress and National Spring at a price Velour or Denims. Sale price—
Unusually Low. Complete—
'ii.ini*-

S119.75

Hammock Prices Cut in Two
We have Deliberately Cut Our Prices in Two on Hammocks
and Swayers, with and without awnings. Slaughtered rather
than hold over another year.

'’11III lllllllllllllllll,ll•

,.75
J
,/K

fa

Cedar Chests
Refrigerators

1/

Consider the health of your
family and buy that much
wanted Refrigerator—
$11.95 and up

Sliding Couch
and DAY BED

Covered in beautiful Floral
Cretonne, deep valance
and end cover; easily con
verted to full size bed.
Sale price—

$20 and up

Marvelous Choice in Bed Room Suites
Bow-end Bed, Dresser, Vanity, Chest or Four-Post Bed.
Best Walnut Veneered.

Dust-proof Construction.

Class Workmanship Throughout.

Sale price—

First

$80

Genuine Red Cedar, Moth
proof. A safe storage Ibr
Furs and Clothing
Sale price—

$9.95 and up
Reed Chairs............. $18.25
Night Stands ............. $7.95
Reed Ferneries ....... $3.95
Davenport Tables .. $9.95

Our Reeds
Always a Stonington
*
Favorite
Reed Chairs and Rockers
Beauties

$9.75

End Tables, $2.39; Magazine Racks, $1.95; Sliding Couches, $12.75; Radio Cabinets, $9.98; Taborets, 49c, $1.29, $1.39; Wing Odd
Pieces, Dressers, $14.60; Chests, $11.95; Dressing Tables, $17.85. Headquarters for Columbia Vivatonal Phonographs and Records.
Household Ranges, $49.75. Also a full line of Atlantic Ranges.

Sale Starts Tuesday, August 14—Ends August 31

a
SPECIAL!

A w

on SEWING CABINETS
Priscillas and Martha
Washingtons
Priscillas ........ i\....... $5-40
Marthas .................. $11.95

Cash or Easy Terms as Desired

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
Telephone and Mail Orders Filled
313-319 Main Street, Rockland,

Free Delively

Cash or Terms

Phbne 980

Coggswells
for Comfort
The most comfortable chair
ever built
Ask our Special Sale Price

